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the quarter hours, and the hours on a cathedral gong. Only two
other models made by ST used this same movement, the Hecla, and
the wall clock, Marcy. The two-piece paper dial is a replacement and
has correct ST hands. Beautiful silver stenciled glass
in the door, key lock on the side, and packaged in a
near perfect 22 ½” high oak case. Three quarter
turned columns on the door and the back edges.
The case has been lightly cleaned/polished but not
to affect the nice original finish. In addition to the
nickel dial rings, other nickel accessories are two
nickel bells, cathedral gong base, pendulum hanger,
and nickel pendulum bob with damascened circles
all over. This model is a rare and superior clock that
always attracts collectors. We have not had an Atlas
in many auctions but when we have, they brought as much as
$2500. In recent years we have sold two or three of its mates, the
Hecla, upwards of $3500. I am in great unhappiness when I have to
list one this cheap. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 718. Books for $2500.
$1000-$1500.

1.
$1500
English skeleton clock, an ordinary London
made clock with double fusees, scrolled design
and fretted dial, ca 1860. It is a striking clock,
number of hours each hour, not “passing
strike” as they are commonly called, that you
see on many English Skeleton clocks. The clock
is 15” high including the original wood base.
With the original glass shade in place it is 20”
high. The 8-day movement is in perfect running
condition. All parts of the clock are original,
with the possible exception of the winding key,
of that we cannot be sure. The paint on the fretted dial is black, and
the pair of hands are black. The pendulum can be locked down
against the movement with a screw to the back plate. Note the
unusual dome, the base of the four feet, the unusual wood base
with feet, and the cleanliness of the brass and chains. We could not
find a name or mark anywhere on the clock. This clock, or one very
nearly like it, is pictured in the book, “Skeleton Clocks”, by F. B.
Royer-Collard. $750-$1000.

5.
$3000
E. Howard, Boston, “Regulator No. 70”, ca 1880. Beautiful cherry
case, clean, polished, completely original and as near mint as any
Howard we have ever seen or sold. It is 32” high, has the original
eight-day, time only movement that is signed and running briskly. The 12” painted dial is perfect, has good
painted lower glass with advertising. Both glasses are
original and the doors have proper latches. Correct
damascened pendulum bob and stick, pendulum tie
down, weight baffle board, pulley, label inside, and the
original iron weight, all near perfect and original to this
case. The weight is marked “70”. Ly-American, page
123. We just do not get clocks any more original or
nicer. $3000-$4000.

2.
$1500
Black Forest large and very rare carved cuckoo clock featuring a
dog’s head at the bottom and a deer head on top, ca 1885. This is a
very large wall cuckoo that stands 30” high and is 22” wide. The
carvings are outstanding with a great deal of attention given to detail. We have sold a few cuckoos of this caliber and this one is the very best we
have ever seen and is near mint considering how
fragile it is to hang, carry, or ship. Note the large
deer head with carved antlers, birds on the sides,
and the carved dogs head and horn at the bottom. In between are leaves primarily. The large
dial has old numerals and bone hands. The animals have glass eyes. The original carved antlers,
pendulum and other attached parts are original
and are of that period. The 8-day single fusee brass movement is
functioning as intended. This clock sold just a few years ago for over
$5000. $2000-$2500.
3.

6.

$750

Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock, “Column”,
ca 1847. This very early and very rare clock was
involved in the evolution of Seth Thomas’s shelf
and weight shelf clocks during the 1840-1870 period. None of the “experts” that we exposed this
clock to have ever seen one like it and most figured it was an experimental/transition model between the shelf spring driven models, ca 1840’s,
to the weight driven models, ca 1860’s. Reference: Ly-Seth Thomas #1759-A, almost identical to
our clock, and #1737, identical look but slightly larger and weight
driven. The “experts” tried to buy our clock leading me to think it
must be rare and valuable. The label has an address of “One State
Street” which dates the clock 1847-1849. The movement is signed,
“S Thomas / Plymouth, Conn.”, and the label is marked, “Seth Thomas / Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”. The 19-inch-high case is in very good
condition but the mirror may be a replacement. The distance between the movement plates is larger than normal, the lyre shape is
slightly different, gearing is not standard, and the
factory dial is original with opening to expose the
movement. Certainly a very unusual clock, and running. $1000-$2000.

$750

E. O. Stennes, Weymouth, Mass. banjo clock, ca 1962.
The original 8-day time only movement was made by
Kilbourne & Proctor for Stennis. They also made movements for Campos and Wayne Cline. The pendulum,
weight, dial, and hands, all appear to be original to the
case. The weight is old but the type used in the early
banjo clocks. Original mahogany case is almost 33 inches high, and it has the one good glass in the bezel but
wood in the throat and base door. It has good brass
side rails and brass finial on top. The case is clean and
polished. The painted metal dial is very nice and it does
not have any paint chipping. The bezel has a push button release on the side of the case. The hands are probably original. The brass pendulum has a tie down at the bottom. We
believe the clock to be straight and original. $1000-$1500.
4.
$900
Seth Thomas Clock Co. deluxe mantel clock, “Atlas”, ca 1886. The
factory code is stamped on the case back. There is also most of a
black and gold label inside. This clock is top of the line for Seth
Thomas parlor clocks. It has a special three spring, 8-day, heavy
movement, signed with the “ST” logo and “Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Ct”. The movement is running, and it strikes two nickel bells on

7.
$350
Seth Thomas Clock Co., carved case weight clock,
“Putnam”, ca 1900. This is a popular weight clock
reissued by Seth Thomas. The mahogany veneered
case is 36 ¼ inches tall, expertly carved splat, half
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top and bottom tips of the case were replaced. I could only guess
they were broken and had to be repaired. They look very nice, and
most folks would not even notice the repairs if not for the fact that
the stain needs to be darkened. In fact, one of the auction houses in
the northeast sold this clock a few years ago for
over $3000 without mentioning the restoration.
This little mahogany veneered case is only 24 inches tall, the veneer is good all over, and has a key
lock on the side, without a key. The upper dial has
been repainted, the bottom is original. Note the
complete paper label on the back of the door. The
8-day movement was only used in this calendar
model. The calendar mechanism is by Mix Brothers,
and all movements and parts are original. I cannot
vouch for the hands, pendulum bob, or key, but
they are all of the type ST used. Ly-Seth Thomas,
page 92; and Ly-Calendar #600. $1500-$2000.

columns and paw feet. The case has not been refinished but is very
clean and polished. The only thing we notice is different since it was
manufactured is some paint flaking from the tablet scene. It has a
complete backboard label, unusual gong stand, large iron weights,
pendulum, and original dial and hands. The brass lyre movement is
clean and running and signed properly. It strikes the gong each hour
loud but deep tone. The door has a key lock, but no escutcheon or
key. The beautifully carved case sells for half the money of a carved
case made just a few years earlier. The thing that gets my attention
most on these old clocks, are the original screws holding the dial.
That tells me Bubba has not been working on the clock. Ly-Seth
Thomas #1721. $400-$600.
8.
$400
Seth Thomas Clock Co. pillar and scroll, Plymouth,
Connecticut, with Terry’s patent 5 train wood
movement, which Seth Thomas copied. Mahogany
veneered case is 31” high, some satinwood inlay on
the top. The clock has been restored, tablet painted (or touched up) without removing the original
glass from the door. The old putty is still intact
around both glasses. Ivory escutcheon, door lock
with key, brass finials are solid and are replacements. The case has been cleaned/polished and
rubbed to a nice furniture finish. I cannot tell if any wood parts to
the base have been restored as they have the feel of originals. The
right scroll tip has been expertly repaired, hardly visible from the
front. Label inside is excellent, pair of old iron weights, and an old
brass bob. Excellent wood dial has no fading or stretch marks, and it
has what appear to be original hands. The clock has been owned in
the past by one or more collectors who took good care of the early
clock. As with all clocks, we are only custodians of these rare treasurers for a short time. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 658. $500-$1000.

11.
$1000
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “No. 11 Regulator”, ca 1891. You will not
have to hide this 50” high, rare cherry wood clock in the garage. It is
clean inside and out, polished, and ready to hang and enjoy. In fact,
it just came to us from a long time collector who wanted to keep it
but smaller living quarters would not accommodate all his clocks.
Most clocks you can tell right off, if they hung in a house where
there was coal and/or tobacco smoke, this clock does not show
those signs. It has the original putty around the door glass and side
glasses. There is considerable detailed woodwork
on the case and it is all original and complete. We
rarely have large cherry case clocks and they always
command high prices, at least in central states. The
movement is original to the case and there is no
evidence it has even been removed and put back.
The weights, pendulum bob, wood stick, three
hands, two piece signed dial, and everything is correct and appears to be original. About the time I
think I have these big Gilbert regulators figured out,
they throw me a ringer. This movement has one
spool behind the one winding arbor. It winds both
cords at the same time. The cords then unroll on
two spools on each side of the bottom of the movement, and then the cords go to the top of the case
on each side, then go over wood spools, and descend down the
case sides. In the No. 11’s I have had previously both cords went to
the top right of the case, one came down; the other went across the
case top then descended. See clock #61 in the August 2008 catalog.
We have the correct weights; I just failed to include them in the
picture. Ly-Gilbert #353. $1250-$1500.

9.
$350
Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock, “Franklin”, ca 1900. I guess
you could call it a column and splat type clock. It has some of the
features of the 1870’s “Column” models Seth made but they
changed it enough to have a personality of its own. If you will check
Tran Duy Ly’s Seth Thomas book you will find they made three large
weight clocks that are similar, the “Franklin” #1736, “Yorktown”
#1720, and “Putnam” #1721. All three were made around 1900, they
are 36 inches tall, all are 8-day weight driven clocks, and all have
carvings, paw feet, and similar tablets. They were all
made with dark mahogany, have identical Cathedral
bells, and signed lyre 8-day movements. ST evidently did not make many of those clocks for this is the
first Franklin model I have ever sold. I have never
sold a Yorktown and only one Putnam. The Putnam
model #7 above and this clock both run and are in
very nice condition. Check the interior of the Putnam picture for the interior of the Franklin is the
same. The Franklin has a door lock but no escutcheon or key. This clock has exceptionally large and
heavy weights. Ly-Seth Thomas #1736. $400-$600.

12.
$900
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Hotel”, ca 1888. Seldom
do we have this model for sale. I bet we have not
had a half dozen in 45 years. You collectors who
have been hounding me to find a Hotel for an auction, here is your chance. This one is oak, 15” tall,
has fancy embossed/carved panels on the sides
and the front has carved emblems in the corners of
the door. Even though it is only 15” high it looks
much larger. The large front door is the only access to the movement, pendulum, gong, beat scale, dial, hands, and winding arbors.
There is a key lock on the side of the case. It has a superior heavy
duty 8-day movement and is running and striking a Cathedral bell.
The brass bob and wood stick, gong, and beat scale are all correct
for this clock. The hands are correct and the paper dial was installed

10.
$1000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 3”, better known to
clock collectors as the “Peanut”, ca 1863. A few years ago I had
three Peanuts hanging in my office but like a fool sold them all. I did
not want to, but people kept asking me to sell them one. This model
is probably the most prized of all Seth Thomas calendar clocks, and
definitely my favorite. This particular Peanut is not perfect, nice
enough, but has had some restoration. For whatever reason both
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many years ago. This model has traditionally sold upwards of $3000.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 728. $1000-$1500.

same pattern. The No. 5 is the baby of the lot. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
283. $1500-$2000.

13.
$350
“Made And Sold At Plymouth, Connecticut / By / E. Terry & Sons”,
pillar and scroll clock, ca 1827. The movement is
wood, runs 30-hours, and strikes an iron bell hourly.
There is an excellent old wood dial, pair of correct
period hands, old iron bell, pair of period iron
weights, and a brass bob. The 32” mahogany veneered case is excellent with the original scrolls,
right scroll has a minor repair, original feet and
apron, two old glasses, the bottom glass is a repaint
by Tom Moberg, and there is a complete paper label
with no paper losses. The door has an ivory escutcheon, working lock, and key and the case has a really
nice clean and polished finish. There are three old brass finials, the
kind that are in 3 pieces that screw together. I have had many pillar
and scroll clocks, usually selling for $2000 and up that were not
nearly as nice as this one. If I were still keeping clocks I would definitely keep this one. $400-$600.

16.
$500
LeCoultre Atmospheric clock, serial number
#297364, ca 1970. The company touts the perpetual clock saying in their ads, “runs silently, accurately, indefinitely, powered alone by the unfailing
daily changes in the temperature and pressure of
the air. Atmos requires no electricity, no hand
winding, no attention – not even oil”. This clock is
near perfect, complete, running, no tarnish anywhere. $600-$750.
17.
$1000
Southern Calendar Clock Co. St. Louis, Mo., “Fashion No. 4”, ca
1880. Walnut case is 32” high, dark but retains the original finish. It
has been restored, in that the dials have been repainted black, paper calendar rolls replaced to black, and the finials
are glued in so I cannot evaluate them. The walnut
finials are exactly like the originals. The running and
calendar movements are operating properly, and
inside is the original black and gold label of instructions and the white label telling you not to oil the
calendar movement. The brass pendulum and wood
stick look like what you would see on a No.4 but it is
a little too large. It looks fine, runs as it should, and
no one but you will know the difference. You should
have a brass pendulum that is 2 5/8 inches in diameter. Large brass bell is clean and bright, has correct
hands, and it has nice nickeled dial rings. The etched designs on the
dial board retains all of the original gilt, the tablet is excellent, and
as usual I was disappointed when I looked in the secret compartment, there was nothing there. Overall a very good example of this
model. The previous collector had the clock restored to look like the
No.6 black dial models. Like him, if you have always wanted a black
dial Fashion but did not want to pay $4000, this is an ideal substitute. I have had it in my office for some time and no one knows the
difference. Ly-Calendar, page 286; also in the Ly-Seth Thomas book.
$1250-$1500.

14.
$850
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. top of the line mantel clock, “Amphion”, ca
1885. This rare and unusual shelf clock has glass
mirror panels on the sides and base, and matching glass in the center of the pendulum. The
pendulum was a special one made by George B.
Owens and used in this clock model. The case
was made with choice walnut woods, stands 25”
high, has lots of carved pieces, grooved and
etched designs, and various styles of moldings,
all placed strategically on the case making it an
unusual clock. It is bigger looking than most
shelf clocks, standing 25” high and is 17.5” wide
at the top. All the wood pieces are original and intact. It has a great
door glass that is also one of George Owens special glasses along
with his pendulum, and the usual Cathedral gong and 8-day movement. It is running and striking properly. The only knock on the
clock is a replaced paper dial. The last Amphion we sold brought
almost $2300. Ly-Gilbert, page 293. $1000-$1500.

18.
$800
Seth Thomas Clock Co., “Parlor Calendar No. 3”, ca 1876. The 8-day
upper movement is running and strikes a brass bell
each hour. The lower calendar movement is functioning as intended. The dials are not original, better than most ST dials we see as they have been
repainted. Walnut case is 27” high, all the rounded
bezels are very nice and the case is clean and polished. On the inside of the door is a full white paper label. It did not photograph well but it is all
there and has the date it was put to running, January 1st, 1874. The glasses are good as are the hands,
and all other hardware. This clock closely resembles
the Southern Calendar Clock Fashion No. 1, cases
which Seth Thomas supplied them. The two glasses are good, key
lock on the side is complete and working properly. Over the years
we have sold very few of this model. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 105.
$800-$1200.

15.
$1000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 5”, an excellent modern-day copy of a rarely seen ca 1880 wall
weight regulator that sells these days for $10,000 and
up. I have an original No. 5 in my collection and in
comparing the two clocks, I will say they did a nice
job copying the original. I have no complaints with
the workmanship and with the two clocks side by
side I think you would agree that the clock is very
close to the original. The walnut case is 51” high, has
a door hook rather than a key lock, painted metal dial
with ST signatures, and a wood dial ring. The iron
back plate, brass movement, brass pendulum, wood
stick, brass weight, beat scale, three glasses, and
slide in top ornament are all good copies of the parts
found in my original Seth Thomas No. 5 Regulator.
My original case has a slick cabinet finish, while this
repro has a plain, but nice finish. The movement is 8-day, one
weight, time only, and running. This clock came with a large collection of near perfect clocks, but I do not know where he acquired
the clock, or who made it. The collectors of Seth Thomas clocks
know that the Regulators No.5, No.16, and No.19, all came from the

19.
$500
“Dungan & Klump, 1208 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Penn.”, Dickory
Dickory Dock mouse clock, ca 1912. We have sold a half dozen or so
of these rare and original mouse clocks, most being their Models 1
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$5000, not nearly as nice as this near perfect clock. We have sold
many Regulator No.11 models, none as nice as this clock. Some may
complain that the 53” oak case is too nice but we see no indications
it has ever been overly cleaned or refinished. Perhaps polished or
rubbed, but when you see no black in the multitude of grooves and
carvings, you have to feel that it has been protected
thru its existence. It came to us with the superb collection of clocks, and the collector said it was the one
clock in his house that everyone tried to buy. Label
on the back is mostly there. Accessories are brass
and nickel bob, weight, pulley, beat scale, and dial
rings. Two good glasses, one side glass has a crack,
one held with the original putty, other two with new
putty, colored over. Good wood stick, burl insert in
the back board, repainted dial, three correct hands,
and the original 8-day time only movement. If I were
a Gilbert collector, this clock would not leave the
house. Ly-Gilbert, page 135. $1250-$1500.

or II models. This one is their number IV model, smaller at 35 inches
and a different top and base. The principal is the same, the mouse
runs up the clock until it reaches I o’clock, then falls to
the bottom. It uses a Sessions 8-day pendulum movement, strikes a cup bell on each hour. The case is made
of oak with a mission finish and hangs on the wall. The
gilding on the front is worn, however all the printing on
the front can be read. The label is good which is a plus
considering it is on the back of the case. This is not a toy
even though it was originally made by Elmer Dungan for
his daughter Emily, and the nursery rhyme was imprinted
on the front of the clock. “Dickory, Dickory, Dock, the
mouse ran up the clock, the clock struck one, the mouse
fell down, Dickory, Dickory, Dock.”. Although the clock
was a failure in its day and ended its illustrious career
being a giveaway item by Philadelphia newspapers, today it is eagerly sought by collectors of novelty clocks. In
the summer of 1966 the NAWCC printed a Supplement to the Bulletin, “Elmer Ellsworth Dungan and the Dickory, Dickory, Dock Clock”.
If you are interested in the mouse clock you must read the booklet.
In my early auctions this clock sold for $2500.

23.
$1000
Chelsea Clock Company, extremely rare “Willard Banjo” with ships
bell movement, ca 1927. I cannot find another example
of a Chelsea banjo with ships bells although I know they
made some. The company records show they began
making them in 1927. The collector who owned this
clock indicated he paid $2500 for it. The 43-inch mahogany case is original, clean, polished, and has no visible
damage or repairs. Our collector would not have
bought it if it were not near perfect. The hand painted
glasses depict Perry’s victory over the British on Lake
Erie in 1813. It has a brass eagle, brass winding key
signed “Chelsea, brass side rails, brass bezel holding the
bowed glass, two push button door latches, and round
balls decorating the base. The case is marked “7” in
several places. The 8-day lever movement is running
and striking ships bells half hours and hours. The dial is
signed, “Ships Bells” and “J. E. Caldwell & Co.”. They were the selling dealer. $1000-$2000.

20.
$1200
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. a top of the line mantel
clock, the “Psyche”, ca 1885. I have owned and
sold only three of this model previously. July
2010, sold for $1755, and July 2017 sold for $1600,
and January 2019 sold for $1550. This one is exceptionally nice, a clean 24.5” high walnut case,
original dark finish and polished. This one is more
than a mantel clock, it is a parlor clock, a cut
above most all mantel clocks, one you will be
proud to display. It has several carvings, six
turned finials, grooved designs, and some very special applied wood
ornaments. There is a wonderful old glass in the door, a George B.
Owen style barrel pendulum, and I would suspect that Owen designed the case. It has a replaced paper dial, but overall the clock is
very nice to be 135 years old. Good nickeled bell, nickel dial rings,
and an 8-day signed movement that is running and striking the bell.
Ly-Gilbert #1022. $1500-$2000.

24.
$1750
Diamond Head banjo timepiece by Wayne R. Cline, Bowling Green,
Ky., ca 2000. Like new version of the style made by Daniel
Monroe of Concord, Mass. Glasses were painted by Tom
Moberg, the dial is signed by Cline and is in perfect condition. After inspecting the clock inside and out it apparently has never been run. The case is stamped “63” and has
the serial number “C636 6904” stamped on the back
meaning it was when Cline finished the clock. I don’t
know the combination to those numbers. The case is 42
inches tall, has brass rails, eagle on the top, iron weight
signed “Wayne Cline”, and brass pendulum bob with tie
down. This is only the second Diamond Head made by
Cline that I have sold. $2000-$3000.

21.
$500
French palm tree clock, case is brass/bronze, some onyx, and has
many metal ornaments, ca 1885. The white onyx case is very good
but you don’t see much onyx for all the brass or
bronze attachments. The dark sections such as
the sitting lady and small piece below the dial, are
also brass with a covering to make them dark. The
clock is 22 inches high, 15 inches wide, complete
with the many metal moldings around the bottom
of the base, top of the base, and below the lady.
Nice one-piece porcelain dial is not signed, good
pair of French hands, beveled glass, and a brass
sash. It has the typical 8-day round French movement, and striking a nickel bell on hours and half hours. The movement is not signed. This is one of the first clocks I bought back in the
early 1970’s, never ran it, no desire to, it is a decorator clock. I still
have not hung the pendulum, so it probably needs oiling. $500$1000.

25.
$1800
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 18”, ca 1883. A
clock for lovers of “big clocks”, it stands 54” high,
great oak case that is all original, and came right off
the consignor’s great room wall where it had proudly
hung for many years. Their clocks sure are nice for
they bought only the very best and in addition to being a collector he was a super repairman so all the
clocks they consigned run as they should. The case is
all original, and the dial paint was stabilized, the three

22.
$1000
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “Regulator No. 10, Hanging”, ca 1910. We
seldom see this model, and have only seen a couple sell in 40 years.
There was one sold in an east coast auction 15 years ago for over
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shipper would disagree. Pickup here if at all possible. $1000-$2000.

hands look to be original, same with the brass weight, brass pendulum bob, wood stick, brass beat scale, and the brass pulley. Part of
the old label is inside. The label was beat up pretty well by the
weight and pendulum bob hitting it. There are no extra holes anywhere meaning the dial and movement are original to the case. The
8-day movement is signed and running. This is probably the most
original and nicest No.18 I have seen. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 300.
Booked for $4500 several years ago. That is what we got for some
sold in previous sales. $2000-$2500.
26.

28.
$1200
Foster Campos Massachusetts Shelf Clock, commonly called the “Brides Clock”, probably ca
around 1970. The number on the case is, “46 04”.
This is a beautiful clock, expertly constructed, as
were all of Mr. Campos’s clocks. The glass on top is
signed by Mr. Campos, his typical pine tree is on the
bottom of the dial, and the weight is signed by Mr.
Campos. The mahogany case is about 35 inches tall,
painted off white, hence the Brides Clock name, has
ripple like molding around both Tom Moberg glasses and painted designs on the base, and four turned
feet underneath. The movement is typical Mass.
shelf 8-day, one weight, time only piece with passing strike feature striking once on the hours, brass
pendulum bob, and an iron weight. It is running of course. $1500$2000.

$1750

“Seth Thomas, Plymouth Hollow, Conn.”, printed
on the label of this hanging, “Regulator No. 1 Extra”, ca 1863. I have several early trade catalogs
dating back to 1863, and this model was pictured in
the 1863 catalog. The Plymouth Hollow on the label
and pendulum also dates the clock back to the
1860’s. Rosewood veneered case is 44” high, complete with all original parts. The doors have original
glasses, key locking lower door and a locking knob
on the bezel. The veneer is exceptional and if repairs have been made to the case, and it is reasonable to think there were, I cannot detect them. I do
notice some rough places on the base caused by
hauling the clock to me. The only change I see to the entire clock is
a Dial House repainted dial. The hands, brass bob, gold stick, door
key, sliding weight partition, beat scale, and the two old weights,
are all near perfect and original. The weight partition board with the
label attached is now covered with a piece of glass to prevent damage by the pendulum. The 8-day time and strike movement is pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas #846-A. Other photos of the No.1 Extra are
on pages 272-273. This clock has been hanging in the home of a long
-time collector until removed to our location. Mr. Ly’s panel of experts give the No.1 Extra Time and Strike, a book value of $5000.
Our experience has shown that this model in excellent condition
should bring $4000-$6000. Wait a minute, that was years ago. Now
one of my favorite clocks is selling for chickenfeed. This clock even
has the special Seth Thomas pendulum with the factory engraved
and is signed by Seth Thomas at Plymouth Hollow. The pendulum
alone is worth a ton. Also the time and strike models are exceptionally rare. $2000-$3000.

29.

$1200

Foster Campos, Pembroke, Mass., reproduction of a
scroll top Massachusetts Shelf Clock. This is an exceptionally nice clock, skillfully constructed, as were
all of Mr. Campos’s clocks. The case and the Moberg
painted top glass are signed by him. The mahogany
case is 35” tall, signed “18” on its various parts, has
four round gold feet underneath, and a decorative
brass finial on top. Both Moberg painted glasses are
extraordinary. The bottom glass features five sailing
ships and is inscribed, “Escape of the Constitution”.
The movement is a typical Mass. shelf clock 8-day,
one weight, time only movement, that has a passing
strike on the hours. It strikes one time on any hour,
on a brass bell located on top of the movement. It has a brass pendulum bob, and an iron weight. They do not come any nicer than
this clock. $1500-$2000.
30.
$2500
France, three singing birds, signed by Japy Freres on the 8-day time
only movement. An extremely rare and ornate arrangement which
features a bird perched on the treetop, a bird on her nest with three
birds eggs, and a third bird at the bottom between two pools of water. The clock is running,
the porcelain dial is perfect, has two French
hands and an automatic stream of water running into the pools. The base is wood painted
black, four feet underneath, winding key and
activation lever on the base. An original glass
dome covers the automaton. With dome in
place it is 17 ½ inches tall and 14 inches wide at
the bottom. When I purchased this item 30
years ago it was operational. I never wound the
clock or automaton until today. I know the clock
is running but I do not wish to wind the spring driven movement
operating the birds or water. I have never seen another three-bird
automaton with a clock. The east coast auctions have had a couple
of three bird automatons but not under a glass dome or with a
clock. Those usually sold for $2000 or more. $2500-$3500.

27.
$1000
Large French porcelain clock ca about 1880. This has been on our
living room mantel for several years. There are no visible missing,
repaired, or broken pieces but I guarantee there are broken, and or,
repaired pieces. There must be a million
delicate flowers and flower petals plus all
the other tiny do dads all over the case. All
the fingers, toes, and other sharp edge
points appear to be there and intact. Nice
colors on the porcelain as well as gold highlights. Because there was so much white
porcelain, I had a difficult time getting the
colors to show correctly in the picture. The
clock is 19 inches tall, 16 ½ inches wide at
the base. It has a very nice bowed porcelain
dial and correct French hands. The case is resting on six porcelain
feet. The clock was in running condition when I bought it 30 years
ago, but we did not run it all the years we owned it. I would recommend you oil it if you plan to run it regularly. We almost never see
these fine French clocks for sale. I would not recommend shipping
this clock by UPS, FedEx, or the USPS. We have the best shippers in
the USA but I don’t see how it could be safely packed. I am sure my

31.
$1500
French automaton globe clock with whale oil container, ca 18501880.The movement in the base is probably an 8-day, time only of
course, running, and is high grade like you find in French carriage
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correct brass pendulum and wood stick, complete Gale label inside
on the backboard, and a complete Welch label on the back of the
case. The 8-day time only movement is clean and running properly.
The calendar hand may be moved in either direction to set the
month correctly. Ly-Welch, pages 62-63: Ly-“Calendar, pages 67-69.
The last and only other Damrosch I sold went for over $3000. $1000$1500.

clocks. The pendulum locks down on the bottom. The
pointer is stationary while the globe turns. The whale oil
reservoir is inside the globe. Whale oil was highly prized
from 1750 to 1850 as the best lamp oil fuel. It burned at a
steady rate, very brightly and with little smoke. You
could add oil and tell time at night. The case is brass,
glass globe and glass chimney at the top, and is 15 inches
tall. We took the clock to several clock meetings and
showed the rare clock to several collector experts and all
said they had never seen any clock/lamp like this one.
Everyone wanted to buy it, but we felt like we needed to
do more research. The globe is broken and glued poorly.
The glue can be cleaned off or the better solution would be to have
an expert take it apart and reglue it. $2000-$3000.

35.
$750
New Haven Clock Co. hanging clock, “Griffin”, ca 1913. Beautiful oak
case is 39 inches tall, clean as a pin, complete with all
original parts. The case resembles the Seth Thomas
No. 2 Regulator and scores of clocks made by all makers in those days but it has the extra frills, such as
carved ornament on top and an added piece on the
bottom. The oval glass in the door makes this clock so
much more attractive. I forgot to hang the brass
weight for the picture, but it is just like The Seth
Thomas No. 2 weight and a great many weights in
other model clocks. I assume the signed dial is a replacement, locks and latches, brass pendulum, wood
stick, and brass beat scale are all original. The 8-day
movement is time only and running. On the back is a
complete paper label. My records indicate I have never sold a Griffin,
and I cannot find where any of the major auction houses have ever
sold one. I guess that means it must be pretty rare. Ly-New Haven
#587. $900-$1200.

32.
$6500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 8”, ca 1889. The cherry (or
walnut) case is 56 inches tall and known as the
“long version”. The cherry No. 8 we sold in the
Oct. 2005 auction was 52 inches tall and is called
the “short version”. Incidentally, we sold that
clock for $10,500. How many of these have you
seen. Surely a few have surfaced but the only
sales of a No. 8 I can find are 3 of mine. I cannot
find any glaring deficiencies to this No. 8. I would
call it near perfect but you might find a nick on the
case somewhere. It is possible the dial was repainted years ago but I cannot detect it. The case
is clean and polished and has been a part of my
Seth Thomas collection for several years. The accessories, pendulum, weight, bell, pulley, etc. are
all brass. Both doors lock on the side. The 8-day
time only movement is signed and running properly. The hands,
locks, and all accessories are correct. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 286.
$7500-$10,000.

36.
$4500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. Regulator No. 10. ST originally made this model in the 1884-1904 time period and
collectors have always considered this model ST’s
most desirable clock. We have seen sales of this
model at $150,000 and more. An American cabinetmaker crafted this clock a few years ago using cherry
wood and near identical metal accessories. The clock
has been hanging in my office for years where it was
examined and admired by all visitors, but it is now
time to let someone else enjoy it as much as I have.
The large 14-inch dial was professionally created and
painted. The hands are correct for this model. The
second hand is in the bottom of the case as I prefer
it not on the dial. The maker of my clock sold another on eBay a few weeks ago for over $6000 and it
was not cherry. The 8-day time only movement is
running perfectly. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 288. $5000-$6000.

33.
$950
“Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co., Winsted, Conn.”, imprinted
on the dial of this ca 1885 No. 5 Regulator. The walnut
case is dark, apparently never refinished or cleaned
but just kept applying polish. It is 48 inches tall, has all
its original case and internal parts. There is a super
nice nickel weight, pendulum, pulley, and dial rings.
The 8-day brass movement is running, the dial is original, now darkened from age and the hands may not
be original. There is a key door lock on the side, three
original glasses with original putty. In my 45 years
selling clocks I have never had this model and can
only find one sale in the last 10 years at any of the major auction
houses and it sold for nearly $2000. It must be a rare clock. LyGilbert, page 139. $1000-$1500.

37.
$750
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 5 ½ Hanging Belgrade”, in a later
case. Extraordinary oak case, the color of medium oak, grooved
designs all over the front and sides most are gold filled.
Note the two dial boards and pendulum are also covered with grooved designs of various shapes and sizes.
This model has black dials with gold numbers and lettering, and the calendar rolls are black with gold lettering. I was sure excited when I photographed this clock
for the ones I have sold in the past went for over $5000
and up to $8500. Then I began to notice how nice it
was. Note the clean case, shining clean movements,
and they are all running. The oak case is 37” tall, has
many delicate wood parts that are easily broken or lost.
To the best of our knowledge everything is correct on the clock and
there are no glaring repairs or breaks. The black dials are also new,
but on original period dial pans. The nickel-plated 30-day movement

34.
$850
E. N. Welch Manufacturing Co., calendar wall clock,
“Damrosch”, ca 1885. Welch made this same clock for
Daniel J. Gale who was the inventor of the calendar
movement in this clock. After making several variations
of the calendar movement this was his final one. It was
also used in the shelf model, “Arditi” and the wall model, “Damrosch”. This last movement incorporated the
day and month on two smaller dials with a larger day of
the month dial. The black walnut case is 41 inches tall,
appears to have all its original wood parts. Both dials
have new paper on the original dial pans. It has the
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cies to the case is a small glue back on top and possibly a replaced
backboard many moons ago. All three hands are correct, calendar
roller papers are original, and the lower dial paper is original and
signed several ways. This is an uncommon model and by and large is
in good condition. Ly-Calendar, page 139. $1250-$1500.

is period and signed by E. N. Welch and marked as being made for
Ithaca. The calendar movement is a replica. The hanging Belgrade is
a rare model and I cannot find a recorded sale of an original at any
of the east coast auctions. The last ones we sold were in the January 2008 and July 2010 auctions, one bringing over $8500. LyCalendar, page 139. $1000-$2000.
38.
$750
“G. A. Jones & Co. / New York”, label on the back of this “Hanging
Monogram” model made possibly made in 1870 or
earlier. Henry J. Davies was plant manager for Jones
and in 1873 he acquired control of the company and
sold the old stock of Jones clocks and continued to
produce the same models Jones had made. The
Ansonia Brass & Copper Company also offered some
of his models and supplied movements to Davies.
This clock has a new Ansonia dial. Perhaps it was as
close as they could find to fit the winding arbors. On
the other hand, Ansonia did sell many of Davies/
Jones clocks even before Ansonia bought out Davies. The 8-day movement is time only, unsigned
and held to the case by 2 wood strips, and it is running. The fancy
pendulum was probably a Jones or Davies product. The walnut case
is 29 inches tall, complete and original and has all 6 of the original
finials. This clock is pictured in Ly-Ansonia #547, with the same pendulum. It shows ca 1874, and as being a product of Ansonia Brass &
Copper Co. Ly-Ansonia, page 169. $750-$1000.

41.
$400
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 1”, ca 1874. A very nice polished mahogany veneer case stands 34” high, and is like all the examples pictured in the catalogs except most had a
seconds dial. It is interesting that when their styles
were changing from No. 1 to No. 2 they were almost identical. Some No. 2’s had the label on the
sliding partition in the beginning. All the cases with
bases like this one were 34 inches. Gold gilt and
black painted tablet is extra nice. If there is a serious nick, chip, or repair anywhere on the veneered
case, I cannot see it. The veneer is polished,
smooth, and as nice as you will see on a clock 140
plus years old. The old dial pan has new paint, and
it appears they did not completely clean the pan of
original paint. Good black label and white beat
scale on the sliding partitions over the weight chute. Pendulum bob,
stick, hands, and gold paint around the lower glass, are all original.
There are no key locks on either door which leads me to believe the
clock is a very late No. 1 or an early No. 2. The clock is in operating
condition and will make a fine addition to any collection. Ly-Seth
Thomas, pages 269-277. $500-$750.

39.
$1500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 9”, ca 1899. One of the most
popular case styles, at least for the four feet and under clocks. I
have had a case like this since I first started collecting in the early
1970’s. It is hanging in my den to this day. This 48” high case may be
cleaner and nicer than mine but I do not wish to swap. The books
say it was made in walnut and cherry, sorry but most seem to be
made of oak. This case was never very dark like most old clocks that
lived where coal was burned or tobacco was used. The case has
been lightly polished but there are still sections
that have smoke accumulation. My collection of
wood samples tells me this case was made with red
oak, not white oak like most oak cases. It certainly
has a different look, straight line grain, not curly
cue like white oak. Everything appears to be original, the movement, the signed dial, three hands,
brass bob, wood stick, brass pulley, brass weight,
and brass beat scale. There is some touch up on the
dial. The back of the case has a factory stamp indicating the clock was made in 1899. It is running and
only needs a place to call home. If I only had a bigger house it would stay here. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
287. Has booked over $4500 for several years. The
last sale I can find was 2015 for over $3600. $1500-$2000.

42.
$750
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “Office Drop Calendar”, ca 1881. This clock
has every indication of being 100% original, with
one exception. I believe the dials have been repainted. This model lost dial paint very easily,
perhaps because of how they are put together.
The 34” high walnut case has all the carved curly
cues and top ornament intact. The finish is dark
yet polished and looks great. Both glasses are
original, top with original putty, bottom with original wood strips. Behind the lower door on the
backboard is a very dark, near complete, paper
label. There is also a label on the back of the case.
The movement is 8-day, running and striking on a
coil gong. The gong, movement, brass bob and
wood stick, hands, and all the metal calendar discs, are original. The
clock originally had paper dial on the metal pans but you cannot buy
them anywhere so you have to have them painted. Think of the
cost. Ly-Calendar, page 94. This model booked for $2800 a few years
ago. I believe the last one we sold was in our August 2008 auction
for nearly $2800, and it was near perfect like this one. We have had
this clock for many years just because it was the nicest one that had
come thru my auctions. $1000-$1500.

40.
$1000
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No. 6 ½ Shelf Belgrade”,
ca 1880. Overall a very nice clock. As usual at least
one of the paper dials was replaced. That is generally
the norm for Ithaca calendar dials. The case is made
of ash wood, the unusual wood pendulum swinging
in front of the lower dial is original and in good condition. The movements are original, clean, and running
properly. The case is 32” high, clean and polished, has
numerous incised designs all over the case and they
are gold filled, even the pendulum. The only deficien-

43.
$250
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Carson”, ca 1885. Only
three of their City Series clocks were metal or part metal, the Carson, Austin, and Dallas. The latter two were not
solid metal like the Carson. Some folks call the
“Paris” model a City Series, but I disagree. It was
made 25 years after the above three clocks and not
like any other City Series clock. We have sold many
Carson’s over the years, some with a bronze alligator panel on the front, and some having a solid
brass panel, such as this one. In my opinion they
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mercury pendulum, and a signed Ansonia winding key. The signed
porcelain two-piece dial, hands, and open escapement mechanism
are all perfect and original. 8-day movement is signed, running, and
striking a hanging Cathedral gong on the half hours and hours. In
years past we have sold this model for over $5000 when the clock
was in perfect condition. Ly-Ansonia #329. $1250-$1500.

made the Carson both ways. The case has been polished bright. You
can see yourself on the bright metal. It is complete, and I will say
restored, only because it has been polished. The case is 14.5” high,
full columns on the front, four finials on top, four brass feet, large
ornament above the one piece signed porcelain dial. The dial is perfect, hands are correct, and has a French sash with a beveled glass,
over the dial. The 8-day movement is signed, the brass bell, the
plates and wheels are shining as bright as the case. The back of the
case is wood, and it has a key lock. Ly-Seth Thomas #517. $300-$500.

47.
$1500
French Mystery double statue clock with swinging
pendulum, ca 1867. Most observers think the pendulum is a torsion or rotates like a conical pendulum. In fact, it is neither, but is a true mystery
movement. The movement is 8-day and it is running. This clock has a ball top on which the brass
dial numerals and gold hands are attached. It
stands almost 22 inches high. Holding the movement aloft are two bronzed cast white metal figures that are called “Harvest Queen”. All are on a metal base with
metal designs and attached ornaments. It has the original finish that
is near perfect. Note the balls and base has a green shade. $2000$3000.

44.
$2500
Ansonia Clock Co. crystal regulator, “Excelsior”,
ca 1904. The metal case was restored many years
ago by the late Bruce Baziluk. He sent the parts
to Hartel Plating to be gold plated. This clock has
been in my collection for years, mostly hidden
from clock people who came to pick up purchases. It has never been for sale until now, and I am
still troubled about letting these clocks go. The
gold is bright, everything is like you would want a
clock like this to be, and it is running just fine.
Gold dial, open escapement, correct hands, beveled glass, standing cathedral gong, the special pendulum used in
the Excelsior, and a winding key. The two side glasses have tiny
corner chips which seems to be common in the crystal regulator
clocks. The movement of course is 8-day, signed, and very clean.
Bear in mind it has not been wound in a long time so you may think
about oiling it. I hung the pendulum today and it has been running
strong for an hour or so. Ly-Ansonia, page 117. $2500-$3000.

48.
$1600
Waterbury Clock Company “Regulator No. 5”, ca
1886. Walnut case is 69.5” high, has a cabinet finish
(says the books) glass sides, and a large glass in the
door. Carvings on the top, on the door, and the
base, none elaborate, but all are low profile on the
case. Deep grooves down the door facing, the base,
and top. Some repairs have been made to the top
trim pieces, not noticeable unless you are a diligent
inspector. It has an 8-day, two weight, time only
movement, beats seconds, has dead beat escapement and retaining power. Painted metal dial is
signed, has minimal wear, with practically no paint
loss, and three original hands. What paint loss there is is mostly
around the screws and that was touched up. Long wood stick, brass
bob, signed brass beat scale, and two brass weights. A very rare
Waterbury regulator in very nice original condition. We sold a 2
weight in our July 2002 auction and a 1 weight in a more recent auction for $7800, but I can find no other sales at auctions anywhere. Ly
-Waterbury, page 176, pictures and describes the clock. His price
guide dated 2001 shows a value of $7000. Our estimate $1750-$2500.

45.
$1000
Ansonia Clock Co. crystal regulator, the everpopular model, “Utopia”, ca 1914. Ansonia made
a great number of different crystal regulators, I
would guess over one hundred models, but this
model has long been a favorite of decorators
who buy from us. I have kept only three crystal
regulators in my home, the Excelsior, Utopia and
its mate, the Jupiter. Almost all the crystal regulators have the ever-present polished brass rectangular box with four beveled glasses. It is the attached ornaments that differentiate them. All the
attachments, except the four cut glass columns, are what they
called, “Rich Gold Ornaments”. All four glasses are beveled plate
glass, front and back doors bowed, and all are perfect. The movement is 8-day, half hour and hour strike on a gong, signed, clean,
and running strong. Two-piece porcelain dial, both dials signed,
open escapement, and original hands. The pendulum is correct;
there is an Ansonia key, and all clock ornaments and internal parts
are correct. The case has been kept clean and polished. We shave
sold this same model years ago for over $3200. Ly-Ansonia, page
119. $1200-$1500.
46.

49.
$1000
George A. Jones & Co. Bristol, Conn. and New York City. This rare
wall clock is the “Fritz” model, ca 1865-1870. Jones is
not as well-known as many clockmakers but he for
sure made some very unusual, very nice, and now
very rare clocks. This mahogany case is 46 inches
high and appears to be all original with the possible
exception of the three finials on the bottom. The
pendulum is hung thru the small glass door. I could
not hang the pendulum for the picture but believe
me the time only eight-day movement is running. You
can only get one hand thru the door to hang the pendulum and after a while I gave up. The brass bezel is
hinged at the top, dial is excellent, appears old, but
on the other hand too nice to be original. No label,
but there is evidence on the back that it probably had a label. $1000$1500.

$1000
Ansonia Clock Co. crystal regulator, “Jupiter”, ca
1914. This popular model is a sister to the “Utopia”
model that has four cut glass columns where the
Jupiter only has two cut glass columns. Both models have convex beveled glass doors. The 17” high
brass case is and polished and the gold ornaments
attached to the brass box case are in excellent condition. All of the applied ornaments on the base
and top are all present and the cut glass columns
are perfect. It has a good original two vial imitation

50.
$500
French Empire marble and bronze clock standing 23 inches tall. This
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is surely the finest clock of this type we have ever sold. It had to be
a major attraction in the consignor’s home. It is a clock you want to
display in a prominent place, not in the garage or
basement where most of mine seem to reside. The
consignor indicated there was very minor damage
on top of two of the columns. I could not find it, did
not see any damage, but eventually by rubbing my
fingers on the columns I found a couple of scales
that you cannot even see. All of the metal pieces are
topflight, two or three piece dial, French hands,
capitals and bases on the four columns, applied
bronze ornaments on the top and base, the four
feet, and the extra nice large pendulum. The back
cover is hinged and perforated to allow the nice
sound of the bell ringing. The 8-day French movement is running
and striking the nickel bell. The movement is signed only, “Made in
France”. There are no other identification markings evident. FYIthere was a period in the French clockmaking history when clockmakers were not allowed to put their names on their clocks. $1000$1500.

53.
$700
New Haven Clock Co. wall clock with double dials
and a thirty-day movement, ca 1895-1900. New Haven made this clock for the American Wringer Co. All
of the New Haven calendar clocks in Ly-New Haven,
and Millers Calendar Clocks, show that the movements, dials, hands, beat scales, and pendulums, are
identical, with little or no variations and they all have
the same features as this clock. This oak case is 48”
tall, in near perfect condition, original, clean, and has
no damage or repairs. From a fastidious collector
who only had the best of the best clocks. This clock
is not only a double dial, it has a thirty-day time only,
double wind movement. It is running perfectly, has a
simple calendar that is changing properly, but after
transporting you may have to check the calendar connections. The
four hands, brass bob, brass rings, door latch, and beautifully restored dials, are all original to the clock. The beat scale is signed by
New Haven as is the lower dial. The top dial is signed only “Thirty
Day”. The calendar dial is also signed, “New Haven Clock Co. U.S.A. /
Thirty Day Clock / Wind Clock and Set Calendar First of Every
Month”. Several companies made clocks for the American Wringer
Co. that they used as some sort of premium for buying their wringer
washers. On the back is an excellent label stating it was made for
American Wringer Co. We sold this clock a few years ago for over
$3000. This one is excellent. $1000-$1500.

51.

$1800
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 17”, ca 1884.
The oak case is 68 inches tall, stained very dark to
more resemble mahogany and nothing has been
cleaned. The door has three key locks on the side, all
operational. The dial I believe to have original paint,
hands are correct, brass dial ring, brass beat scale,
wood pendulum stick painted black, and a large pendulum bob. The 8-day timepiece movement is their
No. 62 movement, properly signed, has cut pinions,
maintaining power, and beats seconds. The case is
68” high, beautifully polished and well-maintained oak
that is all original including the seven small finials and
the bottom decorations, wood door knob, the wood
dial board, and the two glasses. There has been repairs made to the top and base but it looks to be identical to the originals. The brass weight, brass beat scale, and brass
pulley all seem to be original to the clock. The case and movement
are pictured in Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 298-299. In nice original condition we have seen this model sell for over $10,000. The only two
we have ever sold went for over $5000. $2000-$2500.

54.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Gallery 18-Inch”, ca 1909. The back of the
oak case is 25.5” in diameter, and the original, repainted dial is 18
inches. This is a significant clock, not one you will want to move
from room to room. You will want to hang it someplace permanent.
The heavy case is 6” deep, and has a layered
look, one on the other. The case has been
cleaned and polished and restored. By that I
mean new screws and or nails were placed
where needed to make the 110-year-old clock
more solid. Locks on the bottom with the winding key, hinged at the top. 18” painted dial is
signed Seth Thomas. The large hands, excellent
dial, large brass pendulum bob, large glass, and
the 30-day double wind movement, all appear to be original. Ly-Seth
Thomas, page 340-341. In 2005 the clock booked for $3500. $750$1000.

52.
$1000
Swiss pinwheel regulator movement in a 77” high walnut case, ca
around 1890. The 8-day Swiss movement is typical of many others
we have sold over the last 45 years. The large lyre
pendulum and weight are like most others we have
sold. We have routinely sold the Swiss pinwheel
movements with pendulum, and without a case, for
considerable more than our minimum on this clock.
In addition, you get a very nice and clean case, 77”
high, and 24” wide, and it is plain as most pinwheel
cases are. I cannot vouch for the origin of the case,
as it was probably made by an American factory or
good American cabinetmaker. Rarely did a Swiss
pinwheel come from Europe in a case. The dial board
and several places around the case have grooved
designs and the door edge is beveled. There are two
door latches, no lock, and the top is pegged. The porcelain dial has a
tiny repair on the edge of the dial at 5 o’clock. The dial board is held
to the case with four screws. The hands, weight, and large brass
pendulum are all original to the movement. The 8-day movement is
clean and running. $1500-$3000.

55.
$550
French Empire, ormolu figural bronze mantel
clock, ca 1830. It has good gilding with minor
loss. I cannot decide what she is but her official
name is, “Reminisce”. She is admiring or pondering about a jewel in her hand. Whatever she
is, she is beautifully outfitted, hair is perfect,
and she has all her fingers and toes. On top of
the clock there is a book. It has a perfect metal
dial, tinted brown, with gold numerals and pair
of French hands. The clock is 21 inches tall and
has all its original pieces and parts. The 8-day movement is typical of
most French movements, round, outside count, and bell strike. It
has a correct pendulum. Nothing is signed but it is typical of French
clocks from this era. They had some screwy laws that prohibited
them from using makers names and other information. The only
provenance I have is that the clock came from an aristocratic family
estate in Chicago and had been in the family for generations and
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cut pinions, maintaining power and a second’s hand. The case lock,
brass pendulum and wood stick, weight and pulley, and the three
hands, all appear to be original Seth Thomas stock. The weight, pulley and dial rings are brass and the beat scale is porcelain. The twopiece porcelain dial is perfect, is signed, and has a seconds dial.
There is one door lock on the side and two glasses on each side. LySeth Thomas, page 283. $7500-$10,000.

believed to have been brought to the US by the emigrating family.
$6000-$1000.
56.

$400
E. Howard & Co. Boston, “No. 5 Banjo”. The cherry
case is 29” high, all three glasses are original, the case
is clean and polished, has good graining, no repairs or
new wood parts, and has the two original door latches. The new iron dial was professionally painted; pendulum, iron weight, weight baffle, pulley, and 8-day
movement are all original to the case and the same
style Howard used in their banjos. The dial has the
original paint that is still in excellent condition, the
movement is signed “Cline”, and the weight is the
style used in this type banjo. Wayne Cline, Bowling
Green, Kentucky, was a renowned maker of banjo clocks. There is
no pendulum tie down; otherwise this is a good straight reproduction No. 5 in very nice overall condition. Ly-American Clocks, Volume
1, page 117 pictures the Howard No. 5. $500-$750.

59.
$650
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office Calendar No. 6”, ca 1888. Everything
on and in the clock is probably original, great black
label on the door, two original repainted dials, good
glasses, old pendulum bob, original calendar rolls, and
two original movements behind the dials. The calendar
rolls are not very dark, but that is the way they always
are if original. Minute, hour, and calendar hands are
original. Not long ago we could be talking $1200-$1500
for this clock, in this condition. The factory stamped
the date made on many of their clocks. The date on
this one is 1888. The Seth Thomas calendar clocks have
8-day movements in them and this one has been serviced and is running properly. The walnut case is 32
inches tall, clean, polished, and in super nice condition.
Ly-Calendar, page 250-251. $700-$1000.

57.
$1000
E. Howard & Co., Boston, Mass. “Regulator No. 11”, ca 1871. This is a
very rare Howard model in the keyhole style. I notice I have only
sold 3 of this model in 46 years. It is 32 inches tall, case retains the
original grained finish, and the original signed movement, “E. Howard & Co. Boston”. Very nice patterned pendulum
with tie down. The top glass appears to be original
with most original putty intact and some patching
where putty fell out. The bottom glass was rebacked while in the door. There is an original Howard Instruction label on the door. The case has all
the correct hinges and latches. The weight is
marked, “11”, and the case has an engraved number
“49” inside below the weight baffle. The baffle over
the weight chute may not be original and it appears
the weight fell at some time and the base was
glued in place. The original metal dial has very good
paint and properly signed. The 8-day movement is
running properly. We have seen very nice No.11’s
sell at some auctions for over $11,000. This one is not in that class,
but is certainly a nice clock, and very rarely found. Ly-American,
page 119. $1000-$2000.

60.

$2950
Case knife display cabinet filled with Case knives of all
kinds. There are more Case knife collectors today than
clock collectors. That was not the case just a few years
ago. There are over 18,000 members of the Case Collectors Club, and growing. This triple cabinet is reminiscent of the single cabinets we saw in hardware stores
as youngsters. I never saw a triple cabinet until this
one. The internet is jammed with pictures of Case
knives and cabinets but nowhere could I find an early
display cabinet for sale similar to this one. There are a
few knives in the storage section of this case but mostly just original boxes that go with the knives on display.
This cabinet came from a Missouri store where it had
displayed knives for many years. All 3 sections have a lock and key
which would have been absolutely necessary even in the olden
days. This collection of Case knives and cabinet would never be for
sale if this were not my final auction. In addition to thousands of
clocks I once sold a $100,000 collection of Case knives.

58.
$5000
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 5”, ca 1885.
This is probably the most difficult of all Seth Thomas
regulators to find. I have only known of two others
selling. We like this type Seth Thomas clock because
it has a very soft tick and is time only. The case is
walnut standing 50” tall, has all the finials and other
wood parts, is very clean and polished and has a
good amount of carvings. There is burl walnut trim
on the case in several places. The entire case is as
slick as a ribbon and has a wonderful finish all over. I
am calling the case walnut because of the burl but I
guess it could be flame mahogany. The case is not
very dark and resembles mahogany more than walnut. The only fault I find with this clock is a small
veneer chip on the base and some loose veneer
that resembles where you may have damaged it
slightly at some time many years ago. It is worn and has rub marks
but it is perfectly fine with us just the way it is, being original, so I
did not bother to have any unneeded repairs made. The 8-day time
only weight driven movement is high quality with a solid back plate,

61.
$750
Southern Calendar Clock Co. St. Louis, Mo., “Fashion No. 4”, ca
1880. Walnut case is 32” high, dark but retains the original finish,
and is clean and polished. It has been restored, in that the dials have
been repainted, paper calendar rolls replaced, and it has some replaced finials. The walnut finials are copies of originals and have
been stained. The time and striking 8-day movement is signed by
both Seth Thomas and Southern Calendar. Most clock gurus say
that the Seth Thomas movements used in the Fashion clocks are
some of the best movements ever made. The running and calendar movements are operating properly, and inside is the original black and gold label of
instructions. The brass pendulum and wood stick
are correct. Large brass bell is clean and bright, correct hands, and it has nice nickeled dial rings. The
etched designs on the dial board retain all of the
gilt, the tablet is excellent, and as usual I was disappointed when I looked in the secret compartment,
no gold coins. Overall a good example of this model
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64.
$750
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4”, ca
1880. The walnut case is 32” high, has the original
finish that has darkened some over the years. All
wood that has old finish will get that way if not
cleaned/polished occasionally. Most collectors like
to see the darkened wood for it means the old
finish has not been disturbed. We believe the
clock to be all original including the finials which is
most unusual. When the clock came to me it had
three original finials, two with no points. I put two
of my finials, with correct points, on for the picture and will send all of them to the buyer of this
clock. You decide whether to have points put on
the originals or used mine. Both dial pans are original, the bottom
with new paint and the time dial has some flaking. All four hands
look to be original, same with the nickeled dial rings, Fashion glass,
brass bell, and brass pendulum. The complete black label inside
indicates the clock was made by the Seth Thomas Clock Co. solely
for the Southern Calendar Clock Co. It has a correct door lock and
key. The two movements are said to be the finest ever made by
Seth Thomas, both are operating properly and keeping accurate
time. Overall it is a very good example of this model. Ly-Calendar
Clocks, page 286. $750-$1000.

and is as nice as most No. 4’s we have sold. Ly-Calendar, page 286;
also in Ly-Seth Thomas book. $750-$1000.
62.
$2500
Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, Mo., “Fashion No. 6”, ca
1889, but sold and set to running sometime later. This is a very nice,
clean, original walnut cased clock that was made by the Seth Thomas Clock Co. Until 1889 the Fashion clocks were
sold by Southern Calendar Clock Co., but after
their demise Seth Thomas sold the remaining
stock of clocks. Hence, this clock was sold and
put to running sometime after 1889. The labels in
this case are different than the labels in clocks
sold by Southern Calendar. It is inside on the
door where they were usually found. It is nearly
complete and signed by the Seth Thomas Clock
Co. The white label behind the calendar movement is also signed by Seth Thomas. This 32” high
clock is the only model Seth Thomas made featuring black dials and black calendar rolls. The
hands, dial rings and the outstanding damascened pendulum bob, are all nickeled. The movements and gong
base are brass, everything is clean as a pin, and properly signed. The
finials and Fashion glass are near perfect, and we believe at least
two of them are original. There is no evidence the clock has been
refinished but it is extremely clean and polished. There is no trace of
black goop in the joints. I would suspect it was just well maintained
over the years. It is running and operating properly. I had a couple
of Fashion collectors examine the clock and they felt it was 100%
original except perhaps the finials. However, the dial paint is too
nice to be original. I have never seen a Fashion clock with original
dial paint this nice, so I will go against my experts and call the dials
repainted. So what, 99% of Seth Thomas dials have been repainted.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 122. $2500-$3000.

65.
$600
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1890.
Near perfect 36 ½ inch oak case, very clean, nicely
polished, ready to hang and enjoy. All wood case
parts and internal parts appear to be original to each
other. One of the few you will find that still have the
five little buttons still on the base. They seem to have
disappeared from most No. 2 cases. The original
painted metal dial is only slightly aged, the slightest
hint that the paint may be fragile, but that is normal
for ST dials for they usually have lost a lot of paint by
this time. It is signed in two places and has three correct hands. Signed 8-day movements is running, the
pendulum, pendulum stick, brass weight, and beat scale, are all correct. Complete label in the base of the case and it has a correct
winding crank. This model is America’s most collected clock. There
must be one in every home. It has been in my personal collection for
a mighty long time. I just noticed I have 12 No. 2’s to sell or keep. LySeth Thomas, page 277. $600-$750.

63.

$2000
French mystery swing arm clock on a large wood pedestal. We have sold dozens of Mystery swing arm clocks
over the years, from life size 6-foot-tall bronze statues
to miniature statues, some smaller than the popular
German Junghans swingers. What is so very unusual
about this swinger is the size of both the swinger on the
pedestal, standing 82 inches tall, or nearly 7 feet tall.
The French 8-day movement is a single wind in the
front, French style. American swingers wind in the back.
The pedestal height is 42 inches, and the statue with the
swing arm is 40 inches. This particular statue has a true
bronze/brass look. So many of the bronze statues were
finished with an almost black finish coat over the
bronze. Also, this statue rests on a marble base where
many are on a wood base. The balls are finished in blue
with brass numerals, hands, and attached ornaments.
The large ball is 7 inches in diameter. This is an early
French Swinger I would guess to be from the 1850 era.
We bought this original French swinger at a New Orleans auction back in the days (1980) when they sold for
$3000-$5000. The nationally known collector sold a
huge collection of rare swing arm clocks. The clock runs but I would
recommend service as we have not wound it in many years. If the
pendulum gets out of beat in shipment you may have to tweak the
beat, otherwise they run and run. If you want the pedestal the minimum bid is $2500 for both. The minimum bid for the swing arm
alone is $2000-$3000.

66.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1920’s. This style case
is almost identical to the early No. 2’s except for the base of the
case, the painted dial, beat scale, and style of the 8-day, time only,
movement. This model has the trapezoid shaped solid plate movement, rather than some with the rectangular solid plates. Of the
several very nice No. 2’s I have catalogued for this auction, this one
is on a par with the other very nice ones. It is oak of
course, 36” high, very clean and polished superbly,
making it ready to hang in your home. I will concede
that you may find a bit of veneer missing or dented,
but you will have to look hard. The brass weight,
pendulum bob, pulley, beat scale, and bezel, are all
clean and polished. There is no label inside and I
honestly do not believe there ever was. No traces at
all. The painted metal dial has the original paint, now
with very minor wear. It is signed, has correct hands,
and overall in very good condition. This is one of a
dozen No. 2’s I have held on to over the years, not
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all this is a good example of the No. 4. It came to us with a collection
of fine and rare clocks and the owner told us this clock was believed
to have been with one family since purchased new in 1880. LyCalendar Clocks, page 286. $750-$1000.

just because it is very nice but because I consider this model to be
the finest clock Seth Thomas ever made. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 276
-277. $600-$750.
67.

$400

70.
$900
“Welch, Spring & Co. Gale Drop Calendar Model
2”, ca 1874. The case is 30” high, hand grained
rosewood finish is clean and polished. Original
knobs and latches, wood bezel holding the old
glass retains the old putty. It has a very nice lower glass and near perfect labels inside. The old
paper dial is all there, a few light rub marks, but
nothing that should concern anyone. The hands
all seem to be correct and we would assume
original. The brass movement is 8-day with a coil
gong strike. The movement, dial, and all accessories are original to this case and there has been
no hanky panky behind the dial. No extra holes, etc. The old brass
bob is inside the bottom door. This is a rather complicated calendar
movement, tells the time, day of the month, day of the week, the
month, and time of sunrise and sunset. It can be regulated to make
leap year changes. This model regularly sold for $7500 and more for
many years but in recent years we have not seen them at auctions.
We have had maybe a dozen of the three different models over the
years, cheapest one bringing $2500. Ly-Calendar, See the Gale Section, and the Welch, Spring Section. $1000-$2000.

Seth Thomas Clock Co. wall clock, “World”, ca 1891.
It is a walnut case, 32 inches long, clean and polished revealing a beautifully grained wood. It has a
brass bob, wood stick, brass beat scale, two good
glasses, hands, repainted dial, two door latches,
and the movement, are all original to this case and
in excellent condition. We never know if these
movements are 15 days or 30 days without running
them until they quit. We are always pleasantly surprised when we find they run 30 days. There is a
conflicting opinion among collectors as to what
movement runs 15 day and which one runs 30 days.
There is a complete label inside but I cannot swear it is original to
the case, just too nice. Next to the Seth Thomas No. 2 Regulators,
we consider this long drop model to be one of the company’s
crowning achievements in clock making. They are extremely reliable
and a good size for any room in your home. I like to give them for
wedding gifts. I kept this one for most of my collecting days. LySeth Thomas, page 323. $500-$750.
68.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging, “World”, ca 1909. Old rosewood or
mahogany case is 32 inches high, has the original
finish, a few edge nicks and some warts, but you
have to look close to see anything. The wood has
been cleaned and polished and the finish is beautiful. The brass has not been polished but left to look
more original. Personally, I think it looks better not
being bright. The gold around the door has faded
some, but overall this is a mighty fine clock and one
I have had many years. I hung it in my office on Hilton Head Island for the many years we had a place
there. It is very heavy, has the large No.86 movement with double springs, and runs 30 days. I have
never figured out how to tell by looking at the movement just how
long it will run. The dial is too nice not to have been repainted, but
you could argue either way. It is signed “Seth Thomas’ and “Thirty
Day”. It has the correct hands and a big black label inside. Ly-Seth
Thomas, page 323. $500-$750.

71.
$1200
“Jerome & Co. New Haven, Conn”, calendar clock
movement invented by “Hubbell & Boardman”,
ca 1867. At this time the New Haven Clock Co.
was manufacturing clocks and using the name
Jerome & Co. on a great many of them. I can find
almost no information on Hubbell & Boardman
except they advertised “Calendar clocks” from
1860-1870. This is a very unusual calendar clock
and I cannot find another similar example in any
clock book, auction catalogs or on the internet.
New Haven Clock Co. sold clocks in England with the Jerome & Co.
labels during this time period and going by the clocks construction I
believe this calendar clock was made for the English market. The 8day double wind time only lever movement is clean, complete, and
running. The movement is signed “L Hubbell and dated. The painted
metal dial is all original and only slightly soiled and the hands are
original. The glass in the bezel has new putty so I would assume the
glass has been replaced. The painted glass in the base is original.
The two-tone walnut case is 26 inches tall and in excellent condition
considering its age. I have spent far too many hours trying to garner
information on this extremely rare clock with little success. $1500$2500.

69.
$750
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4” ca 1880. We believe
this clock is 100% original except for perhaps one finial, two are
glued in so cannot verify. The walnut case is 32” inches high, has the
original finish and lightly coated with crust. All
that means is, it has not been cleaned or polished. Some collectors prefer the wood to be
original, some like it clean and polished. Both
dial pans are original. There is light wear and a
little flaking on the time dial and the calendar
dial has been repainted. We believe all four
hands are original, same with the nickeled dial
rings. The Fashion glass, bell, and the complete
inside label, are all original as well. The label says
the clock was made by the Seth Thomas Clock
Co. solely for the Southern Calendar Clock Co. It
has a correct door lock with a key. The two
movements are said to be the finest movements
made by Seth Thomas, and both are operating as they should. Over-

72.
$750
Waterbury Clock Company hanging spring driven
clock, “Leeds”, ca 1893. Oak case, 40” high, clean and
polished but you can faintly see the original crackled
finish underneath the polish. Original wood parts
including the finials, several applied wood ornaments,
different types of moldings, and grooved designs top
to bottom. Good label on the back, signed beat scale,
replaced dial, correct but replaced hands, and correct
pendulum bob and stick. The gong and gong base are
original. 8-day movement is signed, running, and
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76.
$2200
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “Regulator No. 20”, ca 1910.
The oak case is 6 feet 11 inches high and 20.5 inches
wide with a slightly crinkled finish in places. The top
pieces were copied from an original case and would
be unnoticeable if I had not told you. If the consignor
had not told me I would have called it original. It has
a perfect signed porcelain dial and original hands.
Note that the seconds hand is not shown. Some
folks, particularly me, cannot get a clock to run
properly with the seconds hand attached, so I remove them. Below the dial and the 8-day time only
movement is a brass pulley, brass weight and brass
lyre pendulum. The case is wonderfully carved from
top to bottom, rippled molding along each side of
the door and has what the company called “a fine
Cabinet Finish”. There is a key lock on the side. It is
fitted with a dead-beat escapement on the movement and retaining power. There are no extra holes around the
movement or dial, hands are original, and the movement bracket is
signed, “Gilbert”. There is a large brass beat scale and a large brass
dial ring. This is a very exceptional clock and remains on the consignor’s wall where it has been hanging and running for many years.
The only sale I can verify for this model was in 2008 when we sold
one for $8500. Ly-Gilbert, pages 138-139. $2500-$3500.

striking properly. There are no extra holes around the movement or
dial. Inside is an original winding key. Ly-Waterbury #585. $750$1000.
73.
$1500
F. Kroeber, New York, “Regulator No. 49”, ca 1895. The finish of the
52-inch-high walnut case has been cleaned and polished, and minor
repairs made where needed. There are carved pieces
on the top and base, etched designs around the upper door, and applied ornaments from top to bottom.
The top glass is held with original putty the bottom
with wood strips. The 8-day spring movement has
been kept in good running order, the movement is
signed. Complete paper label on the back and a
signed Kroeber key inside. The original painted dial is
12 inches, slightly worn and rubbed by fingers turning
the hands. Kroeber pendulum and wood stick are
original. This clock has a $3500 book value in LyKroeber, page 125. Of course, that was before Washington decided to change things. $2000-$3000.
74.
$800
Seth Thomas Clock Co. unusual mantel chiming clock, the “Hecla”,
ca 1887. Seth Thomas made a movement that
struck the hours on a Cathedral gong and the
quarter hours on two cup bells. They only used
the movement in this clock, another shelf clock,
the “Atlas”, and a wall clock, the “Marcy”. They
are all three rare and sought by Seth Thomas collectors. This clock is packaged in a 22 ½ inch high
walnut case, with some carved pieces on top,
some burl walnut sections, turned columns each
side, and nice grooved designs all over. Factory
stamp on the back, “7881K”, that is their code for,
“November 1887”. They used nickeled accessories including the
two dial rings, gong base, pendulum hanger, and damascened pendulum bob. Everything is original to the case, no new parts or repairs. The painted dial has only very minor wear, which for a ST dial
means almost excellent. Movement is signed two places, clean,
running, and striking properly. Inside is about 50% of the original
black label. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 727-728. We used to sell this
model from $3500 to $4500 depending on the condition. $1000$1500.

77.
$450
Antique French Morbier tall case clock signed -- circa 1880.
It is 7 feet, 5 inches tall, clean on the front with good
wood graining and is quite decorative. The sides of the
case are dark and have not been cleaned like the front.
The porcelain dial has a few minor hairlines which are
common on Morbier dials. The dial is embossed “Landais,
a Quelaines”. The movement is clean and running as it
should. It has anchor escapement and a calendar. You will
note the pendulum is exceptionally attractive and is unlike
any we have seen or sold. $500-$750.
78.
$750
Southern Calendar Clock Co., St. Louis, Missouri,
“Fashion No. 3”, ca 1877. The 32” high walnut case is
in nice original condition, cleaned/polished, now the
finish has a slight glow. It was not over cleaned for
there are still places where the smoke/black shows,
creases, joints, etc. All the wood is original including
two of the three finials. The center finial is a replacement, the two small ones have broken points and
correct lathe marks on the base. Key locking door,
Fashion glass is very nice, four correct hands, winding key, and the correct Texas star pendulum bob.
When the clock was restored the dials were not repainted nor were
the calendar roller papers replaced. As you can see the dials have
some grime and paint loss in places. Normally by this time all the dial
paint is bad. The large brass movements were made by the Seth
Thomas Clock Co., they are clean, signed, running, and operating as
intended, calendar changing and striking hours on a large brass bell.
Inside on the backboard are two complete labels, black and gold
label of operating instructions, and white “Do Not Oil” label. The
gold gilt in the incised designs on the dial boards is quite good and
bright. Ly-Calendar, pages 284-286; Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 117-119.
$750-$1000.

75.
$1250
“Forestville Manufacturing Co. / J. C. Brown /
Bristol, Conn.”, copied from the complete paper
label inside this rare “miniature” ripple front steeple clock, ca 1850’s. The brass movement is 30hour, running, and striking a coil gong. Original
zinc painted dial has minor fading and touch up
around one winding arbor. It has a good pair of
hands and a small brass pendulum bob. The dial
paint is getting weak but is brighter than most
we have sold. The mahogany case is only 16 inches high, has two good finials, and two good glasses. The mahogany is very dark, appears to have never been cleaned.
It has the J. C. Brown doorknob. The ripple around the front is excellent and we see no repairs or alterations to the nice case. Reference: “Jonathan Clark Brown and the Forestville Manufacturing
Company”, by Kenneth D. Roberts and Snowden Taylor. $1500$2000.

79.
$750
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1893. The consignor
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83.
$1400
“Waltham Watch Co. / U.S.A.”, signed on the movement of this very rare ca 1930 banjo clock. This clock
uses Waltham’s famous 8-day timepiece weight driven movement. The original internal parts are the
movement, pendulum, pendulum stick, weight chute
metal cover, and pendulum tie down. It is missing the
tie down. The weight is correct, the throat glass has a
few inconsequential paint chips around the edges;
the bottom Mt. Vernon glass appears to have been
professionally restored without removing the glass
from the frame. By that I mean the yellow paint was
rebacked. The dial is original, signature is good, hands
are original, and the two door latches are in good
working order. Mahogany case has the original finish,
stands near 41” high, and retains the original top piece and side rails
with special carved objects at the top and bottom. This style Waltham banjo clock regularly sells in the $3000-$3500 range, if you
could find one. Ly-American, Volume 1, page 246. $1500-$2500.

says this clock hung in a railroad office in the San Francisco area and
over the smoky years and office repainting’s the case needed cleaning and polishing. So he cleaned it and made it look near perfect.
There is evidence of different color paints on the back edges. Thankfully none on the visible front. We have always had a No. 2 in our
kitchen as well as other places in our house. I realized not long ago
that I had 12 No. 2’s and recognized my habit was like smoking. No.
2’s are my favorite clock but they have to go bye bye so most are
listed in this auction. This one may not be perfect,
but it sure looks perfect. The dial is extra nice, hands
are correct, brass parts are shining, hands, locks,
beat scale, pendulum ball and stick, are all original
and excellent. Most of a label remains in the base,
but it is not the typical Seth Thomas label. It is an
instruction label for running the movement. It is like
others I have seen in railroad clocks. There are no
railroad logo’s, signatures, etc. on the case. As No.
2’s go, this is a 9 if 10 is perfect, and it is running in
our bedroom for years. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 274278. $1000-$1500.

100.
$225
Waterbury Clock Company wall clock, “Montreal”, ca 1883. This is a
much better-looking clock than the catalogs and books depict it.
The case is walnut, 37 inches tall, with finials and
carved ornaments top to bottom. The case has been
well maintained, it is clean and polished. All the attached wood pieces appear to be original to the
case. Note the lions head on the top and base. The 8day movement is running and striking the gong
hourly. As you can tell the metal parts have been
polished, the original dial is clean but show rubbed
places around the 4 and 11 where the fingers rub
when moving the hands. Not bad enough to have
the dial upgraded. A good-looking medium size wall
clock that will look good in about any space. LyWaterbury #590. $250-$350.

80.
$300
Spanish Galleon. No, it is not a clock, but probably more valuable
than most. A great many of the nice clocks in this auction came
from a consignor who has collected for
most of his life. He like me has reached
the age where it is time to downsize.
He asked me to offer this ship along
with his clock collection. This family
heirloom came from Connecticut. It has
been around a long time, is not new, is
not a kit, but built from scratch by a
good craftsman many years ago. The impressive ship is 6 feet, 2
inches long and 4 feet high. It has some blemishes but looks great if
displayed well. We were not able to move it for a picture but did the
best we could do under the circumstances. If I were not downsizing,
I would buy it myself. It is a great piece of history. If my clock customers know someone collecting art objects such as this one,
please pass it on. $500-$1000 or $10,000, I don’t have a clue what it
might be worth.

101.
$325
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Office No. 16”, hanging clock with a 30-day
movement, ca 1928. Seth Thomas says the case is
“Mahogany finish and old oak”. I don’t know how to
interpret that but it has a dark mahogany finish, almost ebony, and I cannot swear if the wood is oak or
mahogany. It does have the original finish, even
though dark it is near perfect, clean and polished. It is
a plain case, no frills, carvings, attachments, etc. It is
31 inches high, two excellent glasses, and original and
near perfect painted dial, three original hands, beat
scale, brass pendulum on a wood stick, and door
latch on the side. The double wind, time only, 30-day movement is
running strong. I was surprised at how heavy the clock is, it must be
the big 30-day movement for otherwise it would look to be like a
cheap store regulator case, but it isn’t. Ly-Seth Thomas #1087. $350$500.

See the last page for #81
82.
$1200
E. O. Stennes, Weymouth, Mass. 8-day weight driven
banjo, ca about 1964. The 8-day movement is signed,
“E. O. Stennis, Weymouth, Mass. #5”. Many of the
movements used by Mr. Stennes were from a large
group of Howard No. 5 banjo clocks purchase from a
school system. The “5” was already stamped; Mr.
Stennes added his name and address. The pendulum
is also signed, “5”. The mahogany cross banded case
is 33” high, numbered, “7-64” on the case. The pendulum is the type used by Stennes in his banjo
clocks, there is his trademark “bee” on the dial, hidden behind the bezel. That was a trademark he customarily used on his dials. The dial and hands appear
to be original to the case, good bright gold bezel
with bowed glass, gold side rails, unusual finial on
top, and the original painted glasses. This clock normally sells for near $5000 at the auctions where people fly in from
everywhere, rent hotel rooms, and pay big fees to the internet companies that post the auctions on line. $1500-$2500.

Visit Hortonclocks.com for
updates and corrections, and
additional photos!
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107.
$100
French four column Empire mantel clock, ca 1885. The
white alabaster case stands 20 inches tall, has designs
on the top and the base, removable top, four feet
underneath. The silver pendulum, dial surround, and
dial have been restored to like new condition. In fact, I
think the pendulum alone is worth our minimum and
would bring more than that on EBay. The fancy dial
and movement would also bring a profit. The alabaster case has some chips and chewed edges but only
noticeable upon close examination. The 8-day movement needs
some attention, may just be out of beat. It has some initial signatures and engraved logos but I do not find them in my books. The
movement is typical French with nickel bell attached. $200-$300.

102.
$100
Waterbury Clock Co. short drop clock, ca 1875,
named, “Drop Octagon” and made for export to
England. Made in the English style, rolling base,
carved side wings, and nice inlay veneer over the
front of the case. The 8-day time and strike movement is signed, and strikes a Cathedral gong. There
is a nice repainted metal dial and correct hands, original lower glass in the latching door, perfect label,
and pendulum and key. The rosewood veneered case is a tad over
27” long and is near perfect. You do realize a short time ago this
clock was worth $500. I don’t believe I have ever had a better example. Ly-Waterbury #681. $150-$250.
103.
$275
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. hanging, “Columbia”, ca 1901. Excellent 37
½” high walnut case has been cleaned/polished, leaving the original
finish as well as some crazing and smoke in the crevices. I do not think you would want it any cleaner for it
is beautiful as it is. This clock has some good carved
sections, four original turned finials, Lady Minerva
head at the top, and some very fancy woodwork all
over the case. There is a partial label on the back.
Brass bob with original wood stick, and a near perfect
glass that is bright and complete. The movement is 8day time only, clean, signed, and running. A great
clock. Ly-Gilbert #361. $300-$500.

108.

$100
German one weight Vienna regulator, ca late 1800’s.
Streamlined mahogany wood case is long and thin,
stands around 44 inches high, has three good glasses,
wall levelers, and a door latch. The top may not be original to the case as it is not pegged. The wood used on the
sides of the door is different than the rest of the case.
There are fluted pieces top and bottom of the door. The
two-piece porcelain dial has hairlines and the Vienna
hands are typical, and original. The one weight eight-day
movement mounts to a brass back plate, as does the
brass pendulum. It is not a cream puff clock but where
can you buy a nice wall clock with a weight driven movement for this minimum. $150-$300.

104.
$150
French crystal regulator, ca 1885, with cloisonné
enamel around the dial, the live mercury pendulum,
and the front on each side of the door. The brass
case is 11” high, clean, polished, and it has four beveled glasses, three with corner chips. Excellent onepiece porcelain dial decorated with painted loops of
flowers inside the numerals, and it has a great pair of
French hands. Movement is 8-day, signed “Marti &
Cie”, and “Made in France”. It is running and striking a Cathedral
gong. $200-$350.

109.
$100
German box clock, ca about 1910-1920. We did not pull
the movement to look for a maker’s signature, but the
gong is signed “JF”. The dial is signed; “Moultn S Etieene” which I assume is the selling dealer and/or the
town. This clock has a 24-hour dial and a Westminster
chiming 8-day movement. It is made of solid oak, stands
31 inches high, beveled glasses below, plain glass over
the one-piece metal dial that shows some wear. It has
the correct hands, pendulum, and 8 rod gong. 8-day
seat board mounted movement, slides into wood blocks. Movement is clean, running, and striking. $150-$250.

105.
$150
French oval crystal regulator with bowed and beveled glasses on all four sides. The brass case is only 11
inches high, contains inside the typical round French
movement, 8-day half hour gong strike. The movement is signed, “Samuel Marti” and “J.E.Caldwell,
Philadelphia”. The movement is running, has a live
mercury pendulum, one-piece porcelain dial with
correct old hands. The sash around the dial has ornate engraved designs, front door has the original knob, back doorknob is missing. One of the bowed glasses has a small imperfection
on the edge. Definitely a cut above average for the oval clocks.
$300-$500.

110.
$100
German RA wall clock, Victorian style, long and slim with
original delicately turned finials top and bottom. Missing
a finial or ornament on the bottom. The 38” high mahogany case with ebony trimmings, has three glasses, porcelain beat scale and wall levelers. Overall a good solid case.
The movement is typical of German 8-day time and strike
movements. The brass 8-day movement slides into a metal wall bracket and held with screws. It is not signed anywhere but is running and striking properly. There is a
good porcelain dial ring with an attractive brass inner dial.
The highlight of this clock is the fancy pendulum. It may be worth
our minimum. $150-$250.

106.
$150
Seth Thomas 8-day ships bell, “Mayflower No.
2”, ca 1921. Fitted with their 7 jeweled fine lever
ships bell strike movement No. 115. Cast brass
head-fully polished. 4 1/2inch silvered metal dial,
hinged bezel. A fine ship’s bell clock mounted
on a base of solid mahogany to give it added
adaptability in the home. Height 9 inches, width 13 inches. It is in
fine running condition. Ly-Seth Thomas #2619. $200-$350.

111.
$350
Ansonia Clock Co. rare oak hanging clock, “Queen Isabella”, ca 1904.
I have never owned this model before and have sold hundreds of
Ansonia clocks. This is another great clock from the Ohio collection
of several hundred super clocks that came to us just before Christmas 2017. They all were in running condition and only repaired if
something was askew. This 38 ½ inch high case has the original alli-
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tor’s wall where it had been providing excellent timekeeping and personal enjoyment for many years. The
painted dial is near perfect and has three correct and
original hands. The dial ring is polished, so is the weight,
pendulum bob, and beat scale. The wood stick and all
other accessories including the door locks, movement
mounts, and the 8-day movement are all replicas of Seth
Thomas stock. This one is a very nice reproduction. LySeth Thomas #306. $500-$750.

gatored finish, several carved pieces, lots of jig saw
pieces, and the original dial and hands, pendulum,
wood stick, and most of the paper label on the back.
The dial is signed two places, has some stains but is all
there. The movement is 8-day, spring, time and striking
half hours on a gong, and running strong. Ly-Ansonia
#624. $400-$600.
112.
$500
Chelsea Clock Company, Banjo Clock, ca 1940. It is fitted with a standard Chelsea non-strike, 8-day weight
driven movement that is running nicely. The hand painted panels feature English and American warships. It is
fitted on top with a brass eagle, has brass side rails,
both doors have push button latches, and there is a
signed “Chelsea” winding key. The mahogany case is
36” high, brass bezel with a bowed glass over the painted metal dial. The dial paint is original and is not pristine
but very acceptable for its age. It has the correct hands
and wall hanger. The case is nice and clean, and polished. Ly-Clocks, Volume 2, page 68; and “Chelsea Clock
Company / The First Hundred Years”, page119. $750$1000.

116.
$500
“Wayne R. Cline, Bowling Green, KY”, 8-day miniature
Diamond Head banjo, ca 2004. This clock is perfect, or
near perfect with no blemishes, scrapes, bruises, etc. We
have sold recently the full-size Diamond Head banjos and
in years past many of his other miniature and full size
clocks. Since his passing collectors have been hoarding
his beautiful clocks in anticipation of rising prices. Tom
Moberg painted all his glasses and every part of each
clock was made by highly skilled craftsmen. I have never
heard of a complaint about any of his clocks. The dial is in
beautiful condition which leads you to believe is has
probably been in a box under someone’s bed. The case is stamped,
“61” and has the serial number C6166904 stamped on the back. Mr.
Cline signed the dial, the case and probably the movement as was
his habit. $750-$1000.

113.
$600
Waltham Watch & Clock Co. ca 1930 banjo clock. This
clock uses Waltham’s famous 8-day timepiece lever
driven movement that is signed, numbered and running
properly. The original internal parts are just the movement, there is no pendulum needed. The 40 inch mahogany case was made to accommodate either a lever
movement or a weight driven movement. The case is
clean and in excellent condition. The throat glass has a
painting of George Washington and the bottom glass is
a painting of Mt. Vernon. The dial is original, signature is
good, hands are original, and the two door latches are
in good working order. Mahogany case has the original
finish, stands near 40” high, and retains the original
brass eagle, brass side rails, and brass sash holding the good bowed
glass. This style Waltham banjo clock normally sells everywhere, in
the $1500- $2000 range. Our collector bought it 14 years ago at the
height of rising clock prices. Ly-American, page 248. $750-$1000.

117.
$400
LeCoultre Atmospheric clock, new or near new, in a bright gold case
that is almost 9 ¼ inches high and 8 ¼ inches wide. The dial is
signed, “LeCoultre / Made In Switzerland”. I have sold a great many
Atmos clocks but have never had one this clean and bright inside
and outside. A lever front bottom frees the pendulum to turn. As
most of you know the clock is perpetual running
and wound automatically by changes in temperature and pressure. The LeCoultre PR Dept. says,
“The Atmos, the clock that lives on air. The only
clock of its kind in the world. The constant changes in the temperature of the air are enough to
keep it permanently wound”. The clock is running. Our estimate $500-$750.

114.
$600
Waterbury Clock Co. banjo, “Willard No. 2”, ca 1906.
Mahogany case is 42” high, has all the balls and finials,
very good painted glasses, and cast gilt trimmings that
include the sash and rails. About 50% of the paper label
is on the back, correct Waterbury brass pendulum bob
and wood stick. Bowed glass over the porcelain dial, and
original hands. The dial is near perfect, and the clock
overall is excellent, with the normal nicks and wear after
100 plus years of use. The 8-day weight driven movement is a timepiece only, running, and signed. Proper
original iron weight that came with the clock. Clock
books today over $1500. I just wish it would bring what
it was selling for 15 years ago. Ly-Waterbury #122. $750$900.

118.
$500
English Skeleton clock, an ordinary London made clock with a single
fusee, scrolled design and fretted dial, old dome and base, ca mid to
late 1800’s. It is not a striking clock so you will not need to stop it
when company comes for the night. Brass clock rests on four posts
that are attached to the wood base. Silver dial has painted and recessed numerals, slight wear on the dial, and is not
signed on the dial or movement. In fact, we cannot
find a number or mark of any kind on the metal or
wood. The movement was recently serviced and
the chain fusee and other parts are clean as a pin. It
is running strong. Large, heavy brass pendulum
hangs in the back. Wood base has three turned
wood feet and is slotted on top to hold the original
glass dome that fits perfectly. With the dome in
place the clock is 17” high. $650-$1000.

115.
$500
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 30”, ca 1975. Golden oak
case is a reproduction and copied from an original Seth Thomas
clock. It is clean and polished as you would expect. It is 49” long,
complete, and has no damaged parts. It came to us from the collec-

119.
$400
Ansonia Clock Co. Royal Bonn case, “La Layon”, ca 1904. This clock
is near perfect except for some flaws on the case (insignificant)
from the firing process at the kilns in Germany. One tiny paint flake
on the front and some on the back of the case. Again, insignificant,
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back. The clock is perfect, has all the original Ansonia parts and all
are top of the line. It is 8-day of course and running. This is a keeper
and we have kept it in our bedroom for years but I need to be downsizing more myself. “Ansonia Royal Bonn clocks not nearly this nice
recently sold on the east coast for over $3000.” I said that on an
Ansonia Royal Bonn writeup about 2008. Ly-Ansonia, page 611. $500
-$750.

but keeps me from calling it perfect. It was
part of the Miller collection and their clocks
were all perfect. Also, there are dark hairlines
in the outer porcelain dial ring. If you wish to
improve it you could order another dial ring
from Timesavers, or clean the ring in an ultrasonic. Actually, the dial ring is the only flaw as
far as I am concerned. The large case is 14.5”
high, 15” wide, excellent designs and colors. Good beveled glass,
signed dials, open escapement, correct hands, gong, pendulum, 8day movement and back door (may be a replacement). The case is
marked with the Royal Bonn kiln mark, and the name “La Layon”
also signed in the porcelain. Ly-Ansonia, pages 636-637. $400-$600.

123.
$400
Ansonia Clock Co. Royal Bonn case, “La Riviere”, ca 1901. A very nice Royal Bonn case, 12
inches high, 14 inches wide, shades of green
with painted flowers on all sides and gold
striping pleasingly applied for highlights. Twopiece porcelain dial decorated open escapement in the center, correct Ansonia hands,
beveled glass and an American sash. The case back is properly
signed with the red Royal Bonn trademark, all applied to the clay/
porcelain, before kiln firing. Correct metal back cover, a proper pendulum, and a signed 8-day movement that strikes a Cathedral gong.
The name of this clock “La Riviere” is not imprinted on the case but
was identified by Ly-Ansonia #2674. $500-$750.

120.
$400
Ansonia Clock Co. Royal Bonn case, “La
Touraine”, ca 1895. This is another near
perfect Royal Bonn. It is about 12” high and
13” wide, color is between salmon and pink,
painted flowers and gold highlights. The
case proportions are outstanding and look
spectacular in any decoration scheme. We
have always used them throughout the
house. There are no chips, cracks, repairs anywhere. All accessories
are perfect including the beveled glass, signed two-piece porcelain
dial, hands, open escapement, metal back, pendulum, gong, and the
8-day movement. I hate to keep touting these Royal Bonn clocks,
but I guarantee you will NEVER find any, any nicer. Ly-Ansonia
#2526. $500-$750.

124.
$500
Ansonia Clock Co. Royal Bonn cased clock named “La Flandre”, ca
1904. This clock is part of the collection bought from the Millers,
therefore it is near perfect. It has been cleaned and polished as the
Miller clocks were and is a very nice example and needs very little of
anything to make it near perfect. The case is
not slightly crazed, as most all are. There are
no chips, breaks, or repairs. Everything looks to
be near perfect, including the beveled glass,
two-piece porcelain dial (signed), hands, open
escapement, gong, pendulum, and signed 8day movement. It has a metal back door and
the case is marked with the red Royal Bonn
insignia and the name of this model. LyAnsonia, #2664. $600-$750.

121.
$500
Ansonia Clock Co. Royal Bonn case, “La Villa”, ca 1904. This is a near
perfect clock from the Miller collection we sold several years ago.
Many of you will remember the Millers and their collection of hundreds of perfect Ansonia Royal Bonn clocks. We have had many
Royal Bonn clocks over the years but none as nice as the Millers.
While selling scores of their clocks we kept a few unusual one or
ones we especially liked. Those are being offered in this auction. The
Royal Bonn trademark is shown on the back of this case. The name
in the Ansonia book is shown as “504” as it
was unidentified. We identified it later when
we had a “La Villa” that had the name on the
back of the case. The case is primarily pink
with some painted flowers and an abundance
of gold painted designs and highlights. The
case is 15 ½ inches high and 11 inches wide,
complete, original, has no chips, flakes,
cracks, or repairs, in other words, perfect.
Also perfect are the beveled glass, hands,
signed two-piece porcelain dial, open escapement, metal back, pendulum, gong, and the 8-day movement. As
good as you will ever find. $600-$800.

125.
$400
Ansonia Clock Co. Royal Bonn case, “La France”, ca 1901.A tad smaller than most of their Royal Bonn cases, this one is 12 ¾ inches high
and over 9 ¾ inches wide. Several colors used
with 24k gold highlights and painted flowers
which are most generally seen on the Ansonia
cases. It is another Miller clock, perfect or near
perfect, no chips, cracks, or repairs. Shell top and
open swag on one side. 8-day movement inside is
signed, strikes a gong, has correct pendulum and
metal back cover. On the front is a brass bezel
with beveled glass, correct hands, two-piece
signed porcelain dial and the open escapement
mechanism. As with all the others we have had this in our collection
since we sold the perfect Miller collection. Ly-Ansonia #2503. $500$750.

122.
$400
Ansonia Clock Co. Royal Bonn, “La Chapelle”,
ca 1904. This is one of the nicest of all the Royal Bonn clocks we have bought from the Millers. There is less 24k gold on this case than
most, but the gold was not needed, the other
colors stand alone. This is a medium size clock
at 12 inches high and 12 inches wide, has a
large head on the top, large feet, and the other designs molded and kiln fired. The clock
name and makers trademark, “Royal Bonn”, all fired on the case

126.
$500
Ansonia Clock Co. Royal Bonn, “La Villa”, ca 1904.
This is one of the nice Royal Bonn clocks we
bought from the Millers. We held on to it because
of the shape of the case, the fantastic colors and
the painted flowers. There is less 24k gold on this
case than most, but the gold was not needed and
does not show as well on the yellow as that color
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130.
$125
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Omaha”, ca 1894. Seth
Thomas made excellent clocks in the late 1800’s, as
well as some other clock makers, but in the early
1900’s they went for quantity instead of quality. I
retained some of the quality clocks and finally beginning to sell them. This fine walnut cased clock is 19”
tall, has all the little ball ornaments and railing on top,
strong gold striping on the door, very nice finish on
the case, and is running and ready to display. The
painted dial is slightly worn, but clean, and retains the
ST logo, nickel dial rings, and correct pair of hands.
On the floor of the case is a good black label. The nickel pendulum
bob has the ST logo in the center, and a nickel pendulum leader. The
clock strikes on a large Cathedral gong (nickel gong base) on the
hours. The 8-day movement is running briskly and striking properly.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 202. $150-$250.

stands alone. This is a large clock at 15 inches high and 11 inches
wide, large opening on the top, large feet, and the other designs
molded and kiln fired. The makers trademark, “Royal Bonn”, is fired
on the case back. The clock name is not on the case but is identified
in the Ansonia books. The clock is perfect, has all the original Ansonia parts and all are top of the line. It is 8-day of course and running.
This is a keeper and we did keep it many years, but I need to be
downsizing myself. Ly-Ansonia shows it as #504 in their book. We
identified it after the book was published for we had an identical
clock that was signed. $600-$750.
127.
$800
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 18901920. This is a good straight clock, no apologies to
make for anything. The old oak case is 36” high,
clean, polished, and no problems whatsoever. The
clock has been protected, probably in a fine home
and not a factory or shop atmosphere. There is no
smoke problem, dial is super nice for the age, it is
signed and has no chips or problems. Original hands,
wind crank, brass bob and wood stick, brass weight,
brass beat scale, and a good old label inside. There
are no extra holes anywhere, and that is always a
good sign. You know the clock has not been mishandled or dropped when the bow tie on the bottom is in excellent
shape. The 8-day movement is signed and in good running condition. We do not get clocks any nicer than this one. In fact, it was so
nice I kept it in my office for years before deciding to let other folks
enjoy my clocks. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 274-278. $1000-$1250.

131.
$500
“Ansonia Clock Co. New York, U.S.A.”, rare parlor clock, “Niagara”,
ca 1878. Made in the era when outstanding “parlor” clocks were
made by all manufacturers, and it was only in later years they would
turn to making cheap “kitchen” clocks. This rare
model is not pictured in the clock books by Tran
Duy Ly, Roy Ehrhardt, or any other publications
that I have. I did peruse the internet and found
where a couple had been sold at auctions and
they were in terrible condition. Ours thankfully is
near perfect. The only shortcoming I would comment on is that the dial is worn. The 24-inch walnut case is adorned with finials and attachments
top to bottom, and all are present and original. It
has their top of the line pendulum, beat scale,
gong, painted glass, excellent paper label, and the
original 8-day time and strike movement that is running briskly. I
doubt that Ansonia collectors have this model in their collection.
$500-$750.

128.
$350
Ansonia Clock Co. “Crystal Regulator No. 2, ca 1914. This case is 17.5”
high, 9.25” wide. Other than the case style, decorations, and colors, it is identical to the other seven
Ansonia Crystal Regulators. In 2009 we sold a complete set of the Crystal Regulators, No. 1 thru 8 for
almost $54,000. We had the No. 2 priced individually for $2500-$3500, but the high bidder bought the
entire set of eight. Unfortunately, this one is not an
original but a reproduction. It is identical to the original No. 2 crystal regulators. The only demerit I can
give it is a cracked back glass. Ly-Ansonia, page 135.
$500-$750.

132.
$550
Welch, Spring & Co. “Patti No. 1”, ca 1880. The
complete black and gold label on the back identifies this clock as the “Patti V.P.” The polished
rosewood case is 18.5” high, complete with all
the correct finials and the ornate turned columns on all four corners, it has the original finish
that looks very nice, clean and always polished.
Great glass in the door with the gold designs
around the edge, correct pendulum bob, black
flocking on the backboard, original dial and hands, and the dial
shows age but I don’t think anyone would want to repaint it. Three
good glasses, nickel bell, and the famous “Patti” 8-day movement
that strikes hours on the bell. I would not call it a cream puff, but it
is very nice but may have a tiny edge nick somewhere. Ly-Welch,
page 284-285. $600-$900.

129.
$200
Atkins Clock Co. “London” model, one of the most successful models made by the company. They came configured many ways. This
clock may be the most common, ca 1863. It has
plain columns, rosewood veneer, gold foil tablets,
and stands around 17” high. Very nice repainted
original dial, hands, glasses, doorknobs, and the
label remaining inside on the backboard. Practically all doorknobs on Atkins clocks are ivory and
this one is no exception. However, I cannot find
another clock with this exact shape of ivory latches. They may be original for Atkins was known for
experimenting and he would do it on every clock
he made if he could, always trying to find the best way to do something. This rosewood case is beautiful. The clock is a keeper. The
movement is 8-day and strikes a coil gong. Reference: “The Clocks
of Irenus Atkins”, by Gregory and King, 2004, page 83. Case, glasses, etc. pictured and described. $300-$500.

133.
$350
New Haven Clock Co. short drop, “Ventura”, ca 1900.
They made this clock as an advertising clock for
“Merrick Thread Company, Holyoke, Mass.”. You can
find this model in Ly-New Haven, without the advertising. It has an 8-day time only movement that is signed
and running. Because it is 120 years old the lettering
on the octagon top has faded somewhat but very
legible. It is advertising Merrick’s Spool Cotton. The case looks to be
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curious folks could watch the gears move. The 8-day brass movement is clean, complete, and operational. The movement is signed,
“Birge & Fuller / Bristol, Conn. U.S.A.”. $300-$500.

rosewood at first glance but was grain painted to resemble rosewood. The label on the case back says “Ventura”. It has a 12-inch
dial, New Haven hands, and both glasses are original. The dial is also
labeled with Merrick’s advertising. This is a rare company advertising. During that time period many pieces of furniture as well as
clocks bore the advertising for thread and yarn companies. We have
a spool cabinet with scores of drawers to hold spools of thread and
has the company advertising. $400-$600.

137.
$400
Waterbury Clock Company “Calendar No. 43”, ca
1912. The oak case is 28” high, has the original finish,
all original wood parts, and appears to have been
partially cleaned yet is not smoky. Both dials are
paper replacements. Running movement is 8-day
with strike and it is running properly and calendar
functioning correctly. Glass paint is original, very
minor flaking or thin when viewed from the back
side. In addition to being a calendar clock, it is a
striking model. Two labels on the back, mostly there, old pendulum
bob, a winding key. This is a nice example of this model. LyWaterbury #238. $450-$600.

134.
$250
Seth Thomas Clock Co. wall clock, “Globe”, ca 1921-1928. Seth Thomas made the clock for a law firm or the lawyers had the dial repainted to make it an “ATTORNEY’S CLOCK”, in this case Dingwall’s. The
dial with the inner time ring that is numbered 1 thru 10, was, and is,
the time method charged by attorneys when you
visit them. They charge by 1/10 th of an hour. This
case is made with what ST called “quarter oak” and
it stands 32” high. It has the original finish with moderate crazing. It has not been overly cleaned or polished, and in my opinion does not need to be
cleaned. I cannot find a reason to say that Dingwall’s
is an American firm (although I did find one on the
internet) but I can find hundreds of reasons to say it
was an English firm. The dial, brass dial ring, and
hands, are all original. The dial has very good paint. A
complete paper label is inside on the backboard. The
movement is 8-day time only, signed, and running. Great brass bob
and wood stick. Nice clock that generally sells around $750. Ly-Seth
Thomas, page 322. $300-$500.

138.
$200
“Jonathan Frost / Reading, Mass.”, 30-hour wooden works alarm
clock, ca 1841, date printed on the label. The movement has three weights one for the time, one for
the strike and one for the alarm. The movement has
been completely overhauled and the cords restrung.
It is running, striking the hours, and alarms properly.
The mahogany veneered case is 29 ½ inches tall, has
the Empire style top and very unusual columns, but
you cannot call them columns, they are more like
double OG on the corners. The mirror is probably a
replacement, label is complete and nice, has a good
wood dial, old hands, pendulum, alarm ring, and iron bell on top of
the case. As reported on a previous alarm wood movement clock, if
they are running and in excellent condition they will fetch good
money. $250-$400.

135.

$400
Waltham Clock Co., Waltham, Mass. 8-day time only
weight driven movement, ca 1930. In a mahogany case
42 inches high, 10.5 inches wide and with reverse painted tablets that have slight paint flaking. The mahogany
case is very nice as is the painted metal dial. The hands,
eagle on top, brass side rails, brass pendulum bob and
wood stick, the iron weight and pulley are all correct.
The weight chute at the bottom has the typical metal
covering and pendulum tie down arrangement. The individual case parts are stamped, “7”. The dial is signed
“Waltham”. The 8-day movement is signed, running and
original to the case. The stylish case is plain in that there
is no gold paint, etc. but does have the balls around the
base. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 1, pages 246-247. This
clock has always booked around $2500 but in recent years retails for
a little less. $500-$750.

139.
$200
“Birge & Peck / Bristol Conn / U S A”, large column and cornice, or
Empire style clock, ca 1849. These two men were in business until
Mr. Birge resigned in 1855 to farm. This clock has their revised 8-day
strap brass movement without the side extension. The large mahogany veneered case is 32 ½ inches high. Generally,
the veneer is very good; however, there are a few
veneer chips on the bottom and top boards, and
the usual edge tics. Considering the age of the
clock the veneer is very nice, but if I did not mention the tiny chips some kind person would call it
to my attention. The tablets are original but have
been touched up. There is practically a complete
paper label on the backboard, featuring the
“Puffin Betsy Train”. The metal dial was repainted; there are old hands, two original door latches,
a pair of large iron weights, and a period pendulum bob. Typical of the Birge companies dial the center hole is large.
It has been reported in the past that it was done that way to better
observe the new innovation of strap brass movements. The 8-day
weight driven movement has been cleaned and restrung a few
years ago. $250-$400.

136.
$250
“Birge & Fuller / Bristol, Conn.”, ca 1844. One of the
early clocks made using a brass movement, much less
a strap brass movement. The movement was invented and patented by Joseph Ives, and subsequently
licensed to other clockmakers in the Bristol area.
Mahogany veneered case is 35 inches tall, good veneer all over, but you will find a few small chips on
the back edges. The fruit basket splat has good gilt,
columns have gilt except the part of the columns
that are grained. Two door latches, Birge style replacement glass in the bottom door, and new mirror. The two iron
weights are correct for that period and of course we cannot be sure
about the pendulum bob or hands as to originality. The painted
wood dial has some stretch marks and has darkened over time. It
has the large center opening which “experts” claim was done so we

140.
$500
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “Office Drop Calendar”, ca 1881. This clock
has every indication of being near original, with some exceptions.
The 34” high walnut case has all the carved curly cues and top ornament intact. The finish is dark yet polished and looks great. Both
glasses are replacements, bottom with a new mirror replacing the
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making the Jones models when he was in business
for himself and also when he ran Ansonia. I am surprised Ansonia did not name a clock Egyptian. This
walnut case is 24 ½ inches tall, the four clock sides
are identical, it has 3 glasses, finials, and ornate top
and a fancy pendulum that Jones was noted for.
The paper dial is a replacement, and the clock deserves a nice painted dial. The 8-day movement is
running and striking a bell on the hours. On the
back is a complete paper label. $200-$350.

original painted glass. Behind the lower door on the backboard is a
complete paper label. The movement is 8-day, running and striking
on a coil gong. The gong, movement, brass bob and wood stick,
hands, and all the metal calendar discs, are original. However, the month calendar that is viewed at
the very top of the dial and change by hand each
month, is missing. There is no nail like pin for forwarding the calendar dials. The paper on the three
discs shows wear and some grunge, but the paper
dials are definitely all original. This is the second
Office Drop Calendar I have had with Spanish dials.
That could be why the month rolling dial at the top
is missing. That would be a dead giveaway that it
was Spanish. Ly-Calendar, page 94; Ly-Gilbert, page
85. Many collectors have had the dial painted by
the Dial House, on metal discs, making the clock extremely attractive. This model booked for $2800 ten years ago. I believe the last
one we sold was for nearly $2800, but it was near perfect. $600$750.

144.
$250
“Thos. Russel & Son / Liverpool”, clock makers to
the Queen, table clock ca 1877. This is a very unusual
clock in some respects and common in others. The
8-day movement and gong are pretty standard and
seen in many English clocks. The gong is signed,
“Salisbury” but the movement is not signed. The
mahogany case is 15 ½ inches tall, has nice designs
below the glass, and a full back door. The front and
large back door are both locked with a male key. I have never seen a
male key lock on a clock other than some early Seth Thomas clocks.
Thos. Russel & Son were better known for being watch manufacturers and other horological instruments, not clocks. The movement is
performing properly, and it has a large and heavy pendulum which is
typical in many English clocks. $300-$500.

141.
$250
Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn., top of the line City Series clock,
the “Pittsburgh”, ca 1880. This shelf clock is rare
and very collectable, more so than most all of the
more than 100 different City Series models except
the “Louisville” and “St. Paul”, mainly because
those three had a special cut glass pendulum with
the French Fleur De Leis on the top of the pendulum bob and acorns on the sides and bottom, and
very special glass in the cases. I have sold the
pendulum by itself for near the minimum of this
clock. The polished walnut veneer case is 23 inches tall and has a couple of bumps on the edges.
The paper dial is a very nice replacement. Repainting would be better but that is more than $100. The hands and the bell are correct,
and the supports behind the dial look to be original, and the clock
overall looks to be original. The 8-day movement is signed and running. All the special carvings and adornments that set this model
apart from others, are original and in very nice condition. Ly-Seth
Thomas #584. $300-$500.

145.
$200
George A. Jones & Co. New York, walnut parlor clock, “Egyptian”,
ca 1870. The elaborate walnut case is 23 ½ inches tall with applied
trimmings on the sides, removable pegged top and finials. There are
etched designs on the base and door. It has three original glasses,
decorative pendulum, nickel bell, and 8-day time
and strike movement that is running and striking
hourly. The movement is signed “E. N. Welch”.
That is typical of this maker as he bought movements from various factories and also made some
in his factory. We have seen other similar clocks
by this maker that were also named “Egyptian”
but were of different design. Clocks by this maker
are rarely found for sale and are all of unusual and
ornate design. $300-$500.

142.
$200
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Chime Clock No. 7”, ca
1914. The 14-inch case has a mahogany finish, gold
plated sash, mat, and feet. The one-piece silver
dial is coated with black. I thought at first it was
badly worn but I believe the black will clean off.
The dial is signed by Seth Thomas, has painted
numerals, original hands, and a bowed glass. The
chime winding arbor is in the edge of the mat, the slow-fast adjuster
is just below the hand arbor. The 8-day movement is signed by Seth
Thomas and is numbered, “89A”, while the Sonora Chime movement is numbered, “90D”. It has the correct wooden back cover, 4
Sonora Bells, a chime-silent lever on the side, and all other original
clock parts. The wood back has three Jeweler labels indicating the
sale date of Dec. 24, 1918, and repairs in 1924 and 1928. Ly-Seth
Thomas, pages 153. $250-$350.

146.
$400
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. hanging clock possibly made for the English
market. It resembles in many ways their Italian Hanging models, ca
1880’s. The 8-day movement is signed by Welch and
is the exact movement shown in many of their wall
clocks. The movement is running and striking hours
on a nickel bell. You will note the inside of the case is
covered with a mirror which also is an indication it
was made for the English market. The extremely nice
36-inch-tall rosewood veneered case is clean and
polished, is all original and has all the finials, columns,
and other ornaments. The hands, pendulum, door
lock, and large painted dial are original. The painted
dial is 11 ¾ inches high and 10 ½ inches wide. $500$750.

143.
$200
“G. A. Jones & Co. New York”, 8-day mantel clock, “Egyptian”, in a
large and attractive case, ca 1870-1874. This clock reminds me of
several Ansonia clocks produced after 1877 when Ansonia was reorganized, and Henry J. Davies became General Manager. Davies had
bought out George Jones in 1874. In other words, Davies continued

147.
$125
New Haven Clock Co. wall clock, “Crown”, made for a company by
the name of “W------ Edwards”, that had offices in three north American cities. It was normal in the late 1800’s for clock companies to
make some clocks for businesses to give as awards or gifts. Most of
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The movement is one day spring, running and striking
a wire gong. Two-piece dial is a paper replacement,
original black hands, and nickel dial rings. The brass
movement is signed Seth Thomas. A good Seth Thomas nickel/brass pendulum bob and hanger. In the center of the bob is a brass medallion embossed with the
letters, “ST”. Partial black label inside the case. LySeth Thomas, page 201. $75-$150.

the Edwards label remains on the back of the case.
The 26-inch-high walnut case is excellent, all original
and clean and polished. The only change is a new paper dial. The 8-day movement is running and striking a
coil gong. The glass is original and very nice. On the
base is a level. $150-$250.
200.
$175
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Albion”, ca 1880. Walnut
case is 21” high, 100% original, lightly cleaned/
polished, still a dark case, but I would not clean it
anymore. Maybe some polish, but nothing else. A
plain case compared to later mantel clocks, railing
and spindles on top, grooves on the front, and it is a
living room mantel clock, not a kitchen clock. Made
in the period when companies were turning out
quality rather than quantity. Finials, glass, dial,
hands, pendulum bob, and beat scale, are all original
and very nice. The dial is signed and is in very good
condition for a ST dial. Bob is heavy brass, with damascening, one of
a half dozen or so exceptional pendulums ST used in the City Series
clocks. A black label on the base is in relatively good condition.
Movement is 8-day, signed “ST” and “Seth Thomas Clock Co. /
Thomaston, Conn. USA”. Running and strikes a large nickel bell on
the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas #505. This model is very scarce and hard
to find. $200-$400.

204.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Boston”, ca
1884. There is a good the old black label inside. Walnut
case is 21” high, clean, polished, and in excellent original condition, retaining all the original finials, attached
buttons, top rail, etc. The glass, hands, dial, and pendulum are all original to this case. The original dial is very
nice, for a ST dial, has some discoloration and wear.
Nickeled dial rings, bell, pendulum hanger, and one of Seth Thomas
special nickel pendulum bobs. The bob is signed in the center,
“STCCo”. The lyre movement is 8-day, signed “Seth Thomas Clock
Co. / Thomaston, Conn. USA”, retains the Geneva stops, running and
striking the nickel bell each hour. Ly-Seth Thomas #511. $150-$250.
205.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Oregon”, ca 1883. I would
put this clock up against any other clock maker’s parlor clocks selling in this price range. ST made wonderful parlor clocks and his earlier ones, like this model, were superb. This case has inlaid flowers on
the top, rounded base, beveled sides on the door, tiny ball finials on
top, four feet, and many other great trim pieces. The
walnut case is 21.5” high, complete, all original, and
near perfect. It has a very good glass, push button
door latch, black label inside, original but repainted
dial, and replaced hands. The ST nickel bob with
“STCC” stamped on a penny like insert is one of the
best-looking pendulums ever made. The clock has
brass dial rings and a gong. 8-day lyre movement is
signed both, “ST” and “Seth Thomas Clock Co.”, and is
running and striking the gong on the hours. The early City Series
clocks are definitely keepers. I am at the point where I must stop
keeping. Ly-Seth Thomas #575. $150-$250.

201.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Nashville”, ca 1880. Walnut case is19 ½” high, was cleaned with mild cleaner and a little
polish put back on the case. Wood parts are all original, there are no
eye busting carvings or extraordinary do dads, just a simple case
that was more common in those early clockmaking days. Door latch
in the front and a plain glass. The 30-hour spring
driven movement is running and striking hours on a
nickel bell. Two-piece original painted dial, original
black hands, and nickel dial rings. The brass movement is signed Seth Thomas. A good Seth Thomas
nickel pendulum and hanger. In the center of the
bob is a brass medallion embossed with the letters,
“ST”. There is part of the black label inside the case.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 201. $75-$150.

206.
$200
Seth Thomas Clock Co. rare City Series model,
“Pittsburgh V.P.”, ca 1880. Our consignor bought
this clock on EBay from a woman in my city, Lexington, for $722 in August 2004. Considering what
I paid for the “Pittsburgh” model in years gone
by, he made a very good buy. The 23” high walnut
veneered case has the original finish and has been
maintained properly. The wood retains most of its
original polished finish. The top and sides are
carved and were always slightly darker than the burl walnut trim,
but with the accumulated smoke now are just slightly dark. That is
okay because it is a good-looking clock. Nickel dial rings, nickeled
bell, and brass bob with a cut glass center. This special pendulum is
only found on three ST models, Pittsburgh, St. Paul, and the Louisville. Inside on the base is a near complete black label. The twopiece paper dial is showing wear. The hands may not be original.
There is a key lock on the side. Movement is 8-day, clean, signed,
running, and strikes the nickel bell on each hour. Ly-Seth Thomas
#584. $350-$500.

202.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn. one of the
first City Series clocks they made, the “Chicago”, ca
1874. The rosewood veneered case is in good condition. This model has always been one of my favorite
City Series clocks. The brass ornaments and dial bezels
need to be polished and the gold on the columns
around the case front has partially worn off. The dial
has a couple of flakes and the painted glass shows
some very minor paint loss. Those things can be easily fixed, but
that is the way it is. Near perfect label inside, very nice glasses, correct hands, and coil gong. The 8-day movement is signed, running,
and striking correctly. Touch up the gold and you will have a beautiful clock. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 188. $75-$150.
203.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Norfolk”, ca 1880. Walnut case is19 ½” high, was cleaned with mild cleaner and a little
polish put back on the case. Wood parts are all original, there are
some grooves around the door and based and some attached wood
ornaments around the top. Door latch in the front and a plain glass.
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been cleaned and polished, has some deterioration on the black
trim paint around the base. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 200. $100-$200.

207.
$1200
Seth Thomas Clock Co. parlor clock, one of the
rarest and most collectable City Series clock,
the “Louisville”, ca 1880. This model has a special pendulum. There is an etched glass insert in
a brass casing, with brass acorns on the sides,
and brass fleur de leis on the top. A very special
pendulum unlike any others. Seth Thomas only
used it on the Louisville, Pittsburgh, and St.
Paul models. The case is 22” high, made of walnut with some burl walnut trim on the front.
The dial has old paint, appears to be original,
and is signed. Part of the label remains inside. The nickel dial rings
and nickeled gong bell are original, hands and pendulum are correct, same with the 8-day time and striking movement. The movement is signed and running. Ly-Seth Thomas #549. This model is
near impossible to find. I searched 30 years before getting my first
one and when word circulated that I was looking for them I acquired two more. They always bring a high price and we have sold
them for over $1500 in the past and know of sales over $2500.
$1500-$2500.

211.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, one of
the first of a long line of City Series clocks made by ST,
the “Chicago”, ca 1874. The mahogany ? veneered case
is excellent, nicely polished and has good gold trim
around the front. This model has always been one of
my favorite City Series clocks, and they did not need to
paint the trim around the brass diamond shaped ornaments around the lower glass. They put some black
paint around that brass. It looks good and goes well with the painted tablet. The original dial has good paint. Near perfect label inside,
very nice glasses, correct hands, and coil gong. 8-day movement is
signed, running, and striking correctly. I don’t think I would do anything more to change the looks of the clock. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
188. $75-$150.
212.
$50
“Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn.”, a very
rare City Series clock, “Denver”, ca 1886. The factory
sometimes stamps the date the clock was made on
the back of the case. This stamp says, “6881C”, which
is their highly secret code meaning it was made March
1886. The polished walnut case is 16 ½ inches tall and
has been polished. The clock is all original except for a
new paper dial and possibly new hands. The excellent
silver bob is correct and matches the pendulum hanger and silver
dial rings. There are remnants of the black label on the base. The
eight-day movement is running and striking the Cathedral gong on
the hours. As some of you know I have hyped City Series clocks for
45 years, collected and sold hundreds, but this is only the second
Denver I have ever sold. It has to be pretty rare. Ly-Seth Thomas
#537A. $75-$150.

208.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Derby”,
ca 1890. Factory date stamped on the case back,
but I cannot read it. As many of you know I have
collected City Series clocks for 45 years, get a hundred or more then sell them. I cannot stand it so I
start buying again. I saw this clock recently and
realized I had never owned or even seen this model
anywhere, so I had to buy it. Maybe there are collectors out there like me, have never seen this model. It is not a
cream puff, but the case is all original, just dirty and smoky. The
glass, label, gong, and movement are original to the case. The dial
paper is new, the pendulum hanger is too short, but you can fix
that. It has a ST 8-day time, strike, and alarm movement. Ly-Seth
Thomas, page192. $75-$150.

213.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Nashville V.P., ca 1879. The
Nashville and New Orleans models of Seth Thomas
City Series clocks with a star pendulum with the Fleur
De Leis on top, collectors sometimes insist the clocks
are not correct if it has a regular ST pendulum. The
new Ly-Seth Thomas books show the clocks with both
types of pendulums. This 16-inch rosewood case is
very unusual looking because most all of ST City Series
clocks were walnut. This case is outstanding. It is about 140 years
old now and still very nice. It has nickel dial rings, nickel bell, nickel
star pendulum, a good black label, correct hands, and original door
latch and door glass. The movement is 8-day, running, and striking
hours on the bell. Seth Thomas, page 200. $75-$150.

209.
$50
Seth Thomas City Series clock, “Denver”, ca 1884. The polished walnut veneered case is 16 ½ inches tall, has the excellent original finish, a little darker than it was 130 years ago, but quite nice. There is a
factory stamp on the back, a little dark, but looks like
1884. I see nothing out of the ordinary, believe it to be
100% original including, nickel dial rings, original painted dial, maybe replaced hands, one of ST special nickel
pendulum bobs, decent black label, Cathedral gong,
alarm movement, alarm dial ring, alarm brass bell, and
a very nice original door glass. The 8-day time and
strike movement is running and striking. Ly-Seth
Thomas, #537. $75-$150.

214.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “New Orleans V.P.”, ca 1880.
This is one of the earlier models in their large assortment of City Series clocks. The walnut case is 16” tall
and retains all its original parts including the glass,
complete black label, nickeled star pendulum and
nickel rod, nickeled dial rings, nickeled bell, and the
door latch. The dial needs to be repainted. The previous owner says the clock runs 8-days and is striking the hours
properly. I have always considered the Nashville and New Orleans to
be some of Seth Thomas common clocks. Wrong. They are two of
the rarer models. The last one I sold of this model was 2007, only 4
in 45 years. Sorry about the dust on the base. Lots of activity going

210.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “New Orleans V.P.”, ca 1880. This is one of
the earlier models in their large assortment of City Series clocks.
The walnut case is 16” tall and retains most all its
original parts including the nickeled pendulum and
rod, nickeled bell, and the door latch. The dial is a
paper replacement, the dial rings are brass, and the
hands are probably replacements. The 8-day movement is running and striking the nickel bell on each
hour. There is also an alarm movement that sounds
on the same nickel bell. The pendulum bob has a
brass “ST” in the center. The case has apparently
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219.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. one of the earliest City Series clocks, “St.
Louis”, ca 1874. I am sure most collectors could
care less about the City Series clocks but to me
they were some of the finest mantel clocks made
in that era of clock making. This case is 15 ½ inches
high and has 3 or 4 different veneers or shades of
veneers on the case. None of the veneer was easy,
for it has convex and concave rolls, and skewed
and flat veneer. There are some small chips in the
veneer and it has some stress areas but I was happy with it for many years and I hope someone else will be. Old
painted tablet, repainted dial, excellent paper label, and coil gong.
The eight-day movement is running and strikes the coil gong. LySeth Thomas, page 208. $50-$100.

on in my shop and garage. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 200. $75-$150.
215.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Seattle”, a City Series clock, ca 1899. The
clean walnut case is 22 inches tall, has a good glass, door latch, nickel dial ring, alarm ring, and pendulum hanger, but all other parts are
brass. It has a coil gong on a signed gong base, paper dial, alarm
movement that rings on a brass bell and a brass pendulum. The 8-day time and strike movement is running. It was in the late 1890’s and early 2000’s that all
clock companies began to cheapen their parlor
flocks. They turned them into “kitchen clocks”. Competition I suppose forced them to cut prices, make
them more cheaply, etc. The Seattle was right on the
edge of that transition. Note the no frills case. LySeth Thomas #600. $75-$150.
216.

220.
$200
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. shelf calendar clock, “No. 10 Farmer’s”, ca
1880. Walnut case is 25” high, has been cleaned and
polished, but some smoke is still hanging on, in places. It looks good, has all its original parts and pieces
including the ornate top that is generally broken, repaired, or even replaced. Even the old dials are original, slightly soiled and crinkled, but so nice I should
not have mentioned the dials. The two movements
are original and functional, running, striking a coil
gong, and calendar changing. The pendulum, hands,
and door latch are all original to the case. Ly-Calendar
#346. $350-$500.

$50

Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston, Conn. one of the
first City Series they made, the “Chicago”, ca 1874.
The rosewood veneered case is excellent but has not
been cleaned in a while, and I see no reason to. The
only improvements one might make would be to
polish the brass ornaments and bezels. Personally, I
would not, but some collectors like to spiff them up.
This model has always been one of my favorite City
Series clocks. Near perfect label inside, replaced
brass pendulum bob, very nice glasses, correct
hands, and coil gong. 8-day movement is signed, running, and striking correctly. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 188. $75-$150.

221.
$100
German/Dutch wall clock, ca 1920 or later. Heavy wood case
(mahogany ?) is 24 inches high, open well type with
large brass weights and a fancy brass pendulum that
is behind the glass and does not show in the picture.
There are several large pieces of metal ornaments on
the top, base, and around the dial. Brass numerals
are attached with pins. The wood backboard is 1 ¼
inches think and makes the case very heavy. Of
course, all the metal and weights help add some
pounds. The pendulum hanger and movement can
be accessed thru a large opening on the back. Movement is 8-day, striking a large bell on top of the clock.
$150-$250.

217.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co., a City Series clock, “Boston”,
ca 1884. Walnut case is 21” high, no frills, a plain but
attractive mantel clock. Needs nothing that I can see,
and you may choose to have the dial painted, but
otherwise ready to sit on the mantel. It does now
have a new paper dial. It is not a cream puff; the nickel accessories have been polished. Push button door
latch on the side, and an old door glass. It has a complete label inside, nickel pendulum bob and stick, ST stock, found in
many City Series clocks. The hands are correct, but I believe replaced. Movement is 8-day, running, time and hour strike on a nickel
bell. Ly-Seth Thomas #511. $100-$150.

222.
$100
Ansonia Clock Co. parlor clock commonly called a
“mirrorside”, but officially named “Triumph”, ca
1880. In addition to the mirrors on each side there
are cupid metal statues on a wood pedestal on
each side in front of the mirrors. The cupids appear
to be original, same with the mirrors. As you surely
have observed over the years, I am definitely not a
photographer, evidenced by the mirrors and glasses reflecting in all different directions. The very
nice etched glass table featuring a peacock, birds,
and flowers, is a correct Ansonia glass. The dial is
possibly original, as are the hands, alarm ring, alarm movement,
nickel bell, and pendulum. Inside is a correct 8-day movement, and
alarm movement that rings on the bell. Other ornaments around the
walnut case, top and bottom. The four finials, carved top ornament,
and other wood case parts are correct and original. The dial rings
are nickeled, all ornaments are brass colored. Most of the label
remains on the back. Ly-Ansonia page 444 and 447. $150-$300.

218.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series mantel clock,
“Atlanta”, ca 1908. The factory stamp on the back
shows the date it was made. In the 1880’s when
they first started making this model the internal
parts, pendulum, dial rings, gongs, etc. were much
more elaborate. Around 1900 all companies started
making their clocks cheaper to meet competition.
Rosewood and walnut veneer case is 19 ½” high,
polished, or was originally, now darkened with crazed finish but still
pretty nice with gold striping and banding around the case front
edges, and the gold is partially covered with smoke and grime. This
clock is all original but is not the Atlanta they started making in
1886. Good paint on the glass, fair label inside on the base, fair original paper dial, correct hands and doorknob, and the gong and
movement are original and correct. Movement is 8-day, running,
and striking the Cathedral bell on the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas #508.
$75-$150.
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and looks wonderful. The hands are old, and the pendulum and pendulum stick are period and could well be original. This is one of the
first Verdi clocks we have seen with a strike feature, they normally
are time only. This one strikes a coil gong on the hours. Ly-Welch,
page 136. $150-$300.

223.
$100
Waterbury Clock Co. shelf calendar clock,
“Buffalo”, ca 1891. The 27-inch-high walnut case is
immaculate, clean and polished, surely refinished
at some time. Refinished used to mean the entire
stain finish was removed and restained. These
days there is polish that removes the goop and
leaves the original finish just like it came from the
factory, that is what this one looks like. It appears
to be all original and correct. If not for the twisted
columns turnings, and finials you might call the clock a plain shelf
clock. The label on the back is about 90% there. The dial is not new
but certainly looks like the wood case, just came from the factory.
The hands, gong, pendulum, and original door glass are all original
stock that came with the case. The 8-day movement is running,
striking the coil gong and the calendar is changing properly. LyWaterbury #254. The last one I sold went for $500. $150-$250.

228.
$150
German cuckoo clock with a signed brass movement,
“GHS”, which is Gordian Hettich & Son, a factory making cuckoo and other clocks since 1902. It is running
and operating properly with an unusual pendulum and
two weights. The unusual pendulum has a carved duck
attached and there are ducks lined up under the dial.
The case is unusual in that it does not have carved
leaves all over like most cuckoo clocks, but has large
carved pine trees on each side, water fountain above
the dial and the ducks below the dial. It has been cleaned and probably restored at some time but is very nice and most unusual. Some
label and the coil gong remain on the backboard. $200-$350.

224.
$150
“Maranville Calendar Clock, / Manufactured for / N. C. Hyde & Co., /
by / Gilbert Manf’g Co., / Winsted, Conn.”, copied from the complete
paper label inside the clock. This calendar was called a “complex
calendar dial” patented by Galusha Maranville, March 1861. The
mechanism was primarily for a dial which had moving discs which
could be adjusted manually once per month. Naturally, it was perpetual. The clock is all original and in very nice
condition considering it is about 150 years old. It is
24” high, made with mahogany veneer, and has a
veneer band all around the edges of the case.
Carved ears on the sides, original glass over the
pendulum has minor paint loss. Good dial with a
few flakes expertly touched up so are primarily
unrecognizable. Correct hands, brass bob, door
latch, and 8-day unsigned brass movement. It is
running and striking hours on a coil gong. Other
than a few paint flakes on the lower glass the clock is nearly perfect.
Ly-Calendar, pages 81 & 82. $250-$500.

229.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. hanging, “Eclipse”, ca 1890. This “no name”
clock was not given a name until recently, and only then because of
the name “Eclipse” cast on the pendulum bob. Most
everyone calls it a “hanging balltop”. Whatever it is,
ST made it special for someone or some purpose
since it was never listed in any of their catalogs. The
shelf model was the only model that Seth Thomas
made that had a serial number on the door frame.
This walnut case is as nice and clean as any I have
sold. The collector who sent us the clock refinished it
to look factory original. It is 27” high, complete, original, and in immaculate condition top to bottom. It
has the correct pendulum marked “Eclipse” that was only used in
this model clock, has a replaced paper dial and hands, 8-day movement that is running, coil gong attached to a signed gong base,
alarm movement and brass bell, and a near perfect glass. As good as
they come. Ly-Seth Thomas #1057. $150-$300.
230.
$150
German one weight Vienna Regulator, Altdeutsch style, ca 1880. A
very attractive walnut case, near 37 inches tall, clean and polished.
Carved and turned top, base, and some carved sections on the columns. Unusual finials, removable top, three good glasses, and from top to bottom just a great looking clock.
Thankfully everyone does not want a striking clock for
this one is one weight, time only and running. Many of
our customers request clocks that do not strike. Either
it keeps the wife or kids awake nights, or the mother in
law cannot stand the racket. Hmmm. The movement is
8-day, running slowly and steadily. Porcelain beat scale,
old winding crank, brass weight and pulley, brass bob
and wood stick, all appear to be original. Two-piece
porcelain dial and a great pair of Vienna hands. I wish I
had room upstairs for some of these nice Vienna’s. $200-$350.

225.
$100
“One Hand Clock Co., Warren, PA., U.S.A.”, signed
on the dial of this perfect One Hand clock dial. The
company began business after World War I and
ceased operations in 1935 when the president died.
They made the clocks using Wm. L. Gilbert 30-hour
spring movements. I have sold 3-4 of the 10” and
12” dial size. This is the 10 ½ inch model. It is running and overall is one of the nicest I have seen. $200-$300.
226.
$100
“One Hand Clock Co.” shelf clock, same details as
#225 only the dial is 6 ½ inches. The brass is not as
shining and the dial is not as new looking as #226 but
is running and very nice. $200-$300.
227.
$100
Welch, Spring & Co. hanging clock, the “Verdi”, ca
1877. The 8-day time and striking movement was
designed by B. B. Lewis for Welch and is said by
many that it is the finest spring driven movement
produced by a Bristol manufacturer. It is clean and
running. The paper dial was replaced on the original
metal pan. The rosewood case is 31” tall and the
veneer is near perfect. It has been cleaned/polished

231.
$350
Waterbury Clock Company hanging clock, Calendar
No.36”, ca 1908. Very nice 28-inch-high walnut case
apparently has the original finish and was restored to
look good hanging in the collectors home. This case is
complete and all original with the possible exception of
the time dial. The calendar dial has the original paint,
with some flaking that has been covered over, and it is
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clocks, but it is very nice. Probably the biggest imperfection is a
crack in the glass near the bottom. Some would
probably want to change the glass anyway because
of the Standard Time ad. The door lock is correct, so
is the brass damascened pendulum bob, brass beat
scale and the brass dial ring. Nice knobs, small finials, and all the spindles and other case pieces. It has
an original painted dial that is signed and has correct
hands. There is minor paint flaking on the dial. The 8day movement is signed, running, and was recently
serviced. This clock is unusual in that it has a time
correcting function to advance the time automatically when a signal was sent by Western Union. There
are parts in a bag that were removed from that time
function. Some parts are still attached to the clock
near the movement and can be seen by looking up under the dial.
We have sold this model in the past at around $2500. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 36. $400-$750.

signed. Original pendulum bob that is signed. The calendar hand
looks to be correct, the two on the time dial, not so sure. The calendar rolls are good, just slight darker than the dial. On the back of the
case is a very large paper label. The 8-day spring movement is running and striking a gong on half hours and hours. Ly-Waterbury
#260. This clock has booked for over $1500 for several years. $400$600.
232.
$400
New Haven Clock Co. (Jerome & Co.) “Register Mantel
Calendar”, ca 1880. Made by both companies as some
time, Jerome made them and around 1880 they were
sold by New Haven. The walnut case is 31 inches tall,
has a good finish and all the attached ornaments top
and bottom. The glasses, dials, hands, pendulum, and
the movements are original. The 8-day movement is
running and strikes hours on a bell. On the back of the
case is most of the old label. The Register has always
been a popular clock and generally sold in the $1000
range. Ly-New Haven, page 71; and Ly-Calendar, page
200. $400-$600.
233.

236.
$85
New Haven Clock Co. cabinet case, very early, ca
1881. Complete label on the back door says in part,
“Cabinet No. 18 With Cathedral Gong / Manufactured By”, etc etc. I said in No. 234 above that LyNew Haven showed only Cabinet clocks numbered
to No. 9. Evidently there were many more, just not
pictured anywhere. Clean as a pin walnut case is 17
inches tall, was no doubt thoroughly cleaned at some time for it
look super now. There is some fancy jig saw pieces applied on the
top and sides. There is a flat glass in the brass sash and another
glass on the bottom. Full back door is hinged and opens to access
the 8-day movement and large standing gong. The movement is
running and striking properly. We have not seen this particular cabinet model before. $100-$150.

$250

Gustav Becker three weight German Vienna Regulator, ca 1886. The walnut case is 47 inches high and we
believe it all began life together, including the top. If
we are correct that would make it very unusual for
most times tops and the bottom finials are not original to the cases. The only demerit I can give the case
is a split in the backboard. The 8-day brass movement
is signed several places. There are two long gong
rods, brass pendulum and wood stick, brass pulleys,
brass dial rings, correct hands and excellent twopiece porcelain dial. The pulleys are engraved, it has a
near perfect set of three brass weights, and porcelain
beat scale, wall levelers, and three glasses. There are
nice carvings and other woodwork on the tail section
and the top. This clock is much nicer than the $2000 Vienna I have
hanging in my living room. I very nearly kept this one. $300-$500.

237.
$650
Waterbury Clock Company, hanging clock,
“Dresden”, ca 1915. This is a very attractive oak
cased clock standing almost 51” high. It has a large
Waterbury time-and-strike, spring movement that is
clean and running. The case is dark yet clean and
polished and has been hanging and running in the
collector’s home for years. The collector also does
service work for me, so it is in perfect running condition. It has all its many original wood parts, carvings
top to bottom, ¾ columns on the door, and a perfect two-piece porcelain dial with correct hands.
Correct brass bob, wood stick, porcelain beat scale,
and black label inside. The glass is old and I would
think original, but may have been removed to clean the case, not
sure. I just know the wood strips have been off. This clock is about
as good as they come. Ly-Waterbury #611. One recently sold at an
east auction for $1900 and was missing the base. $750-$1000.

234.
$150
New Haven Clock Co. Cabinet clock, ca 1885. They made a series of
cabinet clock numbered at least to Cabinet No.9, for they are pictured in Ly-New Haven. Ours is not pictured but is
similar to a couple that are. There is a complete
label on the back door. The walnut case is 20 inches tall, has 5 finials on top, large hinged doors
front and back, four turned feet underneath, and a
large brass dial and old hands. The dial has some
wear where fingers rubbed when moving the
hands. Notice that the 8-day running movement
winds in the dial. It is running and strikes the hours
on a large gong. The Westminster quarter hour
chimes winds in front on the bottom of the case.
Four hammers strike four coil chimes to play Westminster chimes
on the quarter hours. The Westminster chime is the Wilcox patent,
probably New Havens answer to Seth Thomas’s Sonora Chime. The
clock is complete, original, and very nice with the only demerit being the worn dial. $250-$500.

238.
$250
“Bridgeport Brass Co., Patented Aug. 8, 1878”, stamped
on the 8-day time and striking movement in this clean
(ed) oak hanging wall clock. The movement is running
and striking a coil gong on the hours. The case has been
cleaned and polished and has been hanging in the collector’s home running for some time. The brass pendulum
and brass dial ring are clean and polished. The dial paper
is a replacement, hands are correct, and the door latch is
operational. The oak case is 39 inches tall, has finials and

235.
$350
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Queen Anne”, ca 1883. The cherry case is
36” tall, clean and polished, and should please many Seth Thomas
collectors. It is not a perfect clock, but then we do not sell perfect
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side. The glass has been rubbed so much the print has rubbed off.
Correct brass bob and wood stick, 8-day time only movement is
properly signed and functioning properly. A nice early clock, probably not as early as ca 1864, but sometime in the “Welch Mfg. Company” era. Ly-Welch #117; Ly-Calendar, page 331. $900-$1200.

a balcony on top and grooved designs on the base and sides. $300$500.
239.
$250
“E. N. Welch Manufacturing Company”, wall hanging
calendar clock, “Eclipse”, ca 1864 and after. Original
finish on the very attractive 39” high walnut case. It is
larger than it appears, probably because it is narrow.
If you think about it many of Welch’s wall clocks were
long and narrow. It still has the original and correct
old glass signed, “Eclipse / Regulator”. Original delicate case work, door latch on the side, original putty
holding the old glass in the door, and a good paper
label on the back. Correct brass bob and wood stick, 8
-day time only movement is properly signed and running. A nice early clock, probably not as early as ca 1864, but sometime in the “Welch Mfg. Company” era. Ly-Welch #117; Ly-Calendar,
page 331. $300-$500.

243.
$550
Waterbury Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1891.
Made of rosewood veneer, polished, 36 ½” high,
and in very good condition. If any repairs to the
veneer they are minuscule but being this old, you
will surely find a chip or flake somewhere. On the
base is a wood carving. Good brass sash and putty
around the door glass. The bottom glass is old and
held with wood strips. One would assume both
glasses were original. The metal dial pan has been
repainted. Hands are original, so are the brass pendulum, wood stick, and a couple of old brass
weights. Top caps are missing on weights but you
don’t see the weights inside the case in the weight
chute. Inside the case is a complete black label, some minor paper
loss where weights or pendulum rubbed. Black flocking over the
backboard with a couple of small pieces missing. It has an 8-day,
double weight, time only movement that is running up a storm. It
has dead beat escapement, retaining power and solid movement
frames. Ly-Waterbury #525. Booked for $1200 several years ago.
$600-$750.

240.
$175
“Morse’s Patent Perpetual Calendar / Manufactured Expressly for
the Owner / Francis E. Morse / by the E. N. Welch Manufacturing
Co.”, copied from the complete label on the back of this attractive
parlor clock, ca 1883. Morse’s calendar mechanism could be attached to any existing clock movement with no modifications except one hole being cut. This fine walnut case stands 22 ½ inches, is
complete with the original glass. It is clean and
polished. The 8-day movement is running, calendar changing properly, and striking a coil gong on
the hours. You will notice that the pendulum is
one of Welch’s, same with the movement and
other parts. In looking thru Ly-Welch I saw several cases very similar to this Morse clock case. The
clock, movement, dial, and labels are pictured in
Ly-Welch, page 208. $200-$350.

244.
$400
Waterbury Clock Co. wall clock, “Galesburg”, ca 1906.
Excellent oak case is a whopping 52” high, clean as a
pin, now aged to a medium or golden oak color. If you
like oak, you will like this clock. It appears to be original
top to bottom and has been cleaned and polished. Not
refinished, just cleaned of the dark smoke, etc. It is the
correct brass pendulum bob and wood stick. The only
change I see is a new paper dial. It has a signed beat
scale inside, a complete paper label on the back, and all
finials and case parts are original. You will not find one
much nicer. True, it would be nicer if it had the original
dial, otherwise this one is a very good example. The last
one we sold went for over $1000. NE auctions also getting over $1000. Ly-Waterbury #583. $500-$750.

241.
$325
Junghans shelf clock that plays Westminster Chimes, ca 1915. Large
8-day brass movement rests on a wood seat board, five long chime
rods descend from the case top diagonally to the
bottom of the case and are struck by five chime
hammers. The movement is signed by Junghans,
it has the correct pendulum and a key, and is
running and performing properly. Hinged and
latching back door. The mahogany case is 18 ½
inches high, is complete, original, clean and polished. There are carved sections above and below the dial, half columns on the side, and large
feet underneath. Large Cathedral style dial
plate, silver dial time ring resting on a brass dial
plate. It has chime/silent, and slow/fast. All the hands, indicators,
and rings are in excellent condition. Large beveled glass in the cathedral style door. A very expensive looking clock for this low minimum. $400-$750.

245.
$1750
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 18”, ca 1883. A clock for lovers of “big clocks”, it stands 54” high, great walnut case that has
not been cleaned or polished but retains all its original aging including smoke accumulations. It came right off the consignor’s wall
where it had proudly hung for many years. He has
more big clocks I would like to sell before I have to
abandon clock selling. He told me he bought this
clock in Zerger’s jewelry store in Woodsfield Ohio.
The store owner said he remembered the clock
being in the store when he was delivering papers
as a young boy. Later in life he bought the jewelry
store and the clock came with the store. This case
is all original including the dial and the three
hands, same with the brass weight, brass pendulum bob, wood stick, brass beat scale, and the
brass pulley. Most of the old label is inside on the
base. You may wish to clean and polish the nice
case, on the other hand it is original as it is. There
are no extra holes anywhere meaning the dial and

242.
$250
Welch (E.N.) Mfg. Company wall hanging calendar
clock, “Eclipse”, ca 1864 and after. Original finish on
the very attractive walnut case standing 39” high. It is
larger than it appears, probably because it is narrow. If
you think about it many of Welch’s wall clocks were
long and narrow. It still has the original and correct old
glass signed, “Eclipse / Regulator” and now slightly
worn. Original delicate case work, door latch on the
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original hands, original wood rod, original 8-inch No. 32
nickel ball, and the original brass weight. Described in LySeth Thomas, Third Edition, Volume 2 as the No. 61A in
Movement Descriptions, page 948. It is also pictured in LySeth Thomas, page 300. $500-$1000.

movement are original to the case. The 8-day movement is signed,
clean and running. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 300. This model booked
for $4500 several years ago. That is what we got for some sold in
previous sales. $2000-$2500.
246.
$50
Brewster & Ingrahams, Bristol, Conn. copied from
the nice and complete label on this ca 1850 clock.
This early movement is in an excellent mahogany
veneered beehive case that stands 19 inches tall. You
will find a few small veneer chips. The ivory escutcheon is partly missing but the lock is there. Someone
installed a key latch above the original lock, probably
because they did not have a key to operate the lock.
The glasses are original, top with original putty, bottom looks to be correct and the glass is near perfect. The 8-day unsigned spring movement runs a while and stops. The consignor said
the movement may not be original. I cannot tell so will go with his
observation. I can tell that the gong base has been moved. The dial
is original and has a good signature. That is sure unusual for a 170year-old clock. $75-$150.

251.
$400
“C. & L. C. Ives / Bristol, Conn.”, (Chauncey & Lawson Cheney) empire style case with brass movement, ca 1830.This
style Empire case preceded the Seth Thomas style. The
columns are round and slender, and the sleigh rails at the
bottom are more slender. The mahogany veneered case is
38 inches high and is in excellent condition with no veneer
chips or obvious repairs. Amazing
since it is 190 years old. Apparently all
three glasses are original and the
paint is excellent, considering. There
are two good door locks, ivory escutcheons,
and a key. Complete and exceptionally nice
label, period hands, wood dial, pair of period
iron weights, old bob, and wind crank. It has
the pull up mirror in the dial. The 8-day strap
brass movement is clean and in very good running condition. It strikes hours on a coil gong
below the movement. We just don’t get triple
deck clocks any nicer than this one. It is a keeper. Reference: “The Contributions of Joseph
Ives to Connecticut Clock Technology, 18101862”, by Kenneth D. Roberts, Revised Second Edition, pages 143145. This style case and movement are pictured and details are given. $500-$750.

247.
$100
German Singing Bird automaton, ca 1900. Large metal cage on a brass base, standing 12 inches high. Key
wound mechanism underneath the base. All parts
are in excellent condition, as one would hope for.
The bird is complete and lively in its action. The singing is clear. Being so nice and clean, and working
properly, it seems our minimum is very low for a bird
in cage. $100-$200.

252.
$250
“Forestville Manufacturing Co. / Bristol, Conn.”, triple decker case
with two doors, full columns, carved splat, and 8-day brass movement, ca 1835-1839. This name was used by several of J. C. Brown’s
companies over several years. This clock is not one
for you collectors who like to restore early clocks. It
has been well maintained, like #251, and came to
me clean and polished and ready for me to recommend to my buyers. The mahogany veneered case
is 36 inches high, and the veneer chips on some flat
surfaces are invisible, and as 180-year-old veneered
clocks go it is very nice. Retains the original finish,
has been cleaned. Chimneys and caps, returns, and
other ornaments are original as is the super nice
splat. Doors have key locks, ivory escutcheons, and
a key. Tablets are nice reverse paintings of the type
you may see in these clocks. The paintings have
chips as noticeable in the side picture, the middle glass has a crack
that is nearly undetectable. The wood dial and paint thereon, is excellent. There is a complete paper label inside, pendulum bob,
hands, coil gong and period weights. Above the paper label is a label/note put there by the selling dealer with some operating directions and signed “Dec. 18, 1838 H. Wells”. I am not sure of the name.
$300-$500.

248.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. short drop clock, ca 1914. The 21” high mahogany veneered case has the original finish, now clean and polished, and all the original accessories, i.e. bezel, bezel latch, doorknob, glasses. The brass pendulum and winding key
are correct for this style clock. You will see a piece of
veneer missing on the bottom and no doubt a chip
here and there. 8-day time only movement is in good
running order. I have had several of this model over
the years, and in fact my very first clock was identical
to this one. Ly-Seth Thomas, pages 356-357. $150$250.
249.
$250
E. Howard & Co. Boston, banjo No. 5, worth thousands, no, sorry. But your rich relatives will not know it
is not an original Howard banjo. The owner/consignor
felt it could be a Howard & Davis model, ca 1842, with
a value of $2600, (back in the day) but it is not marked
anywhere. I will say the glasses are the color Howard
& Davis used on their banjo’s. The rosewood case is 28
½ inches tall, two original glasses, throat glass has a
crack which is almost indiscernible. The doors have
latches on the side, painted dial is original, and somewhat dingy. The 8-day time only movement is the
Howard/Boston type used in all banjo clocks of that era but is unsigned. The weight is a banjo type. $300-$500.

300.
$150
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Drop Octagon 12 Inch”, ca
1906. A popular clock made for many years; this one
was made around 1906. The 24” mahogany case is
near perfect, considering it is over 100 years old,
and I kept this clock hanging in my office for years. I
know it is a cheap clock as clocks go, but it is an 8-

250.
$450
Movement, hands, wood stick, nickel pendulum ball, and brass
weight for No. 18 hanging regulator and perhaps other large regulator models. The 8-day movement is clean and running, has three
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were removed a real expert put them back for it
looks like factory work. The case has all its wood
parts and internal accessories, i.e. brass bob and
wood stick, brass pulley, and brass beat scale, brass
weight, and latches and key locks. The painted dial is
too nice to be original but if it was repainted it was
several years ago. Correct hands, small dial screws,
and a clean and running 8-day weight movement. The
movement is signed with the ST logo and is mounted
to a typical iron back plate. Everyone needs at least
one No. 2. My first one hangs in the kitchen the other
seven will go to the grandchildren. Ly-Seth Thomas,
pages 274-278. $500-$750.

day time only movement, original dial that is signed, “Ball Watch
Co. / Cleveland”. There is a complete paper label inside, brass pendulum bob, and the signed 8-day brass movement. The glasses are
original. The clock is identical to #1161 in Ly-Seth Thomas, except it
has the Ball Watch Co. advertising. $250-$500.
301.
$100
Waterbury Clock Co. “R. C. Drop Octagon”, ca 1881. Mahogany veneered case is 23 inches high and is perfect or near perfect. The case
is complete and original, clean and kept in a nice polished condition
I would guess its whole existence. Good 12-inch
dial, really too nice to be original paint, but the case
is near perfect so perhaps the dial paint is also original. It has old hands, good glasses, and a correct
pendulum. There is a complete paper label on the
back and the inside of the clock appears to have a
wallpaper covering. The 8-day movement is time
only and running. This clock came out of my office
like many in this auction. Ly-Waterbury #673. $100$200.

306.
$300
Waterbury Clock Co. hanging, “Study No. 4”, ca 1893.
The Waterbury catalogs show variations of the different models of the Study clocks. The only difference I
see in the No. 4 models are the weights. The finials
and other parts look the same, but some weights are
twisted and some are plain. We have a perfect twopiece porcelain dial, correct hands, pendulum, wood
stick, chains, acorns on the chain ends, door latch,
and the 8-day movement. The movement is running
great and striking a gong/bell on the half hours and
hours. The oak case is very clean, probably has been
cleaned of the smoke. Over the years we have sold
many models of the Study series, but none as clean
and nice as this one. The books show Waterbury made 12 different
Study models. Ly-Waterbury, page 228. $500-$750.

302.
$300
Seth Thomas Clock Co., “Parlor Calendar No. 3”, ca 1876. An excellent example of this model. As thousands of clocks
came thru my auctions sometimes I could not resist
keeping a clock, especially if it looks exceptionally
nice. The 8-day upper movement is running and
strikes a bell each hour. The dials are fairly nice,
some chips on the edges where you cannot see
them when the door is closed, even so they are
better than many ST dials we see. Walnut case is
27” high, very nice all over, clean and polished. On
the inside of the door is a complete black paper
label. and on the backboard is the white label indicating the clock was put in operation in 1877. The
two glasses are good, key lock on the side is complete and working
properly. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 105. And to think we used to sell
this model for over $1000. Our estimate $400-$600.

307.
$300
French carriage clock, eight-day, time, strike, alarm,
and things I know nothing about. Push the button on
top and the strike repeats the same hour is last
struck. It strikes the number of hours each hour and
strikes one time on half hours. The brass case is 7 ½
inches high, clean, polished, and has four beveled
glasses, all perfect. Excellent one-piece porcelain dial
and four original hands. The original balance movement is ticking strong. There are at least 3 winding
posts on the back plate, posts to change the alarm, and time, and
two striking hammers, one for the alarm, one for the hour. All hammers strike the nickel bell. The movement is signed, “Bolviller A
Paris”. They were in business around the 1840’s-1860’s and had
some connections with Japy Freres, Beaucourt. Quite a complicated, unusual, and super nice little clock. $400-$600.

304.
$300
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Parlor Calendar No. 3”, ca
1863. There is a complete black label on the inside of
the door that is very similar to the label used in the
early Fashion clocks that Seth Thomas had a big
hand in making. Also note that this clock is almost
identical the Fashion No.1 that was being marketed
by the Southern Calendar Clock Co. in the mid
1870’s. It is almost incomprehensible that I have had
less than a half dozen of the model in 50 years and
when I saw one that was extremely eye appealing, I
held on to it. Such was the case with No.302 and this
clock. The case is near perfect. Restored, maybe. I
don’t see any veneer repairs but I do see repainted dials, otherwise
is like it came from the factory. All the accessories are original except perhaps the hands. The movement runs 8-days and strikes
hours on an iron bell. The beautiful rosewood veneered case stands
27 inches tall. Ly-Calendar, page 259. $400-$600.

308.
$300
French carriage clock with a different case and configuration than
the typical carriage clocks I have sold. I call it French because I don’t
know who actually made it. The brass case is 7 inches
tall, has oval glasses on the sides, full glass in front
over the one-piece porcelain dial. There are two dials,
the time dial and a calendar dial marked for days of
the week and days of the month up to 31. I assume
you have to set it by hand for 30-day months. The
two hands look to be original. There are no identification marks visible. Perhaps there are on the movement, but I don’t wish to take it apart. We ran it 11
day with one winding so will call it an 8-day spring
movement. Spring wind and hand controls on the
back. I have never sold a carriage clock similar to this one. $300$500.

305.
$350
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Regulator No. 2”, ca 1890. Refinished oak
case, 36” high, stained a little darker than factory stain but that
seems to suit a great many collectors of oak clocks. Cleaned of most
all smoke, remnants still in the cracks. It is possible both glasses
were removed when the case was cleaned, stained, etc. If they
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1879. Walnut case is 24” high, has all its original wood parts including a pedestal with urn on the top. One of the cleanest clocks I have
encountered. If you did not know better, you could argue it is new.
It has hardly any smoke inside, outside, underneath, or on the backboard. Nickel accessories are polished, including the screw heads.
There are nickel dial rings, nickel bell, and a nickel
pendulum rod. The original brass ST pendulum
has an embossed emblem in the center with the
letters, “STCCo”. It has been soldered around the
edge to keep the two-pieces of the pendulum
together. I would think glue would have been
better. Deluxe 8-day lyre movement is clean,
signed “ST” and “Seth Thomas Clock Co. /
Thomaston, Conn.” It strikes the nickel bell on the
hours. This clock also has an alarm movement and
it also rings on the nickel bell. The original dial is
signed, hands may not be original. Complete
black label inside is near perfect. If you like your
clocks clean, you will not find a cleaner one. This model is uncommon, and you almost never find one that is near perfect. Almost
makes me want to continue collecting City Series clocks but it is
now my turn to unload. Ly-Seth Thomas #545. $250-$350.

309.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Victoria
V.P.”, ca 1880. Rosewood veneered case is 18” high,
the sides and top are beautiful, the door and base are
slightly darker, and the door actually is painted black
and gold, both redone at some time. Old black label
inside is mostly there. The brass bell, nickel star pendulum, nickel dial rings and old dial are all original. It has a very nice
original dial and hands. The brass bob like most ST bobs is special
with the star in the center. 8-day movement is running and striking
the bell on the hours. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 211. $50-$100.
310.
$50
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, a City Series parlor
clock, “Albert”, ca 1886. It looks new inside and out.
He may have had the dial repainted, maybe, I am not
sure after examining the other parts of the clock. The
rosewood case is 16 ½ inches high, original glasses,
perfect label, signed gong, iron bell for alarm to ring
on, and the 8-day time and strike movement that is running. I hope
no one bids. Ly-Seth Thomas #504. $50-$100.
311.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “New Orleans V.P.”, ca 1880. This is one of
the earlier models in their large assortment of City
Series clocks. The walnut case is 16” tall and retains all
its original parts including the glass, complete black
label, nickeled dial rings, nickeled bell, and the doorknob/latch. The pendulum is not a ST pendulum. The
dial paper is a replacement. ST dials were always
painted. The movement runs 8-days and strikes the
nickel bell hourly. The case is exceptionally nice, clean
and polished, and the black trim around the base was enhanced. LySeth Thomas, page 200. $50-$100.

315.
$275
Welch, Spring & Co. walnut parlor clock, “Thursby”, ca 1885. E. N.
Welch an enthusiast of all things musical, named this clock for
“Emma Cecilia Thursby” an American concert
singer. Case is 23” high, clean with original finish,
grooved designs all over, five turned finials, some
applied wood pieces, and overall an attractive,
well designed case. The 8-day movement is
signed, clean, running, and striking the large Cathedral gong. The glass, dial, hands, alarm set
ring, alarm movement, brass alarm bell, and all
hardware, are original to this case. The unusual
brass pendulum has a glass center. Most of a
dark label remains on the back. Ly-Welch #453.
$300-$400.

312.
$50
Seth Thomas Clock Co. a City Series clock, “Victoria”,
ca 1874. Walnut veneered case is 15 ½” high, the sides
and top are clean and polished, the door and base are
also very nice and we have some gold gilt around the
door and around the glasses. Inside is a very nice
label, coil gong, brass pendulum, and an old painted
dial, all are original. It has a very clean 8-day movement that is running and striking the gong on the hours. ST made two versions of
the Victoria. Go back to #309 the V.P. model, it stands 18 inches
high, has a different dial, dial rings, dial board and the base is different. Ly-Seth Thomas, page 211. $50-$100.
313.

316.
$100
French hanging clock with 8-day time and strike movement, ca 1880.
It strikes on a coil gong attached to a metal cover over the movement. The solid plate movement is signed with a logo. Initials inside
the logo are “C F” or “F C”, which I would guess is one of the Freres
family of clock makers of that era. The back of the
case is covered with a metal plate which I removed
for the picture. The minute hand is broken and will
need to be soldered or better, to order a pair of
French hands from Timesavers. The wood case is 28
inches tall, has numerous brass decorations top to
bottom, some sections with carved designs, and a
removable top. It was running when I hung for the
picture. $150-$300.

$150

E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Forestville, Conn. walnut
mantel clock, “Nevada”, ca 1885. There are stories surrounding all the Welch clock names. This
23-inch-high case is very nice, all original, and has
had no repairs or replaced parts. The glass is original as is the Welch pendulum, gong base, alarm
movement and bell, and the 8-day time and strike
movement. This clock, recently found because it
is extremely rare, has been cleaned and polished,
and the case is very nice. The original paper dial is
signed. The brass rings are clean and polished. The movement is
running. Ly-Welch #444. $150-$300.

Remember, any clock can be returned for a full refund
within 30 days. If the clock is not as described, or we
missed something not evident from the pictures, shipping costs are refunded as well!

314.
$200
Seth Thomas Clock Co. walnut City Series clock, “Greek V.P.”, ca
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rare clocks. The previous owner must have known something about
this rare maker that I cannot find. $150-$300.

317.
$100
“E. & G. W. Bartholomew / Bristol, Conn.” early
wood movement, column and splat clock, ca 1833.
George was in business with his cousin Eli in 18321833. He bought his cousins interest and continued
in business by himself. In 1833 he was making column and splat cases and wood movements, and in
later years making only cases which he sold to others. He entered into bankruptcy in 1846. This is a
fine mahogany veneered case, standing 34 inches
high, nice and unusual painted columns and a typical
splat, original chimneys, one return is missing, tin can roller covers,
and door glasses. The top glass has a crack at the top and the mirror
is a replacement. Because the putty holding the upper glass is intact
the glass has not separated, therefore the crack is difficult to see.
Excellent, near perfect wood dial, perfect label, old iron weights,
and a period pendulum. It has a metal escutcheon, working door
lock, with a key. The 30-hour movement has weight strings but we
did not test the movement with weights in place. Reference – “Eli
Terry & The Connecticut Shelf Clock”, Second Edition Revised, by
Kenneth D. Roberts and Snowden Taylor, page 223-224. $150-$300.

321.
$150
“James Wood / New York”, succeeded Geo. A. Jones & Co. in 1872,
making and selling his own clocks at 6 Cortland St. This parlor clock
stands 25 inches tall, is double sided, that is the back edges of the
case are the same as the front edges, much like
many of the better Ansonia clocks. The movement
runs 8-days and it strikes on a bell. Note the elaborate pendulum. The top is pegged to the case. It
was a tight fit so I did not push it down all the way.
The dial is old, original I don’t know. The door glass
is a replacement and the door hooks on the side.
Most of a paper label remains on the back. An unusual and very attractive clock. $150-$300.
322.
$200
German RA that has a lot of pizzazz. This 8-day
movement is signed, “Kienzle / Prima D R Patent”,
strikes half hours and hours on a coil gong attached
to the backplate. It has a very nice two-piece porcelain dial, porcelain beat scale and an elaborately
decorated brass pendulum. The walnut case is 42”
high, has decorative half columns each side of the
door, viewing glasses on the case sides, and a top
piece that fits in one slot. The iron backplate and the
gong base both have the Kienzle insignia embossed.
The case has five original finials plus the headpiece
and a large eagle also original. The movement is
clean, and no doubt will run but has been in a storage warehouse since the 1960’s. $200-$350.

318.
$150
English short drop clock made in the style of the late
1800’s with inlaid wood designs all over the front of
the case. The case has 3 glasses, all appear to be original. Note that the bottom glass is has painted designs
and the picture flash made it look strange, but it is
very nice. The middle glass/door is hinged at the top
to raise and attach the pendulum. The bezel latches.
The dial is original, but a repainting would make it so
much better. The round section of the case is pegged
to the box underneath which is typical of English clocks. The case is
28 inches tall and in nice condition. The movement is signed with a
star trademark. It is 8-day time and strike and running properly.
$200-$350.

323.

319.
$150
G. A. Jones & Co. New York, decorated parlor
clock, ca 1870. Jones produced a very elaborately
decorated clock. The painting of the flowers and
other decorations were not done by an amateur
and also, they were done a long time ago. Just
before it came to me it was obviously was in the
process of being restored for a new piece of molding on the left side was recently attached and
ready for painting. The case is 25 inches tall, has all
of its pieces and parts but needs some minor restoration. The innards, pendulum, bell, and 8-day movement are typical Jones items,
as are the metal attachments to the very ornate parts of the case. I
believe the hands post is bent for the hands are hard to move. I did
not try to run the movement. $200-$300.

$300
Lenzkirch miniature RA, ca 1870’s. The time and striking 8-day movement is signed, has a serial number on
the back plate #368926, and is signed Lenzkirch there
also. It is clean and should be running. The two-piece
porcelain dial has hairlines, the hands are correct, and
it has a long RA pendulum with the porcelain insert
marked, “R-A”. It has a brass back plate and the
movement slides into slots, then held with thumb
screws. The 32-inch-high walnut case is very attractive
with ebony trim, an ornament on the top and 3 finials
on the base. There are three glasses and a porcelain
beat scale. It has been in storage for 50 years so
needs to be serviced. The Lenzkirch book has many
similar RA’s pictured. $400-$600.

324.
$300
“Kienzle / Schwenningen, Germany”, two weight Vienna Regulator,
ca 1888-1916. The large and very heavy walnut case is 51 inches tall,
has elaborately carved and turned half columns on
the door, carved pieces on the base, outstanding
carved top piece, and four glasses. The porcelain dial
is near perfect, has two very nice Vienna hands but
the brass inner dial has some tarnish that needs attention. See storage comments at item #322. It has a
correct pair of brass weights, brass pulleys, brass
pendulum, brass dial ring, and porcelain beat scale.
Inside is an old winding key. The 8-day movement is
mounted to a metal back plate. We did not hang the
weights to check for running as it had not been out
of its box for 50 years. It strikes on a long iron rod.

320.
$150
“R. Booth Clock Co. /Pat’d 1882”, signed on the 8-day
movement in this parlor clock. The gong base is
signed, “Booth Clock Co.”, and the beat scale is
signed, “R. Booth Clock Co. U.S.”. A lot of identification in the clock but I cannot find anything about him
in my vast library. The 25-inch-high walnut case has
the original finish, now dark and covered with years
of polish or whatever. The backboard inside is paper
covered, the dial is new paper, and the pendulum is a fancy one
signed “Ansonia”. The clock came with a collection of excellent and
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style. Sides of the door have half columns, has 3 glasses, removable head piece with 3 finials, brass pendulum with nice figures stamped on the brass, porcelain
beat scale, and a coil gong attached behind the brass
movement mounting plate. The movement is signed,
“Deutsches Reichs Patent 62975”, and is exceptionally clean and probably running, striking quarter hours
according to the owner’s sticker identification on the
front glass. I did not run the movement as I am sure it
should be serviced first. $150-$300.

This is a very desirable clock and you must agree the minimum
makes it affordable however you will need to clean and polish the
complete and original case, service the movement, and clean the
glasses. This clock would have gone for $2000 or more a short time
ago. $400-$600.
325.
$250
Lenzkirch 2 weight Vienna Regulator, serial number
#385939, which dates the clock in the 1870-1880 era.
Their reputation was that of excellence in all aspects
of clockmaking, precision machine finished movements made of only the finest steel and brass, but
they priced themselves out of the market and in 1901
the company sold to Junghans. This early Vienna is of
the traditional style, slim case, straight sides, elegant
top with finials, and slim tail section with finials. There
was never a top on this case, only two finials, and the
base had 3 finials. All finials were missing, and this
clock dealer had 5 made. You will need to stain the finials. There are
three good glasses, wall levelers, two door hooks, beat scale, a
wind crank, and the back of the wood case is signed. The two brass
weights are very nice, good brass pendulum and wood stick, and a
very nice two-piece porcelain dial and a pair of nice Vienna hands.
The 8-day movement is signed by the Lenzkirch company, it is clean
and probably running, and striking a coil gong, however as with all
of this German collection I did not wind the movement or hang the
weights. This movement slides into the metal back plate and the
gong is attached to the back plate. $300-$500.

329.
$100
German RA wall clock, ca 1880. Walnut veneered case is 37 inches
tall, two-piece top with applied decorations and two finials. There
are finials on the base; all parts appear to be original to this case.
There are three glasses, very attractive half columns each side of
the door. It has a porcelain dial ring, cast brass inner dial, original
hands, cast brass pendulum bob and porcelain beat
scale. There is an old key included. The brass 8-day
movement is mounted to a brass backboard mounting
bracket. The movement is stamped with a “Jumping
Deer” trademark and signed, “Patent”, both designate
the maker as, “Hollandia”. A coil gong is mounted to
the same bracket.
This clock is similar to many others pictured and written about in the book, “Lenzkirch
Clocks / The Unsigned Story”, by George A. Everett.
This clock like many in this collection was still in the
same US Army shipping box. Everything was wrapped
with papers dated 1974. Some pieces of trim need to
be glued, the top ornament, 2 pieces of side moldings pictured under the clock one of which was new and not stained, and the bottom ornament, also pictured. $150-$250.

326.
$100
German RA, typical of many we have sold over the
years, ca 1920. Walnut case is 33 inches tall; headpiece is original. All the finials appear to be original.
Three good glasses, R A pendulum, winding key,
brass dial ring, two-piece porcelain dial. There is
some damage at the number 5. The 8-day time only
movement does not have a maker’s signature, at this
price it should not matter. If you are real lucky and it
is a Lenzkirch, which I doubt, you can tell me I
goofed. It runs 8 days and is in good overall condition except you
will need to service the movement. $150-$300.

330.
$25
Schlenker & Kienzle trademark engraved on the back
of the 8-day time and strike movement. The movement is clean and looks like it would run even though
it has been boxed up since 1974. The dial got broken
in shipment from Germany. The hands, pendulum,
gong, removable back cover, side viewing windows, and other
parts, all look to be original. The gallery case is 13 inches in diameter.
331.
$25
German RA, with an 8-day movement signed by Schlenker & Kienzle, ca 1890. The case needs cleaning, has the
glass but I did not install it for the picture. It does not
have a top piece or any of the finials for the base. The
movement was running without the pendulum attached,
so that is a good sign. The case without the parts is 28
inches high.

327.
$200
German RA, has a lot more pizzazz than #326 above. This 8-day
movement is signed with the trademark of Badische Uhrenfabrik
A.G. a company in business from 1890-1918. It strikes
half hours and hours on a coil gong behind the brass
movement. It has a very nice two-piece porcelain
dial, correct pair of hands and a brass dial ring. It
also has a nice pressed brass pendulum and porcelain beat scale. The walnut case is 42” high, decorative half columns each side of the door, and other
decorative wooden pieces top to bottom. The movement is clean and running and we believe this clock
came out of the owner’s home or clock shop and
was not in storage for 50 years as most were. There
was a key with the clock unlike any I have ever seen.
It has one-inch initials “B A” or “B U” cast at the top.
Either initials could have meant the company or
owners. $200-$300.

332.
$100
Lenzkirch box clock, ca 1892. Case retains the early look
and some art deco design also. There are three large
beveled glasses in the bottom, and a large flat glass
over the dial. Silver dial with black painted numerals is
in excellent condition. Correct hands and large brass
pendulum bob. Walnut case is 32 inches tall, some
grooves and an applied ornament, but basically a plain
case. The back of the case is signed. Note the bottom
piece needs to be glued back. I placed it underneath
the box for the picture. 8-day movement is mounted to a slide in
seat board. I did not run the clock. The movement is signed,
“Lenzkirch / 1 Million / 721509 / IDEAL / 3 ½ Werk”. The serial number

328.
$100
German RA, walnut case, very clean and polished, standing only 36
inches high. Not as fancy as some of this collection but has a lot of
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the movement and a bird and a man that come out on the hour,
when music plays, or both. There is the gong, original pendulum,
original deer top ornament, and all the attached things on the case
front. Missing are the deer horns and hour numbers. All can be ordered from Timesavers. The clock was in the original box and packing from the 1970’s so it needs cleaning and servicing. If the missing
parts turn up later I will come back and update this writeup. $500$1000.

dates the clock to 1892. $150-$300.
333.
$50
German miniature wall clock, ca 1920-1930. The movement runs 8-days and strikes a coil gong behind the
movement. Everything about the clock is original including the 16-inch-high walnut case, pendulum, dial, and all
glasses and attached ornaments. It is not signed anywhere. There are two glasses in the door and glasses on
the case sides. Unusual to say the least. $100-$200.

338.
$50
German RA signed with the trademark, “WC” or “CW”.
It is very similar to all other RA’s in this collection, removable head piece with finials, finials on the base,
(bottom one missing) three glasses, and 8-day time
and striking movement. It has good porcelain dial, RA
pendulum, and beat scale. Like all the previous I took it
from the 50-year storage/shipping box, did not attempt to run the movement but it appears to be complete, just needs service. $100-$200.

334.
$50
German RA clock made by Friedrich Mauthe about
1925. The 8-day movement is signed with the Mauthe
trademark, Eagle over initials F M S. This clock was
shipped from Germany to Georgia in 1974. All finials
apparently not original as a couple were added and, in
the case, but do not fit the peg holes correctly. You will
need to fix that plus do some gluing to the top pieces.
The 8-day time and strike movement, coil gong, pendulum, and beat scale are all made with brass. The walnut case is
about 35 inches when all the finials and head piece are in place. The
clock is too nice for a $50 minimum but there is case work and you
should service the movement. $50-$150

339.
$50
German box clock made by the Suevia clock company
out of Sindelfingen, in the Black Forest of Germany,
probably around 1920-1930. It is not an exciting clock
to look at but it is complete, wood case is 30 inches
tall, has a like new looking dial and pendulum, an 8day time and striking movement that should not need
more than oiling to get it in shape. It strikes on 6 long
iron rods. The dial is signed, the movement is not. $50$100.

335.
$50
German RA made by the Junghans company, ca 1920.
From Germany to a storage facility in Atlanta back in
the 1970’s where it rested until this month. Like all the
clocks this Army Sergeant sent back home many need
some TLC. As you can see two of the finials need to be
stained and all the finials need to be trimmed to fit the
peg holes. Other than the finials the clock appears to be
all original. The 8-day time and striking movement is
signed, as is the dial. There are three glasses, a good RA
pendulum, and the 32-inch walnut case. $75-$150.

340.
$50
German RA, similar in size and style to the others we
have listed in this auction. I hate to end my auction
business with a sizable group of substandard clocks,
but I agreed to help the people sell them before I examined them. It is evident the owner of this collection
was in the process of restoring them, as evident by the
restoration that was going on with them, i.e. the
cleaned top and finials. Some of the finials may be
new. You will notice some small attachments are missing but they are inside the case waiting to be glued in
place. The 8-day movement is signed and it has a good
dial and pendulum. $50-$100.

336.
$50
German RA, unsigned so not sure of the maker, but it is unusual in
its own way. The cast brass dial has a turkey sitting in a
tree, the brass pendulum is certainly different and very
nice and on the base was a brass figure. I have never
seen a brass figure on the base, so it makes me wonder
if it was always there. Like most all of these RA’s the
finials do not fit the slots. There is no door glass but
there are glasses on the sides. The 8-day movement is
unsigned, strikes on a coil gong, and the hands are original, same with the porcelain beat scale and wall levelers. $50-$100.

341.
$150
Lenzkirch RA wall clock, ca 1876. Walnut veneered case is 37 tall,
(missing bottom finials), carved top and tail, finials
top and bottom, three glasses, and ebony trim on
the top, base, finials, and case edges. Two-piece
porcelain dial, porcelain RA bob insert, and porcelain beat scale. The hands are fancy, bob is brass and
nickel, and an old key is included. The brass 8-day
movement is mounted to a brass backboard mounting bracket. A coil gong is mounted to the same
bracket. The movement is signed, “Lenzkirch /
A.U.G. / 34897”. This clock is similar to many others
pictured and written about in the book, “Lenzkirch
Clocks / The Unsigned Story”, by George A. Everett,
and also similar to many of the clocks in this collection. Molding on bottom left is inside the case, all finials are missing,
but otherwise just needs cleaning and service. $200-$350.

337.
$300
German/Swiss cuckoo. It is not an antique, but
also is not new. There is no makers name anywhere that I can find but there is some manufacturing data on the case back which means nothing to me. A paper sticker on the coil gong side of
the back reads, “Die Muhle im Schwarzwald / Die
Post in Walde”. I had two years of German in college and I cannot tell you what that means. This is
a very large cuckoo and very unusual. It is 35 inches tall and would be about 40 inches with the
deer horns. They could be in the many boxes of
parts and pieces that came with this German collection but I cannot find them. Notice there is a music box beside
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rately made with numerous turnings, applied ornaments, grooved
designs, and various styles of moldings. There are three glasses in
the upper section and one in the lower hinged and latching door.
The upper door is also hinged and latches. The door has applied
leaves on the four corners. The movement is running and striking
properly. Becker clocks are always top shelf and well made. This
clock may be the finest in this collection and it was not in storage
for 50 years like all the others, but in the owner’s home. $300-$500.

342.
$50
German RA wall clock, ca 1880? There are factory
numbers and stickers on the case, the dial is not
signed, and I cannot remove the movement without
taking the case apart. It is above my pay grade. It is a
rather small, 27 inches tall, case that is complete,
original, and very nice, just dirty from storage. The
dial, pendulum, key, latches and other parts are all
original. I would sure like to see the movement out
but cannot do it. $50-$100.

347.
$50
Junghans/German RA, ca 1920’s. This one is a notch
above all the rest of this collection, it is clean, polished, complete and seemingly all original although
you can never be sure about the tops and finials. The 8
-day time and striking movement is clean and probably
in running condition although I did not wind it. I assume it needs oiling at the least. The dial, beat scale,
hands, and pendulum are all very nice. As usual the RA
has side glasses and wall levelers. $75-$150.

343.
$100
Mauthe/German, arts and crafts designed wall swinger, ca 1920’s.
Signed 8-day movement is mounted to a slide in seat
board. With the pendulum removed it has been running a long time. I don’t hang the pendulums on this
collection for they have to be dry having been in
storage since the 1970’s. Gong is behind the movement. Very nice pendulum, German key, and beat
scale below the bottom door. The top glass is
bowed, bottom glass is broken, otherwise all the
parts are intact and original. There is no way to know
if removable tops and finials are original to these
German clocks. Excellent 32-inch-tall walnut case, lift up door in the
bottom to access the pendulum. Porcelain dial ring, brass inner dial
and original hands. This might be the best clock in this collection, at
least it looks nice and clean. $150-$250.

348.
$50
Kienzle/German RA, ca 1920’s. This RA is a little different
from most of the previous but will need some touch up
by the buyer. The two bottom finials need to be stained,
the top finials do not fit really well, and it will need the
usual movement service as I don’t touch them since
they have been in storage so long. The walnut case is 37
inches tall, has all the wooden parts needed, side glasses, wall levelers, latches, good porcelain dial and hands,
correct porcelain pendulum and beat scale. The 8-day
movement strikes on a coil gong behind the movement.
$75-$150.

344.
$50
Kienzle/German RA, ca 1921. The original case is very
dark, so it is difficult to see the nice carvings and other
aspects of the 36 inch case. Other than servicing the
movement and cleaning the case a bit you will need to
add a plug to the top so it will stay in place. The movement is signed, the two-piece porcelain dial and porcelain pendulum bob are very nice and like all of these
RA’s it has a porcelain beat scale, wall levelers, and
glasses on the sides. $75-$150.

349.
$150
German open well wall clock made by SchlenkerKienzle, ca 1911. This may well be the finest clock in
this collection of German clocks that languished in
a storage warehouse for 50 years. Although, this
one came out of a home, not a storage building. It
is clean, nice, and all original. The elaborately decorated walnut case is 42 inches tall, has applied decorations from top to bottom, glass door over the
intricately cast brass pendulum, bowed glass in the
door over the dial, and a very nice dial, inner dial,
and original hands. The movement is typical of
German clocks made during this era, 8-day time
and coil gong strike. This one and a couple of the
others previously photographed and written up,
are keepers. $200-$300.

345.
$50
German RA, a little bigger and a little more elaborate
than most of the previous shown. The 8-day time and
striking movement is signed, “WC or CW”, not sure
of the makers full name. The same name is on clock
#338 previously listed. This walnut case is almost 40
inches tall. There are some loose trim pieces, I added
the bottom finial that you will need to stain a little,
and I put in 2 finials for the base if you choose to stain
and use them. The glass and case is very dusty, I did
not even clean off for the picture. It has a nice twopiece porcelain dial, porcelain RA pendulum, porcelain beat scale, and two side glasses. This clock will give you something to do when the weather gets bad. $75-$150.

350.
$150
Lenzkirch/German RA, ca 1896. This clock is probably the best clock
in this German collection that made its way to the
USA in the mid 1970’s. The clock dealer was in the US
Army and stationed in Germany for a few years and
shipped hundreds of clocks back to Georgia. Upon his
return to the states he began repairing and selling
the large collection from his clock shop. We are listing 30 of the clocks left in storage upon his death.
This mighty fine clock is 43 inches tall, removable top,
finials on the bottom, 3 glasses, wall levelers, applied
ornaments, very nice 2-piece porcelain dial, original
hands, fancy porcelain RA pendulum, porcelain beat
scale, and correct key. The 8-day movement is signed,

346.
$200
Gustav Becker open well type wall regulator, ca
around 1900. It has a spring driven 8-day movement,
metal back plate mounted, and striking a large iron
coil gong mounted to the backplate. The fancy backplate is signed, “GB”. It has an excellent period dial,
pressed brass center dial, and a very nice pressed
brass pendulum, both with various designs imprinted. The brass movement is signed, “GB / Silesia”.
The walnut case is about 40 inches tall, very elabo-
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case has me stumped. I checked this case against
my large collection of wood samples and decided it
is walnut with a lot of stain. The case is 22” high,
with tons of repairs. It would appear all the finials
are additions. The glass is original, the signed dial is
a new Ansonia paper dial. Hands are replacements;
the pendulum is correct, same with the gong. The
movement is 8-day, signed, running, and strikes a
gong. It has an alarm movement that strikes on a
brass bell. Other Parisian models are shown in LyGilbert, page 294. $50-$100.

numbered 931528, and in running condition although I would suggest you service it prior to extended use. $300-$500.
351.
$50
Kienzle/German RA, ca 1920. This is a nice 8-day wall
clock that will need very little TLC to get it in keeping
condition. You cannot be sure if finials, tops, and
bottom ornaments are original to the case. My experience has been rarely if ever they are original to the
main case. The movement and backplate are signed,
the two-piece porcelain dial, pendulum and beat
scale are all very nice. The case as pictured is 37 inches tall, clean and polished. Will need only minor adjustments to sell or collect. $75-$150.

356.
$50
Waterbury Clock Co. mantel clock, ca 1874. Very
similar to other mantel clocks pictured in the Waterbury books but I could not determine this clocks
name. The walnut case is 20 ½ inches tall, appears
to be all original and in good condition considering
it is 150 years old. The glass is questionable, pendulum, dial and hands appear original. The 8-day
movement is signed, running, and striking a coil
gong. They are all original. $50-$100.

352.
$100
Eleven German RA’s. Almost all of this group
of RA’s are complete inside including the
movements, backplate, gongs, pendulums,
keys, and beat scales. Some parts are needed outside on this entire group. There are
scores of all shapes and sizes of finials, tops
and base ornaments. Chances are good you
will need to stain some wood, clean some
wood, reshape pegs or peg holes, and above
all clean the clocks inside and outside. The
clocks were shipped from Germany, one in a
box, and stored in a storage facility in Atlanta
since 1975. I have only pictured one RA, plus
the large group of top and finials. All the RA’s
are very similar, 3 have tops, one has no movement, and all are missing the finials. If you are interested in this group, I can email you
pictures of all 11 cases.

357.
$50
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. mantel clock, “Lebanon”,
ca 1885. Walnut case stands 20 ½ inches tall, complete, but with some new parts. There should be
finials hanging where you see the dangling balls.
Everything else appears to be original and not half
bad. It has an original glass, label on the back, pendulum, gong, and 8-day time and striking movement
that is running. The nice-looking dial is new paper,
and signed. Ly-Gilbert #1016. $75-$150.
358.
$50
E. N. Welch Mfg. Co. parlor clock that they made for, “Baird & Dillon,
Chicago, Illinois”. There is a wall clock pictured in Ly-Welch of a
clock they made for that company. Most clockmakers in those day
made clocks for several companies who used them
in their sales department as enticements or gifts to
customers and in some cases gifts to employees.
The clock pendulum is marked “B & D” but the clock
case is not. The walnut case is 24 ½ inches tall, original finish has not been cleaned so is dark. The case
parts are all original including the glass, dial, alarm
movement and brass bell, 8-day movement and coil
gong. The case door needs attention to the door
hinges. $50-$100.

353.
$100
J. C. Brown, Forestville, Conn. U.S.A., copied from the complete
paper label inside this ca 1850, beehive cased clock. It is 19” high,
very nice, covered with walnut veneer, and has no glaring veneer
problems. There are no wood problems and have
been no visible repairs. Both glasses are very nice,
the top glass has the original putty; the bottom has
been in the door a long time and may be original as
well. The painted zinc dial shows normal wear, and
the numerals are weak. Hands and pendulum are
period and correct for this model. The movement is
8-day and striking on a coil gong. Reference:
“Jonathan Clark Brown and the Forestville Manufacturing Company”, by Kenneth D. Roberts and Snowden Taylor. $150-$250.
354.
$50
American mantel clock, the maker is unknown. The
only markings anywhere are on the dial pan, “Pat.
Feb. 11, 1879”. The walnut case is 23 inches tall, all the
wood parts appear to be original to the case, as does
the pendulum, door glass, gong with nickel base, and
the dial rings and dial pan. The 8-day movement is
running and striking the coil gong on the hours.
There is evidence of once having a label (s) on the
back. $75-$150.

359.
$25
American mantel clock with a 30-hour time, strike, and alarm movement. Note the three winding holes in the original unsigned dial.
The strike and alarm sound from a coil gong. There is
no label. The walnut case is 21 inches tall, complete,
and original. The brass movement, pendulum, and coil
gong are operational. There are extra holes around the
movement and gong but that was not uncommon in
the 1870’s. Why would a farmer or factory worker pay
more for an 8-day clock? What was there to do after
dark except wind the clock, set the alarm, and go to
bed. $25-$50

355.
$50
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. mantel clock, “Parisian”, ca 1880. It is also
called the teardrop by clock buffs. The wood used by Gilbert in this

360.
$50
F. Kroeber, New York, mantel clock, “Buckshot”, ca 1880. The 22-
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1860. This old clock appears to be all original and
is in near perfect condition. The 17” high case is
hand grained on the sides, while the top, base,
and front look like rosewood veneer, and the
caps above the columns were said to be made of
solid rosewood. Some of this model had gold on
the caps and bases of the columns but this one is
just rosewood. The label inside is near perfect
and has a wire gong for strike. There is a large
brass ring around the dial. The dial is original and
darkened, but not bad for 160 years. The movement is 8-day, held
with mounting blocks, and in very good condition. This is an excellent example of a very early clock. You should read about this rare
clock in Ly-Ingraham, pages 79-81, and 256-257. $200-$350.

inch-high walnut case has not been cleaned or polished but appears to be original except for the door
glass. Not sure about it. There is a near complete
label on the back, correct pendulum, nickel bell, original dial and hands, signed Kroeber winding key, and 8
-day time and bell strike movement. Ly-Kroeber, page
279. $50-$100.
361.
$25
Waterbury Clock Co. mantel clock. The 20-inch walnut
case is very dark, never cleaned, but apparently complete and original. There is some label on the back,
original glass, dial, hands, alarm movement, bell and
gong. The 8-day movement is also very dirty and
dark. You will need to glue the upper case to the
base, in fact I just noticed the base is new and stained
very dark to match the top. Someone had a lot of
time on their hands. $25-$50.

366.
$75
Sessions Clock Company hanging clock, “Home No.11919”. You might call it a miniature store regulator.
Mahogany case is almost 20 inches tall, in good original condition, has the original painted glass, dial,
alarm movement with brass bell to ring on, and an 8day time and half hour strike movement. It strikes on
a coil gong. The pendulum and hands may not be original, I cannot be sure. It is running and performing
correctly. Ly-Sessions page 89. $100-$150.

362.

$175
New Haven Clock Co. 30-day banjo, “Washington”, ca
1923. This unusual styled banjo is solid mahogany and
standing 41” high. It has a double winding movement
and a gong apparatus way down in the bottom. The NH
catalogs do not show a striking model for this case
which leads me to believe this may be an 8-day movement with strike. I don’t think a 30-day movement
would have a strike. Either way it is an all original clock,
the case has not been cleaned and retains the original
dark crusty finish. Both glasses are original, as is the
eagle, special pendulum bob, gong, signed dial, hands,
and a complete label on the back. The movement is
performing as designed. This case with the octagon top
is the only banjo they made with that design. Ly-New Haven #221.
$300-$500.

367.

$100

Ansonia Clock Co. hanging clock, “Parahyba”, ca
1904. Many of Ansonia’s cheap kitchen clocks made
in the early 1900’s had Spanish names. This one has
several meanings, i.e. a Brazil river just to name one.
Google the name and find out. I wanted to call the
wood oak but cannot. The clock books just call it,
“dark wood”. I would guess it to be some South
American wood. Stands 24 inches high, complete
and original with original painted glass, signed dial,
signed gong, pendulum – not sure, and 8-day time
and gong striking movement that is running. Complete label on the back. Ly-Ansonia #734. $100-$200.

363.
$175
“O. B. McClintock Model 419 Bank Vault Burglar Alarm
System / Seth Thomas F48/2 Movement”, ca 1925.
There are various dates inside the case where inspections were made, batteries changed, etc. dating mostly
in the 1930’s. The 35-inch-high case I believe is mahogany, has not been cleaned. It has metal and paper identification stuff all over and inside. I am told by the consignor that the unit was inside the bank vault. It has a
hinged door in front. The Seth Thomas movement is
probably the most complicated movement I have ever
seen so I will not attempt to explain it. $200-$350.

368.
$300
English table clock, ca late 1800’s. The mahogany case is 24 inches
high and 17 inches wide, overall in very nice condition. The large 12-inch dial is beginning to have some
loose paint. The dial board, hands, pendulum, pendulum stick, bell, and door glass are all proper stock.
The movement runs 8-days and strikes hours on the
bell. There is no label, initials, names, letters, nothing on the movement or case except “9 ¾” etched
on the movement. It is running strong. $300-$500.

364.
$25
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. hanging clock, “Washington”, ca 1913. This
style case was sometimes called a store regulator or
shop clock because it was a popular style for businesses. This one has had some alterations such as painting
the upper glass, inside of case, etc. The oak case is complete except for the bottom glass and it is a great looking case once you get past the paint job. The dial is
original and dirty, 8-day time only movement may or
may not be running, and the pendulum and key are in
the case. The pendulum needs the bottom nut holding
it on the stick.

369.
$15
Franz Keywound Metronome with floating mechanism.
Manufactured by Franz Mfg. Co. New Haven, Conn. Solid
walnut case is 8 inches tall and in like new condition. There
is no key.
370.
$100
Seth Thomas ?? Column clock. My clock “experts” cannot reach
agreement on this clock. I will tell you what I see then tell you what
the naysayers see. I see a “Seth Thomas Column No.1 – ca.1863”.
Reference - Ly-Seth Thomas #1737. This is the first early ST column
clock I have seen with marquetry and feet. It is a great looking clock
case. Someone for whatever reason installed a movement that re-

365.
$150
E. Ingraham & Co. very rare mantel clock, “Arch Column, No. 1”, ca
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two glasses making up the door, latches from the
front. Both glasses and putty are original, case is
clean and polished making for a very interesting
clock. Dial is old, how old, not sure. Paper label inside is 100% intact and very adequate for identification purposes. The movement is eight-day, running
and striking hours on a coil gong. The 16” high case
has varying shades of wood grain on the sides and
base. A very interesting and beautiful case. LyIngraham #865.

quired the pendulum to go in the base of the case
which necessitated cutting a hole in the case back
to hang the pendulum. They changed the dial, gong
and weights. The wafer weights appear exact to ST
wafer weights except they are filled with buckshot
or something similar. Bottom line, this could be a
super clock. Naysayers think that Bubba installed
the marquetry, feet, movement, etc. I don’t think
Bubba had brains to do that.
371.
$200
Junghans shelf clock, plays Westminster Chimes, ca 1915. Large 8day brass movement rests on a wood seat board, five long chime
rods descend from the case top diagonally to the
bottom of the case and are struck by five chime
hammers. The movement is signed by Junghans,
it has the correct pendulum and a key, and is
running and performing properly. Hinged and
latching back door. The mahogany case is 17 ½
inches high, has a couple of scuffed places that
should cover with some stain. Large Cathedral
style brass dial plate, silver dial time ring and two
subsidiary rings, chime/silent, and slow/fast. All
the hands, indicators, and rings are in excellent condition. Large
beveled glass in the cathedral style door. The lock on that door is
missing. The clocks is not running or striking. A very expensive looking clock for this low minimum.

376.
$75
“Made by Seikosha, Tokyo, Japan”, printed on the
silver dial of this miniature wall clock. I believe it to
be pre WW II but have no evidence. The dark wood
(oak ?) case is 17 inches tall, has very nice and unusual
glasses, top, bottom, and sides. Door latch, very nice
signed dial, unusual and very nice pendulum and 8day time and striking movement that is running and
striking a coil gong mounted behind the movement.
The movement attaches to metal plates very much
like most German clocks. $100-$200.
377.
$100
German fancy RA that is probably an unsigned early
Lenzkirch clock. This nice walnut case has some carvings, barley twist columns, applied ornaments, finial,
and wall levelers. As usual there are three glasses,
some wood finished with ebony paint, and overall just
a nice, clean, 31” high case. The brass 8-day movement
is unmarked as previously indicated and is clean and
running. It has a great RA pendulum bob, and a porcelain beat scale. $150-$300.

372.
$100
Iron front case, with common castings all around
and mother-of-pearl and other objects inserted in
the center. Original paint is predominately dark colors and a little red. The cast case is 20 inches high,
appears to be, definitely never cleaned, and the case
back is not held well to the iron front. Philips screws
were used everywhere. There is no label or pendulum and the 30-hour movement is running and striking. Glasses, bezel, dial, and hands have been replaced. I did not disassemble the wood box from the iron front to
search for a name cast in the metal. No name visible from the front.
The only marking anywhere was on the bezel, “Patent Pending”.

378.
$400
Bundy Manufacturing Co. Binghampton, NY, makers of the famous Bundy Time Recorders. The company eventually became part of IBM. They made
Regulators as well as Time Recorders. This clock
has always been a regulator. The oak case is 43
inches high with several carved pieces and even
the dial board is carved. It is so heavy it takes two
people to handle it. You can tell where a trim piece
may have been broken and glued in place. The
paper dial on a metal pan is original. The hands,
silver beat scale, and large winding key, are all
original. There is a door lock and key. On the bottom of the dial board is a silver tag showing the
company name, and patent dates. The nickel pendulum bob is the
superb Seth Thomas bob with “BMCo” etched into the nickel finish.
The wood stick was broken and professionally repaired. The large 8day solid plate movement is running robustly. This clock is complete
and original, a little dark from age or smoke, but no one has offered
to clean it, preferring I suppose to keep the original finish. If you
check the Bundymuseum.com website, you will notice that this
identical clock is the sixth clock shown in their museum gallery display. $500-$800.

373.
$50
Iron front case with painted scenes. The colors are
not real bright but better than most iron front clocks
we see. The case is 17 ½ inches tall, bowed glass in
the top brass bezel, flat glass in the bottom bezel.
Original dial and 30-hour time and strike movement.
No pendulum or key.
374.
$200
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. advertising clock, “Old Mr.
Boston / Fine Liquors”. The painted metal case is 21 ½
inches high and 10 inches wide. There is only slight
paint wear on the case. Hinged nickel bezel with bowed
glass, silver dial is signed, “Gilbert / 1807”, “8-day”, and
“Made by Gilbert at Winstead, Conn. U.S.A.” The time
only movement runs 8-days. Clock is complete and all
original. In 45 years selling we have probably only sold 3
-4 of this model. Ly-Gilbert, page 44.

500.
$50
Seth Thomas “Console 1W”, ca. 1930. This model
was made in a mechanical winding mode (as found
here) and an electric version. It’s 10.5 inches wide
and 7 inches tall in a walnut case with a burled walnut front veneer. The dial is metal, the round 8-day

375.
$200
E. Ingraham Clock Co. “Doric”, ca 1874. Unusual case style with
mixed woods or different shades of rosewood. Figure 8 door style,
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finish and with a nice amount of “patina”. The
glass is original, the dial repainted long ago; the
hands are original, as is the pendulum and bob.
The dial trim, weights, and damascened pendulum bob are nickel-plated; the weights and bob
could use a bit of polish and the weights do not
match and are not Seth Thomas issue. A decent
label inside on the bottom, no date on the back
of the case. The movement is correct to this
model and is running, but would benefit from
service. We sold this clock in 2017 for $1525.
$1200-$1500.

movement is signed and strikes on the hour and half-hours with a
beautiful mellow tone. It is running and striking. $50-$100.
501.
$140
Seth Thomas “Engine Lever No. 4”, ca. 1947. An 8day double-spring lever movement housed in a
black bakelite case with a brass bezel and flat glass,
7.75 inches in diameter with a 5.5-inch off-white dial.
The catalog describes it as “An unusually durable
clock built especially for marine service” (Ly, Seth Thomas Vol 2,
page 775). The hinged bezel has a cork seal and a thumbscrew fastener. The clock is running and keeping time. We don’t see this
later model very often. $150-$250.

505.
$600
Welch “Patti No. 1”, ca. 1880. The 18.5-inch rosewood case could
use a cleaning if you want it to shine. The three glasses are old,
there is black flocked paper on the interior back wall. The gold leaf
on the front glass is a less common design also seen on other Patti
clocks (see page 352 of Ly’s 2nd Edition of Welch
Clocks). The dial is old paper, the hands are Welch.
The 8-day time-and-strike Patti movement is running and striking on a nickel bell. The standard
Welch sandwich-glass pendulum is present and
there is a good label on the back, but the two
“nubbins” that are usually found over the back
columns have gone missing. This clock could be
brightened up with a new paper dial; we can do
that for you in ivory or white for $25. We sold one
in January for $840, a typical price for these popular Welch clocks.
$600-$900.

502.
$5000
Joseph Ives “Brooklyn” shelf clock, ca. 1830.
Ives invented the “wagon spring” (multi-leaf
spring) movement and first used it in these
Brooklyn shelf clocks. This is the second edition
of that clock, with an improved strap brass
movement in a mahogany-veneered case. He
used a 10-inch papered wooden dial signed at the
bottom, above two gilded metal rosettes and a
large reverse-painted glass door. The clock
stands on two claw feet in front and turned feet
in back. I don’t have reason to think that anything is unoriginal except the repainted, unsigned door glass; both glasses are old. There is no label, sometimes found on the back wall behind the early wagon springs. We
wound the time side a bit but could not get it running, but we didn’t
try very hard. The cord attaching the strike side to the spring is
broken and we let that go too. I’m sure it could be made functional
if you wanted to put in a bit of effort, but many would argue that is
not necessary. Note that a second mount for the suspension spring
has been installed below the mainstem – the original mount is over
the escape wheel and looks perfectly functional; perhaps a previous
owner did not have access to a suspension rod that could be bent
to fit around the mainstem (see Figure 588 in Ly’s book American
Clocks Vol. 3, pages 210-212). The clock is 29 inches high and 16 inches wide. $5000-$10,000.
503.

506.
$1725
Welch “Patti No. 2” ca. 1886. A miniature version
of the Patti No. 1, 10.5 inches high; often referred
to as the “Baby Patti”, and highly sought after.
Like #505, this rosewood case could use a moderate cleaning to really shine. This clock is all original, from the yellowed paper dial to the hands,
old glasses, and trim pieces. The nickel-plated 8day, time-only Patti movement is signed and is
running, but not robustly. They also made an 8day time-and-strike movement. The small brass pendulum is correct, and the back wall is flocked, but worn. There is a label on the
back with losses. See page 353 of Ly’s book Welch Clocks 2nd Edition
for more information. We have not sold a “Baby Patti” in some
time, but they sell pretty consistently for around $1900 these days.
$1800-$2000.

$1100

James C Cole banjo, ca. 1830. Cole worked in Rochester NH in the first half of the 19th century as a clock
and watch maker and jeweler. He made tall-case
clocks and banjos, but only one other banjo is listed
in the Antique Clocks Price Guide. This banjo is 33
inches tall with a 7-inch painted metal dial that includes his signature, probably restored in part where
there appears to be some inpainting. The minute
hand has been repaired. The convex dial glass is a
replacement, as is the finial. Both glasses are old and
the eglomise paintings may be original; the throat
glass is cracked at the top. Note that there is some
molding missing on the left side of the throat. The
brass T-bridge pinned movement is unsigned, running strongly with a lead weight. A rare example
from this maker; the clock noted above in the Antique Clocks Price
Guide sold at RO Schmitt’s in 2018 for $2000. $1200-$2000.

507.
$1700
Pennsylvania tall-case clock, ca. 1800. This appears to be a late
1700’s-early 1800’s Pennsylvania clock with a 30-hour
brass time-and-strike, single-weight pull-up movement
in a case built for it. The clock is running and striking.
There is a clean (repainted) metal dial behind a very
old glass; the 91-inch walnut case has a broken-arch
top with carved rosettes and flame finials, an arched
dial door flanked by four turned columns, and a tombstone waist door with reeded quarter-columns on a
base with ogee-bracket feet. The overall style suggests a Pennsylvania origin, likely Philadelphia. The
clock hands may be replacements. There are a number of newspaper clippings taped to the door describing this and similar clocks. This is a fine example of an
early brass movement Pennsylvania tall-case; the case

504.
$900
Seth Thomas “Garfield”, ca. 1883. This classic, weight-driven shelf
clock is 30 inches high, named after the second US president to be
assassinated, in 1881. The case is walnut in an old if not original
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511.
$500
Wm. Gilbert “Regulator No. 65”, ca. 1910. This 50inch model came in oak or cherry and had a little
brother (Regulator No. 64) that looks identical but
is only 42 inches tall. This one has an old refinish on
the oak case with a 10-inch paper dial, replaced long
ago, and an inset seconds dial. Both dials show
some staining and yellowing; the hands look correct. The 8-day time-only regulator movement is
unsigned, running, and keeping time. It has a nickel
bezel, a nickel-plated weight, and a nickel pendulum
bob with some losses to the finish. The interior has
been repainted black as it was originally. There is
also a simple beat scale that matches the one shown in the catalog
(page 141 of Ly’s Gilbert Clocks), and there is a nice label on the back.
The door glass has been replaced. I can find no sales records for this
model in the Antique Clocks Price Guide and we have not sold one in
the last 5 years. Be the first one on your block to own this uncommon model! $500-$1000.

and finish are excellent and the dial quite nice. Note the shield-like
emblem on the base. $1700-$2500.
508.
$850
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 4”, ca. 1884. Perhaps the
most common Fashion model, 32-inches high with the center finial,
in solid walnut. This one has a very old finish, two
likely original painted dials with minimal chipping,
warping, and soiling. The time dial has a penciled
note that the clock was repaired in Richmond VA in
1896. The seconds bit dial has been replaced. The
door glass also appears to be original, with good
gold leaf lettering. Both movements are very dirty,
the 8-day time-and-strike is signed Seth Thomas,
made for the SCCCo. It is running and striking
brightly on a large brass bell, the calendar movement advances sporadically. The brass pendulum
bob shows only the slightest remnants of damascening. Two good labels inside. One finial has lost its tip. The
strength of this example is its orginality, but it could stand a good
cleaning inside and out. We have been selling these models when in
good condition like this for $800-$1200 of late.

512.

$100
Black Forest clock/thermometer/barometer, ca. 1800?
There’s no name or label on this 25-inch carved oak
weather station but we assume it is from Germany or
England. The lever movement clock is running and keeping time but stops erratically, so it likely needs service. It
also has an alarm function indicated by the small sub-dial
above the six but the alarm hand is missing. It strikes on
a small bell and sets from the back. The clock winds and
sets from the back as well, and we have a double key
that fits all three winding shafts. The mercury thermometer is working and correct and the barometer also appears to be working. There is no glass over the time dial and it isn’t
clear to me that there ever was. $100-$300.

509.
$350
Waterbury “Regulator No. 20”, ca. 1906. A 38-inch
oak case refinished nicely in a medium-dark tone and
a dial repainted by the Dial House in 1976. Replacement hands including the seconds hand, a replaced
dial back support, and I would guess both glasses
replaced. After all that it is really a nice looking timepiece, driven by two wafer weights running down
each side. The high-quality movement is correct and
is signed Waterbury, running and keeping time. You
can find this model on page 186 of Ly’s 2nd edition of Waterbury
Clocks and Watches. At this price a bargain for a weight-driven regulator. Recent sales on the east coast range from $325-$500.

513.
$500
New Haven “Elfrida Calendar”, ca. 1900. You’re thinking, “I’ve seen
that clock, no big deal.” No, you haven’t. This is an Elfrida doubledial calendar. I can find only one example of this
clock that has sold at auction, in 2008, for $850. No
sales in the Antique Clocks Price Guide and no sales
at R.O. Schmitt’s. Not shown in Ly’s books on calendar clocks or New Haven clocks, but it is shown on
page 128 of Miller and Miller’s Calendar Clocks. The
walnut case is 49.5 inches long with 10-inch dials,
both of which are paper. The calendar dial is over an
older paper dial, also signed “New Haven”; I’m not
sure which one is original, but both need to be replaced. That’s about the only thing to complain
about. Well, that and the fact that the calendar
needs an adjustment to advance properly. No label
either. On the positive side, it is a spring-driven 30day movement that is running and keeping good time. There is a
New Haven stamp on the movement (bottom center, partially hidden), but also stampings that suggest that the movement was
made for export (“patented in England in 1889”). If you collect New
Havens or calendar clocks I’ll bet you haven’t got this one. $500$1000.

510.

$550
Waterbury “Augusta”, ca. 1893. This is a great looking
clock with a clean medium oak finish and all the brass
ornaments with a nice patina. The silvered dial has
almost certainly been refinished, and the center section states “WATERBURY CLOCK CO.” The hands are
grandfather clock hands similar to the Waterbury
hands that would have been on this model. The
weights are appropriate (the Augusta did not have
knurled weights), but I think they are tall-case
weights. The weight chains are correct and even have
acorns on the ends. Now we come to the problem:
the pendulum is not correct, and it prevents the clock
from running. The pendulum on the Augusta hangs just below the
shield at the bottom of the well, and is much shorter than the one
on this clock. Here the stick is too long and the bob is not a Waterbury bob. If you remove the pendulum stick the clock runs just fine
(fast, of course). The movement is a Waterbury 8-day time-andstrike, striking on a cathedral gong above the movement. If you
could find (or make) a proper pendulum I believe this clock would
be quite nice. All the wood appears original and all the ornaments
are present. Minor issues we found: the tail of the right dragon
ornament has been repaired, and there is no label left on back, only
a repairer’s label. We have sold Augusta’s in the last several years
for $1175 and $1310; we’re offering this one at less than half that.

514.
$400
Seth Thomas “Castle”, ca. 1884. A beautiful mahogany case, 27
inches high, with burl around the top and an original stenciled glass.
The 8-inch dial was repainted by The Dial House, the hands are correct. The one-day, weight-driven, time-and-strike movement is run-
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sent. There is a chip or two on the side veneer and the hour hand
suffered a loss. A pink and white rose on the tablet with very little
loss. Nice. $50-$100.

ning and striking. The brass bell is mounted on a
signed, nickel-plated Seth Thomas base next to the
alarm mechanism. The nickel-plated pendulum bob
is damascened, the weights are plain OG-style iron
weights. No label, and no date on the the back. This
is a stately clock that rivals the Lincoln and Garfield
and looks great next to either. It is not a common
clock by any means; We have not sold one in the last
5 years and I can find only 3 records on the internet
(none in the Antique Clocks Price Guide). Fontaine’s sold a similar
example in 2012 for $400. $400-$600.

518.
$45
Seth Thomas “Round Band”, 1863-1865. Here’s an
early Round Band with a Plymouth Hollow label and a
signed Plymouth 30-hour movement. The veneer is
crotch mahogany with a shine and one unnoticeable
chip on the door banding at the bottom. Both glasses are old, but the Masonic image in the lower glass is
backed by thin cardboard and may be a decal. The
dial has been repainted and there are ST hands. It is running and
striking on a wire gong. $50-$100.

515.
$1000
HJ Davies “Four-post Crystal Palace”, ca. 1880. This is a rare crystal
palace that we first offered and sold last January
for a tidy sum. We broke the dome on delivery
and refunded the buyer. Now it is back with a
new antique dome that is just a bit too tall, but
otherwise fits perfectly. It stands 20 inches high
with the dome and 17 inches without. The mahogany base is 12 inches wide and holds the patented Davies two-barrel pendulum in a glass box
with the original mirror behind. The three glasses
are almost certainly also original. The 5-inch paper dial is in good shape and probably an old replacement. The 8-day time and strike movement
is signed HJ Davies | New York and is running and striking like a
champ. This model is described on page 102 of Ly’s book Ansonia
Clocks & Watches. A note on the back of the case states that
“Father bought this clock at auction in Baltimore MD in 1873”. We
can find no sales records for this model, but based on the bidding in
January would expect this clock to sell for over $2500. $1500-$3000.

519.
$45
Seth Thomas “Round Band”, 1865-1913. This Round Band has a
Thomaston label and a Plymouth-signed 30-hour movement; assuming the movement isn’t a replacement, it was likely made in the
1860’s with a movement from before the name change in 1865 from
Plymouth Hollow to Thomaston to honor Seth Thomas’s death in
1859. The mahogany veneer is quite nice, with a nottoo-glossy finish. Both glasses are old, the delightful
tablet depicting children performing a play I think,
possibly a Shakespeare play (note the last child in
line). The gilding that should surround the image has
been lost, and the black background is also peeling.
The dial has been repainted, the hands are new. It is
running and striking. $50-$100.
520.
$45
Seth Thomas “Round Band”, 1865-1913. Here’s a Round Band with
an uncommon round 30-hour movement signed “Seth Thomas,
Plymouth Conn.” The label says Thomaston, so the
clock was likely made in the late 1860’s with an old
movement. The round movement is shown on page
651 of Ly’s Vol. 2 on Seth Thomas clocks and was used
in early cottage and O.G. Kitchen clocks as well. The
mahogany veneer is very nice here, with some chipping at the top of the door. Both glasses are old, the
tablet of an eagle flying a letter has lost its black background (easy to restore). The dial is chipping badly. The movement
is running and striking on a wire gong, while the alarm strikes on an
iron bell mounted over the gong. This one is a keeper for the movement. $50-$100.

516.
$325
Ansonia “Blazon”, ca. 1914. A green onyx crystal
regulator with an 8-day hour and half-hour rackand-snail gong strike, visible escapement with
ruby pallets and a porcelain dial. It stands 13.25
inches high with beveled glasses all around in
good condition, polished brass and green onxy
top and bottom with minimal cracking and no
chips. There are some noticeable hairlines in the
dial. The clock is running and striking as expected.
I can’t find any sales records for this model, but similar green onyx
regulators such as the Ambassador sell for upwards of $300. $350$500.

521.
$45
Seth Thomas “Round Band”, 1865-1913. The last
Round Band in this group has a dark glossy mahogany
veneer and two old glasses, the lower with a lovely
image of two courting pheasants. It has lost some of
the backing around the image. The dial has been repainted. The signed Thomaston 30-hour movement is
running and striking on a wire gong, and there is an alarm that
strikes on an iron bell. The label is also Thomaston. $50-$100.

517.
$45
Seth Thomas “Round Band”, 1865-1913. Seth Thomas listed Round
Bands unchanged in their catalogs for 50 years! Think of that, you
could be born and grow old and they’d still be making the same clock. Today the lifetime of the average retail product is what, 2 years? Probably less. At
16 inches high and just a simple box to assemble with
some simple trim, how could they lose? Most were
made with a mahogany veneer, often with a contrasting striped mahogany veneer between the edge
and door moldings. You could collect these just for
their tablets, every one interesting. They came with a sturdy ST
movement, usually one-day spring and strike on a gong or bell, but
you can find them with 8-day movements. This is a one-day striking
on a wire gong, but with an alarm that strikes on an iron bell. The
movement is signed and running; the label is Thomaston as are almost all. The metal dial shows some wear but the ST logo is pre-

522.

$30
Seth Thomas “O.G. Kitchen”, 1863-1875. Similar to the
Round Band but with flat mahogany veneer surfaces
around the outer edge and door, just under 16 inches
high. Both glasses are old, but the Masonic glass is an
image of some sort in front of a piece of cardboard.
Clocks with Masonic glasses used to be highly valued,
but I think the Masonic crowd has largely passed on.
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think this guy looks pretty good for 106 years, don’t you? One sold
at RO Schmitt’s in 2014 for $225. $175-$250.

Masonic membership peaked in the late 1950’s at over 4 million but
is now only slightly over a million. Still seems like a lot… Masonic
membership is most popular in the Midwest, followed by the South.
This is a 30-hour movement with a Plymouth origin, but the label is
lost; we can assume it was made in the 1860’s. It is running and
striking on a wire gong, and there is an alarm that strikes on a bell
above the gong. The contoured dial has been repainted. $35-$75.

527.
$1500
Geo. Jardin Tall-case clock, ca. 1770-1800. An 85-inch
mahogany case with a broken arch top and a single
center wood finial. The case is in remarkably good
condition with no missing trim, scratches, and minimal
splitting. It holds an 8-day movement, bell strike on
top and calendar, behind an arched brass dial, brass
spandrels, and a silver medallion in the arch signed
“Geo Jardin Glasgow”. There are repairs to the bell.
The clock is running and striking, and we have documentation of its shipment to San Francisco in 1930
from Wishaw (Glasgow) Scotland. A very similar clock
sold on Everything But The House out of Cincinnati in
2015 for $2000. $1500-$2500.

523.
$175
Seth Thomas Sonora “Chime Clock No. 5”, ca. 1914. A classic that
plays the Westminster chimes on four bells, 14
inches tall in flawless adamantine. The silvered 5inch dial shows even oxidation and is about due
for resilvering. The clock is running but we can’t
get the No. 90D chime movement to run. May
just be frozen. I can’t find that we’ve sold this
model in recent years, but Sonoras typically sell
for $250 and up. $200-$400.

528.

$1625
Seth Thomas “Office Calendar No. 3”, ca. 1863. Commonly called the “Peanut”, a highly sought-after early
calendar wall clock from Seth Thomas. This model
had some unique characteristics: it used a round
movement, time-only, that had two small springs and
ran 8 days. This is the only clock that used that movement; it also had ST trademark hands. The walnut
case is 23 inches tall; I would guess that the two bezels have been re-veneered by a good woodworker. I
would also guess that both dials are old (very old)
repaints, with some chips and peeling. The calendar roller covers
must be original as they are in brittle shape and yellowed. The clock
is running and keeping time, but only the weekday calendar is working, the other mechanisms will need some adjustment but appear
complete. We have a key for the door lock and to wind the clock.
We sold one in January for $2465. $1800-$2500.

524.
$600
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 9”, ca. 1889. The New
Haven Clock Co. manufactured clocks with a simple calendar mechanism for the SCCC for a short while after the SCCC
failed and reformed in 1889. These clocks are very
similar, but not identical, to the clocks NHCC made
for the National Calendar Clock Co. about that
time. These heavy, walnut-cased clocks had black
dials with gold lettering, finials that differed from
earlier Fashion clocks, and of course, just a simple
calendar. This clock was found in pieces and restored – see the 1960’s era picture that accompanies this clock. The dials were touched up by The
Dial House, the hands are not the original brass
hands, but black hands painted gold; the door
glass is old but certainly a replacement, the lettering is correct. The
finials are correct and there is a nice label in the bottom. This model
is illustrated on page 291 of Ly’s book Calendar Clocks. The movements are correct, signed “New Haven”, running, striking, and the
calendar is advancing. It is 32 inches tall to the top of the center
finial. We sold two Fashion No. 9’s in 2017 for $777 and $860. The
black dials make this a desirable clock. $750-$1000.

W E Haines Cigar Advertiser clocks
W.E. Haines was a tobacco distributor working out of Abbottstown PA
in the early 1900’s. To promote his cigar sales, he created and distributed clocks that he had modified with cigar advertising. It is not clear
if he sold these clocks or gave them to his best customers as promotional items; perhaps both. All have a label on the back with his business name and the destination of the clock. He used a variety of contemporary clocks, apparently whatever he could obtain and modify.
Virtually all were hanging clocks, some quite tall. Most were distributed to the Midwest, especially Kansas, but they were also sent to stores
in Chicago and New York. These clocks were accumulated, presumably
in the early 1960’s as the stores closed or were remodeled, by a contractor for a tobacco company and stored on his farm. His family with
Greg Arey had the clocks restored after his death in 2005; some of you
may know Greg from his association with the Kansas City chapter of
NAWCC, where he has shown some of these clocks in the past. Greg
recently released 43 of these rare, one-of-a-kind clocks for sale
through Showtime Auctions and we were able to purchase five; they
are listed below at the price we paid for them (hammer + commission). You can see all the clocks that were sold at Showtime here. All
clocks have been cleaned and restored as necessary; all are running.
They can be disassembled for ease of shipping or transport. We hope
you like them!

525.
$115
Ansonia “Angelo”, ca. 1880. This clock most closely resembles the
Angelo but differs in the pattern imprinted on the sides and top,
along with an outside escapement that was not offered on the Angelo shown in the 1880 catalog. The two-part
porcelain dial is signed, with a bit of a chip and
crack at the strike-side winding port. The glass is
beveled, the finish overall is excellent, with no
nicks, scrapes, or dull spots; it stands 12.5 inches
high and is running and striking on the hours and
half-hours. It has an 8-day Ansonia movement
with nickel plates. $125-$175.
526.
$175
Wm. Gilbert Clock Co. “Vista”, ca. 1913. The Vista is
10.5 inches high in a Rich Gold Plate Finish, highly
polished with beveled plate glasses all around. It
has a porcelain dial with the Gilbert Visible Escapement and Patent Beat Adjuster; there are a couple of
faint hairlines. The signed 8-day movement strikes
the hours on a cathedral gong and the half-hours on
a cup bell; it is running and striking as required. I

529.
$2925
W E Haines & Sons Cigar Store Advertiser “King Carlos”, ca. 1925.
This advertiser stands 65 inches high with a 28-inch topper with
wings that extend to just under 36 inches. The clock is the 27-inch
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at the top of the topper. I think it should be all black but has been
polished to copper. Busts were a special addition to these advertisers and were more often of famous people. This being Kentucky, a
horse seemed appropriate for us. You can have it in your house if
you bid right. I think this is one of the more interesting advertisers.
$3000-$4000.

Wm Gilbert “Malaga”, in fumed oak with a
three-glass lower panel and a 7-inch signed
metal dial. All glasses are old. The 8-day
signed Gilbert movement, dated 1913,
counts the hours and strikes the half-hour
on two chime rods (“ding-dong”). It is
running and striking. The handsome gentleman inside and on the pendulum bob is
King Carlos I of Portugal, who ruled from
1889 to 1908, when he was assassinated.
It is unclear to me why a cigar was named
after him, but there you go. Other prominently featured cigars are The Red Swan
and Blue Bird. All paper ads are cleaned
and well preserved but faded, now overcoated with a slightly glossy
finish. Wooden cigars with cigar rings bracket the wings. There is a
good Haines label on the back indicating that this clock was sold to
a store in Missouri. $3000-$4000.

532.
$3500
W E Haines & Sons Cigar Store Advertiser “Fragancia”, ca. 1925. This
advertiser is 45 inches tall and 30.5 inches
wide with a 16-inch cigar on top, painted
convincingly. This advertiser is built on a
Gilbert “Washington” calendar clock and
includes a partial label on the back. The
unsigned 8-day time and calendar movement is running. The labels retain good
color and definition, while the Napoleon
label on the inside, promoting a smokeless
tobacco (snuff), is a bit worn. There are
additional labels on both sides of the clock
(this guy stuck a label everywhere that was
available). Both glasses are old but may not
be original; there is a good dial and three old hands, and a Haines
label on the back, but the destination of the clock cannot be discerned. I like the proportions of this clock. $3500-$4500.

530.
$2340
W E Haines & Sons Cigar Store Advertiser “Gallatin”, ca. 1925. This is the smallest of the Haines advertisers listed here,
at just 35 inches high. The wingspread is
29 inches. It is built on a New Haven
drop octagon with a calendar and a 10inch dial; there is a New Haven label on
the back. There is a convex glass in the
bezel over the old paper dial, which is
part of the topper. Both glasses are
replacements, as are the hands. Note
that the topper has been made from the
backboard of an early wooden works clock (see photo); this guy
was all about scrounging and reutilizing clocks and parts. The clock
was delivered to a cigar store in Hutchinson, Kansas, and there are a
number of labels on the back for reasons that are not clear to us; an
insurance agency, several coffee shops, and the Kansas State Fair
from 1942. There is also a date of 6-2-41. As with all these clocks, it
has been cleaned and refurbished and the surface sealed. This clock
advertises Gallatin brand cigars, “The cigar that breathes”. Who
knew? The signed movement is running, time only. $2500-$3500.
531.

533.
$2925
W E Haines & Sons Cigar Store Advertiser “Remus”, ca. 1925. Holy
mackerel, this guy is BIG. With the topmost piece it takes 76 inches
of vertical space and is 50 inches wide. If it had a propeller it could
fly. As shown in one photo, you can slide
out the topmost piece and then the clock
is a more reasonable 65 inches tall and
looks just as good. The 42-inch clock itself
appears to be a Seth Thomas, most similar
but not identical to a Queen Anne. The
unsigned movement is a double-wind time
-only (15 or 30-day?) mounted on an iron
base, again suggesting Seth Thomas or
Ansonia. The dial and hands are replacements and it lacks a bezel. The dial has
been repainted and antiqued; both glasses are newer. It is running and keeping
time. This clock is ‘all in’ on Old Rome
Cigars, with pictures of the Roman mythological figure Remus who,
with his twin brother Romulus, cofounded Rome around 750 BC. As
is told, Romulus killed Remus in a dispute over on which of the 7
hills to build Rome. So much for brotherhood. The advertising on
this clock is, like Remus, bold and heroic – “Rule your world! Smoke
Old Rome cigars”. There are five cigars on the topper, four of which
have the unusual characteristic of being lit, with ash on one end.
One thing that strikes me about all these cigar brands is that, no
matter what, they are always 5 cents. Makes you think they are all
made with the same tobacco… And while I’m at it, do you remember when there was a “cent” symbol on a typewriter keyboard?
Now I can’t find one even in the symbol menu, let alone on my computer keyboard. $3000-$5000.

$2925

W E Haines & Sons Cigar Store Advertiser
“Alcazar”, ca. 1925. It is 61 inches high and
29.5 inches wide, made from a weight-driven
wooden works column and splat clock, as
evidenced by the side columns and the remnants of the original label behind the overpasted “Jockey” label on the backboard. You
can even see some of the bronze stenciling on
the columns. The original movement was
replaced by a Sessions 8-day time-and-strike
front-mount movement that is running and
striking. The dial glass is an old replacement,
but the lower glass is original. The hands are
recent replacements. There is a Haines label
on the back showing that this clock was delivered Charles F Pusch Sons in Marysville Kansas – there are also numerous labels on the side of the clock for this cigar store. The advertising here is very nice, but a bit worn. Alcazar was a famous
racehorse early in the last century (a trotter, I think) and this is a
famous brand of cigars. Haines paired “Orphan Boy” tobacco with
it for an all-Equus advertiser. Note the horse bust on the pedestal

Note that this clock, as well as the others, disassembles for ease of
shipping.
534.
$1400
Seth Thomas Regulator No. 1 Extra, ca. 1875. The 40-inch case is
veneered in rosewood and in outstanding condition – I see no re-
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central portion of the tablet has been repainted;
the surround is original. Neither glass appears to
have been out of the door. The tablet glass is
cracked in the lower left corner but is secure and
the cracks are hard to notice. I don’t see any repairs to the scroll top, and it looks very old. A tip is
missing from the right side of the feet and base,
but otherwise it looks all original as well. An old
dial, a Terry-type wooden 30-hour movement, and
two old weights; when we hung the weights it ran
for just a few minutes before stopping. There is a
nice label inside. The ivory escutcheon is broken; otherwise, all this
clock needs is a coat of wax. $350-$550.

pairs and only a chip and scrape or two. I wouldn’t exclude the possibility that the bezel was reveneered, as it is practically perfect. The dial was
repainted some time ago and has just a little bit of
chipping at the winding arbor and screw mounts.
The old lower glass has been rebacked and the
gesso gilding is in good shape. The dial glass is
also old, and the hands are correct. There is a nice
weight shield with label and beat scale at the bottom. This case contains a round time-only movement thought to be from Silas B Terry’s business
before Thomas bought him out in 1875, making this an early model
(see page 272 of Ly’s Seth Thomas Clocks and Movements, Vol. 1).
The weight is correct; the pendulum stick and bob correct but the
bob has been polished thin. Note the pendulum leveling adjustment on the movement crutch. The clock is running, not robustly,
but running steadily when you get the hour hand and seconds hand
positioned properly. We sold one with a Terry movement in 2016
for over $1900.

538.
$1075
E. Howard No. 5 Banjo, ca. 1875. A nice example, with
good but dark grain painting on the front, a nicely
repainted dial, and two good painted glasses. All
three glasses are old. I suspect the lower glasses have
been rebacked. There is a scratch in the throat glass,
but it is not obvious. Proper hands and a pendulum
bob that has been polished near to death, but the
damascening is there. The pendulum tie-down screw
and tab are missing, and I believe the base has been
replaced, probably due to a weight-fall. The signed
No. 5 movement is running, driven by a No. 5-labeled
weight. No maker’s label, but that is not unusual. We have been
selling nice examples like this for upwards of $1500. $1200-$1800.

535.
$175
German closed well swinger, ca. 1920’s. A 31-inch walnut case in a sharp art-deco style with a silvered metal
dial in good condition and an oversized pendulum
bob. The door opens to set and wind, the lower door
slides down to access the pendulum. The glasses are
old. The 8-day brass movement is running and striking a wire gong on the hours and half-hours. Finials
and top may be modified/replacements, but it looks
good, and is a nice size. $175-$250.

539.
$1000
Howard & Davis No. 4 Banjo, ca. 1858. The No. 4 banjo is 32 inches
long, 3 inches longer than the No. 5. The dial is also 1-inch larger, at
8 inches. The case is “well-seasoned hard wood, stained in imitation
of rosewood, and polished.” You will note that the lower glass design is different from that used in later E. Howard
& Co. banjos. The rosewood graining on this clock
is very nice, all three glasses appear to be original
(the putty around the dial glass is very old), and
the original thick paper dial has been varnished
but is not worn and includes the maker’s signature. The movement is signed, the pendulum stick
original, and the pendulum bob lightly damascened. The weight is imprinted with a 4. The
clock is running without problem. There is a “73”
stamped into the case and also onto the dial door
hinge. Both decorated glasses show a “frosting”
between the glass and the paint. It is most noticeable on the throat glass, and there also is some loss of the black
backing on the throat glass. Other than that, there is little to nothing here to complain about. $1000-$1500.

536.
$325
Isaac Packard column & splat, ca. 1835. Packard
died in 1837 at the age of 41; there are only two
Packard clocks listed in the Antique Clocks Price
Guide, but he also worked with Rodney Brace, in
North West Bridgewater MA. He often used
Torrington wooden movements, as found here.
This clock is 31 inches tall with an outstanding
reverse-painted portrait of a woman reading at a
table outdoors. This is the original painting, but
it has been touched up and the upper background redone. You can see these spot retouches in the back-side photo and with backlighting
(see both photos). Both glasses are presumably original as they
show no signs of ever being replaced, based on the putty holding
them in. The wooden dial is likely original as well but shows its age
with significant paint loss and soiling. The hands are period but
probably not original. In contrast, the half-columns and splat have
been professionally repainted and rebronzed. The door latch is not
correct, but the original latch mechanism is included, without a handle. There is an excellent label inside that includes the 1830 census
for 26 states and territories. The back retains remnants of wallpaper that may also be original. We hung the two 30-hour weights
and the clock ran for the 10 minutes we tested it. Moving the hands
forward caused it to “alarm” for striking, but it would not strike.
You can work on that small problem. We haven’t sold a Packard
clock in recent times, and very few Torrington (east-west) movement clocks; we sold a Norris North column & splat in January for
$550. $350-$550.

540.
$175
Birge & Fuller sleigh-front triple decker, 1844-1848. The successful
partnership ended with Thomas Fuller’s death
in 1848. This is a very nice example of their
work, with flame mahogany columns on each
side, a wooden dial, and a nice middle tablet
that has retained much of the decoration but
lost most of the backing. The lower tablet is a
very nice replacement and complements the
middle tablet. The dial glass is also old. The
signed strap-brass 8-day movement is running
without issue. The weights are newer replacements. There is a pretty good label inside with

537.
$350
Chauncey Ives pillar & scroll, 1811-1838. A 31-inch clock (including the
old brass finials) with original glasses (based on the putty). The
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545.
$250
Four Airs “Carillon de Besançon”, ca. 1925. This French carillon clock
is 23 inches tall by 20 inches wide with contrasting graining of the
walnut veneers and a lighter wood trim, and trim pieces of carved
walnuts as well as a nickel door handle. The
dial glass is slightly convex and there is a pattern painted on the pendulum glass. There is a
two-tone silver dial and silver hands. The triple
-wind movement plays four different chimes on
the quarter hours on six chime rods; one chime
is Westminster, the other three I do not recognize, but they are quite pleasant. The clock
counts the hours on four additional chime
rods. You select the chime by moving a lever inside on the left. The
clock is running, chiming, and striking as expected. Again, the art
deco case is in excellent condition. Besançon is a city in eastern
France, the capital of French watchmaking, and is home to a famous
70-dial astronomical clock and The Musée du Temps (Museum of
Time). $250-$500.

the steam train The Breeze carrying passengers across the countryside. $250-$350.
541.
$225
Ansonia Brass & Copper Co. shelf clock, 1869-1877. A large (33-inch)
weight-driven shelf clock with an attention-grabbing tablet of two
parrots in a fountain. The rosewood-veneered case is in good original condition (you often see these clocks re-veneered) but there are
some chips along the edges. The painted metal
dial has been touched up in a couple of places,
the hands are correct, and the bezel has a patent
date of 1870. Both glasses are old and the drop
finials look original. The 8-day time-and-strike
movement is unsigned and we could not test it,
as we did not have time to replace the broken
weight cord on the time side. Both weights are
modern replacements. This is a nice example; it
was also made in a calendar version. $250-$600.
542.
$250
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. “No.11 Octagon”, ca. 1880. A dark 21-inch
case and a clean and bright full front paper dial, old
but probably not original; correct hands all around.
The movement is a Welch 8-day time-and-strike
marked “Made for ICCC”. It is dirty and we can’t get
it running. A bigger problem is the linkage to the
calendar movement, which is missing. In addition,
the lift-arm is sticky and so won’t drop freely as required to advance the calendar. The calendar movement is rusty and not working properly either, so this
guy needs some serious attention from someone
who knows Ithaca calendar clocks. The pendulum bob should be
nickel, and I think the backboard has been replaced; that is common
because owners leave the back off to easily reset the calendars.
Some case clean-up and some repair are needed here. These have
been selling for about $350 of late. $250-$350.

546.
$125
Jerome & Co. “Anglo-American”, 1857-1904. The New Haven Clock
Co. bought out the Jerome Manufacturing Co. in
1857 and began selling clocks under the “Jerome &
Co.” label in England until 1904. As found here, the
movements were stamped with the New Haven
logo. This 27-inch walnut round-drop clock shows
extensive light wood inlays, as is typical of these
export clocks. The 11-inch glossy paper dial is over
a replaced galvanized dial pan. I don’t believe I
would accuse either glass of being old; the hands
are correct. The 8-day time-and-strike New Haven
movement is running but the strike is about 10 min after the hour,
indicating that the strike-set arm will need some adjustment. There
is a New Haven pendulum bob. There is a good label on the back,
not often seen on these clocks. $125-$200.
547.
$70
Franz Hermle & Son mantle clock, ca. 1930’s? I’m at a loss to date
this large German mantel clock. It is clearly not new, and might be
as old as the 1930’s. The company was founded in 1922 and continues today. The movement is signed ‘FHS Germany’, making me
think it is pre-World War II. The case is 16.5 inches wide and 9.5 inches tall, in mahogany with rosewood veneer on the front in an art
deco style, with no significant wear other
than some chips on the bottom of the right
foot. The 6.5-inch dial is behind a convex
glass. The 8-day lever movement is running
and striking on 3 chime rods on the hours
and half-hours. $75-$150.

543.
$150
Le Violon chiming wall clock, ca. 1925. This is an unusual French clock with a barometer and thermometer on
the front. The triple-wind movement plays Westminster Chimes on the quarter-hours and counts the
hours, all played on 8 chime rods. The clock is running
just fine and chiming on cue. The silvered dial shows
some wear and rub spots, the dial glass is convex and
the lower glasses are beveled. The 29-inch case is oak.
The thermometer is correct, the barometer, not so much; there is
some staining to the paper dial on the right. $175-$250.
544.
$175
Veritable Westminster Carillon wall clock, ca. 1925. This French
clock is 23 inches tall and 19 inches wide with a contrasting walnut
veneer on the front, accented by lighter wood inlays and carved
grape leaves and grapes on either side. There is a painted metal dial
in front of a triple-wind movement that plays Westminster chimes
on the quarter hours on four chime rods. It also strikes the hours
on a second set of 4 chime rods but needs to see
a clock maker for adjustment, as the pin that lifts
the hammers needs to be replaced. The art deco
case is in excellent shape and the clock is running and keeping time. This clock and the one
that follows are a bit nicer that the carillon
clocks one typically sees; notes inside say both
were brought back from Germany. $175-$250.

548.
$400
Brewster & Ingrahams 4-column “onion-top”, 1843-1852. Formally
termed “Ogee Round Gothic”, this clock is absolutely gorgeous.
The flame mahogany veneer is outstanding, with a deep luster.
Both glasses are almost certainly original, as are
the dial and hands; the dial is yellowed with some
wear on the raised numeral ring, and an unfortunate scratch mark at 5 o’clock. The right rear
finial has parts of two of the rings broken off. The
8-day time-and-strike movement is signed, running, and striking on a wire gong. The label is
covered up by old dark blue paper, perhaps an
overpasted label that has lost its print or just a
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es high, that is slightly rough. The paper dial is yellowed from age; it
is in a nickel bezel with nickel trim pieces and correct hands; there is
a matching nickel pendulum bob. The decorated door glass is newer. The 8-day time-and-strike movement is signed, running, and
striking a wire gong. The alarm strikes on the bell and is not hooked
up. There is an Ingraham instruction label on the back and an Ingraham key included. $100-$175.

modification someone added to darken the interior years ago. Of
interest are the round feet, which certainly look original but would
seem to be an add-on; if so, they are remarkably well matched to
the case and show no evidence of being newer. Nonetheless, I cannot find any other example of an onion top with feet. There is also
an ivory escutcheon, a key, and a working lock. Ly has a nice section
on early Ingraham clocks including this one in his book on Ingraham
clocks. If you don’t want this clock we’ll be happy to keep it. $400$600.

553.
$500
Seem’s Calendar Dial on a drop octagon clock, ca. 1875. Josiah K.
Seem patented a simple mechanism to add a calendar to any dial by
placing calendar disks behind the dial and
advancing the day and date with a pin attached to the mainstem or, in this example,
to the hour hand. As the hour hand circles
the dial it advances the day-of-the-week disk
twice each 24 hours. In the first 12 hours the
weekday advances to the top of the window;
when the hour hand comes around 12 hours
later it pushes the day to the bottom of the
window (the weekday window is just to the
right of the mainstem). The next cycle brings
forward the next day. The weekday disk
advances the calendar dates 1-9, which in turn advances the left side
of the date wheel to display dates 10-31. It is quite clever, but you
have to reset the date on the first day of each month. You also have
to advance the month (shown above the ‘6’) by hand; there are
small rectangular windows outside the date and month disks to
allow you to advance them with a pin. This dial is on what I believe
is an Ansonia Drop Octagon, based on the pendulum window glass;
the movement is not signed. There is a label inside, but a Seem Calendar Dial instruction label is pasted over it. The painted metal dial
shows some chipping but is likely original. The hands are likely also
original and correct to the Ansonia model. The glass in the bezel is
recent, the lower glass likely original. The 8-day time-and-strike
movement is running and striking on a wire gong as expected.
Seem calendars are uncommon; I can find only a couple of wall clock
examples, both selling for over $500. We sold a steeple clock example in January for $723. Seem calendar dials are shown and discussed in both Ly’s Calendar Clocks and Miller and Miller Calendar
Clocks. $500-$750.

549.
$500
Forestville Manufacturing Co. “ripple-front steeple”, 1842-1849. A 20-inch steeple in walnut veneer with a ripple front, two old glasses, and old
unsigned metal dial and two replacement hands.
A good label inside with some water-staining, listing J.C. Brown (as proprietor). The 8-day brass
movement is signed “Forestville M. F. G. Co, Bristol CT U.S.A.” and is running and striking. There is
a cracked ivory knob on the door and two replacement finials. $500-$800.
550.

$85

Black Forest glass picture clock, ca. 1900. On the
back of a side-cover is a stamped name, Franz Weigl,
Uhrmacher, along with several hand-written dates,
the earliest being 1913. The frame is 12 inches high
and 10.5 inches wide. The gesso frame is cracked at
the bottom with a missing chip and the painted image of the village on a river is lifting off the glass,
with some scattered losses. The hands are old. The
wooden frame movement doesn’t want to run but it
will strike on a wire gong. An old pendulum and two
typical pinecone weights on mismatched chains complete the ensemble. $85-$125.
551.
$1800
Southern Calendar Clock Co. “Fashion No. 6”, ca. 1880. The No. 6,
with black dials and a long-drop pendulum can be
considered a variant of the No. 4 and is one of the
more difficult models to find. Other distinguishing features are nickel-plated hands and a white
interior door label. This example lacks the nickel
hands (these are black Fashion hands painted
silver) and the repainted Fashion label on the
door glass is in an earlier style than the lettering
used on this model. The glass is old but probably
not original, the finish on the walnut case is just
right, and it is running just fine, striking on the
hours, and the calendar is advancing. The 8-day
movement is signed Seth Thomas and has the
expected long-drop pendulum with a damascened silver bob. It stands 32 inches tall to the top of the center
finial. Prices on these vary considerably based on condition and
appearance. $2000-$2500.

554.
$275
Waterbury Clock Co. “Montreal”, ca. 1884. One of
Waterbury’s smaller and less common wall clocks, at
37.5 inches from finial tip to finial tip, in a walnut
case with a rich finish. The glass is old but the decoration differs from that shown in the catalog (Ly,
Waterbury Clocks & Watches, page 195). It was also
offered with a plain glass (Ly, Waterbury Clocks &
Watches, Vol. 2, page 711). The 7-inch dial has been
repainted with the Waterbury logo; the hands are
correct for this model. The finials look like close and
well-matched replicas and the crest and the base are
probably reproductions, as the base lacks the carved ornamentation
shown in the catalog drawing. The signed, 8-day time-and-strike
spring-driven movement is running but is touchy, and is striking on
the nickel bell on the hours. The nickel pendulum bob matches the
nickel bezel. There is a label on the back and signed Waterbury key
included. This is the second of two Montreals we have in this auction. $300-$500.

552.
$100
Ingraham shelf clock, ca. 1886. The E. Ingraham
& Co. sold a limited selection of higher-end models that included the Tontine, Bazar, and Warwick; all were similar in design to this unlisted
model (see Ly, Ingraham Clocks & Watches, page
161). It has an inset base, carved side pieces,
ornaments, and crest on a walnut case, 21 inch-
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the 1; hands are appropriate and period. The
lower glass was nicely repainted in the door, no
signature. The dial glass is cracked and also original, with the original putty holding both glasses
in place. The bronzed columns still show the
original design and the carved eagle splat looks
original. No veneer losses that I can see, making
for a very attractive 8-day wooden works clock,
36.5-inches high. Pretty good label inside. $500$800

555.
$60
Seth Thomas “Cannock”, 1928, and “Petite No.
3”, 1925. Two small Seth Thomas desk/dresser
clocks from the 1920’s, both in mahogany cases,
4.5 inches high, both with inlays of lighter
wood. The Cannock, on the left, holds a backwind 8-day lever
movement that is running, but a bit slow; the case shows some
crinkling to the varnish but is only noticeable up close. There is a
silvered dial and a convex glass. The Petite has a gold metal dial and
a lever movement that runs one day. It is running a bit fast. The
finish on the case is clean and glossy; there is a label on the bottom.
$60-$125.
556.

602.

$525
Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 2”, 1976. Although
it lacks a label inside or on the back, this is almost
certainly a 1976 reissue from Seth Thomas. The
case is quarter-sawn oak with a medium finish,
the base style is that of the 1880’s models. The
dial is in very good condition, the hands correct.
The weight and pendulum are also original, but
the bob could use a good polishing; there is the
expected beat scale inside. The movement is
unsigned, running and keeping time. The oak
veneer on the base is lifting just a bit, but it
doesn’t seem to be a problem. Priced right.
$600-$800.

$500
Ansonia “Capitol”, ca. 1901. Ansonia made three
slightly different versions of the Capitol over 20+ years;
this is the last version; they also made spring and
weight-driven versions. This one is in black walnut
with a nice finish; the finials are correct but probably
reproduced, as is the crest. The glasses are old, the
dial is glossy paper, the hands correct. Note the seconds bit. This example is weight-driven, time-only, 8day, and the movement is signed and running. I can’t
be sure the weights are original and the pendulum and
bob are strongly suspect. Nonetheless, a nice-looking
clock, 54 inches tall. The weight-driven versions seem
to be less common than the spring-driven versions.
$500-$750.

603.
$350
Seymour, Williams & Porter 8-day clock, 18321839. These three worked out of Farmington,
CT. This two-door case is 35 inches tall with
good mahogany veneer all-around. This clock
has had some restoration: the carved eagle
splat is newer; the tablet was nicely repainted
on new glass; the columns and capitals have
been repainted. I think it looks great, but
grunge isn’t my thing. The dial shows a lot of
“stretch marks” but is colorful and I don’t believe I’d replace it. Note that there is a seconds
bit on this clock, not common on wooden
works clocks. The movement looks fine, but we
didn’t test it with the two old unmatched weights. I have run 8-day
wooden works clocks and they keep remarkable time, but I find that
they are sensitive to humidity and temperature. $450-$800.

557.
$250
Wm. Gilbert “Tuscan”, ca. 1901. With "Brazilian
Green Onyx Columns, Onyx Cap and Base, and a
Rich Ormolu Gold Finish”, standing 19 inches
high; visible escapement on a porcelain dial. It
looks pretty good, but there are issues. The dial
has a chip at 11 o’clock, and some light hairlines.
The ornate metal base is broken both front and
back and held together – sort of – with solder
and glue. The round French-style movement was
running until it reached the half-hour strike; the
strike side needs work, as it strikes continuously until it is unwound.
So, this is more of a looker than a worker. If you’re good with these
movements it should be fixable. No recent sales on Antique Clocks
Price Guide. $250-$350.
600.
$750
Waltham banjo, ca. 1930. A weight-driven banjo in a 41inch mahogany case with the original hand-painted
glass panels (very nice) and an old painted metal dial.
The weight shield and pully-suspended lead weight are
replacements; everything else appears original. The
brass sidearms and bezel could stand to be polished.
The 8-day signed brass plate movement is running easily and keeping time. These typically sell for around
$1000.

604.
$1200
Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 9”, ca. 1896. This 48inch clock came in walnut or cherry; this one is walnut with a very nice finish. It has a signed, painted
metal dial with some scrapes and dents; it looks like
it was taken from another clock and soldered into
this bezel. The time-only movement is unsigned
(not uncommon), driven by an appropriate brass
weight. The pendulum bob is nickel, damascened,
with some surface corrosion when viewed closely.
It’s too bad (but not uncommon) that the weight is
not also nickel-plated. The door glass is not old and
there is no label; we have seen the lack of a label before on this
model. It is running without problem and keeping time. $1200$1500.

601.
$400
Marsh, Gilbert & Co. 8-day clock, 1832-1834. These guys were together for just two years, manufacturing 30-hr and 8-day wooden
works clocks. As noted on the label, this one uses ivory bushings.
The massive iron weights are over 13 lb each and are compounded
on wooden pulleys. A note with the clock explains that very heavy
weights were needed to drive the clock, as it used essentially a 30hour movement with small spindles and long cords. We did not test
the movement. The wooden dial is nice, with minor losses around

605.
$1000
Ansonia “Colonel”, ca. 1914. A 61-inch time-only, weight-driven clock
with an 18-inch dial, in refinished black walnut with a rather light
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scribed starting on page 48 of Ly’s book Calendar Clocks. However, it appears that parts
were often mixed, either at the factory or in
Bubba’s shop later. This one contains an unsigned No. 2 movement and a repainted dial
that matches the movement (note the opening on the year dial to view the leap year indicator) but was painted to match the No. 1 dial
shown in the 1880 catalog illustration (it lacks
the sunrise and sunset times on the year dial).
Why the paint is so crackled is unclear to us;
Ly says that No. 2’s and 3’s typically had paper
dials that included sunrise and sunset times.
The glass is a No. 1 design, looks original but
has been rebacked. Even the pendulum bobs differed between
models; this one has a No. 1 bob. The faded label inside is appropriate to both Model 1 and 2. The calendar hands are correct but the
time hands are replacements. Incidentally, the dial tells you the
time, date, day, month and – bonus – the moon’s monthly age in
days. Setting all these hands is complicated but is described in Ly’s
book. The 28-inch case is rosewood veneer with grain-painted bezels; the dial glass is old, the base may possibly be a very old replacement. The 8-day time-and-strike movement is running vigorously,
striking and keeping time, and the calendar hands are advancing.
Your challenge will be to set them correctly. We sold a No. 2 in similar condition in 2014 for $2800, and a very nice No. 1 in 2017 for
$3650. $2500-$3500.

finish. The door glass is old, the dial glass new. The
dial has been repainted, the hands are correct. The
case style and door framing differ slightly from the
catalog drawing and may be year-to-year variation.
I believe the bottom of the base has been replaced.
The pendulum bob has been polished to death; the
brass weights are fine. The unsigned movement is
running and keeping time. I can’t exclude the possibility that this is a newer case with some original
parts, such as the dial, hands, and upper weight
pulley assemblies; I can only find one previous sale,
in 2003 for $4800, so there isn’t much to compare
to. An impressive and uncommon clock. Inquire about delivery
options. $1000-$1500.
606.
$2750
Seth Thomas “Parlor Calendar No. 10”, 1890. There are two versions of this model differing in the trim at the
top. It stands 36-inches tall in a refinished walnut case with burl trim and elaborate carvings.
The trim pieces all look to be original. Both
dials have their original paint, now chipping on
top, less so on the calendar dial, with some
inpainting. Both glasses are old. There is a
signed 8-day time-and-strike, weight-driven
lyre movement and an RT Andrews calendar
movement, all of which are running and striking. Good labels inside, including a service
label from 1968. Two large iron weights included; the calendar roller papers have been replaced. Not a common calendar clock; Fontaine’s sold one in March
of last year for $3250. $3000-$3500.

610.
$900
T.C. Burleigh, Jr. presentation banjo, ca. 1980. A 40inch weight-driven reproduction banjo in the style of
Willard presentation banjos from the early 1800’s. Gilded gesso on the beaded front, base and acorn finial.
There is some loss to the gilding on the balls around the
bottom. Both gilded glasses are original and in excellent shape. The painted dial is signed, the 8-day timeonly movement is signed Kilbourn & Proctor, Inc. and is
running. The lead weight is a replacement. We sold
one in 2017 for $1500; we thought we sold this one last
January for $1385 but the winning bidder never paid.
$1000-$1500.

607.
$275
Ansonia “La Nord”, ca. 1904. This 12-inch
porcelain clock has great coloring and no
flaws, repairs, or loss of gold highlighting.
The porcelain dial shows two hairlines between the 10 and 11. The Ansonia movement
is running, reluctantly, and needs some attention to get it running steadily. It may just
need to be unwound to loosen up. Beveled glass in the sash. $375$500.

611.
$400
Jeromes’ and Darrow 8-Day wooden-works clock. The mahogany
veneer case is just under 38 inches high with carved half-columns.
There is a wooden dial in nice shape (although it has been secured
to the support rails by screws for a long time) and two old and correct hands. The dial glass is old but may have been replaced, based
on the newer (but still old) putty holding it in place. The lower glass
is also old and may never have been out of the door, based on the
unusual rippled wood strips holding it in place. It has been repainted, some time ago, and is not signed. The center mirror is a twentieth century replacement.
There are numerous veneer repairs, some
good, some not so good, and some chips still
waiting for repair. The carved columns are in
excellent shape. The large wood movement
will run for a few minutes when the 12-lb
square Jerome weights are hung; I see no repairs or damage to the gears. The weights are
compounded on brass pulleys, hung on gut,
and there is an old pressed pendulum bob.
There is even an old key to open the door latches. The tablet, and the overall look of this clock

608.
$1500
Ansonia “Apex”, ca. 1905. This is the deluxe version of the Apex,
fitted with a jeweled sash and pendulum. The Rich Gold finish is in
good shape (although far from new) and all the
trim pieces are present. The top is not fastened
down (it needs a nut underneath the top and is
hard to get to without removing the movement), but that doesn’t matter unless you plan
to carry it around with you. There is a hairline
crack in the porcelain outer dial between the 8
and 9. All beveled glasses are just about perfect
– I see a bit of a chip in the upper right corner of
the front door. The clock is running easily but
the strike needs adjustment as it only strikes
once on the hour and half-hour. One sold at
Harris in 2018 for $1700. $2000-$2500.
609.
$1500
Welch, Spring & Co. “Gale Drop Calendar No. 2”, ca. 1880. There
were at least three models of this complicated clock made, as de-
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are very nice, don’t you think? $500-$700.

es 652-653. $50-$100.

612.

704.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. early City Series clock, “Atlanta”, ca 1875.
There is a lot of hardware inside this 19.5” high rosewood veneered case. Behind the original dial is a
large lyre 8-day movement that is signed and still
has the Geneva stops. In is running and striking the
hours on a bright nickeled bell. The special pendulum bob is brass with the “ST” button in the center
and the hanger is silver colored. Inside, on the base,
is a good portion of the original black label, but is
very dark. The dial is original and in good condition.
This model has some gold stripe decorations
around the case edge. The gold is still holding. The
case has an edge nick or two, otherwise is in very good condition.
This model is an excellent starting clock for City Series collectors. LySeth Thomas #508. $100-$200.

$1350

Seth Thomas “Regulator No. 6”, ca. 1880. A walnut case with an old finish and nickel trim including
the damascened pendulum bob, weight, and pulley. The dial holds the original paint with some
flaking and wear but is remarkably good for a
Thomas dial. The hands are correct; the beat scale
is correct but the finish is worn, and there is a dent
in the bob. All the finials are correct although the
bottom center finial looks like a replacement. The
door glass is old and wavy but one retaining strip is
newer. The veneer on the shaped base has some
problems and has been partially replaced on both
sides. You’ll need to get down on your knees to
see the flaws or look at the provided pictures. The
time-only 8-day movement is unsigned and is running and keeping time. There is no label. We sold a very similar
example in 2016 for $2500. $1500-$2000.

705.

$75

“Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn.”, eight-day
brass movement in a two-door ogee case, ca 1843.
Mahogany veneered case is 30” tall, and the veneer
is good all over. I see one small chip no doubt from
hauling the clock to us. Both glasses are original,
bottom had some flaking that was touched up. Tablet has painting of Westminster Abbey. Both doors
have brass catches. Old painted zinc dial has held the
paint well and has had paint chips painted over. It
has the used look but should after 170 years. It has a
pair of old hands, and old pendulum bob, a large pair of iron
weights, 7 ½ lb. each, and a coil gong. The 8-day movement is running strong and striking the coil gong on the hours. The large label is
mostly intact, a few gaps no doubt from the huge weights rolling
around. “The Story of Chauncey Jerome”, by Chris Bailey has pictures of the movement and case styles. Similar clocks can be seen
on page 83 of “American Shelf and Wall Clocks”, by Robert W. D.
Ball. This is a very collectable clock. $100-$200.

700.
$25
Lux Clock Mfg. Co. “Organ Grinder” alarm clock. Case
is aged, lost a lot of original finish, dial has darkened
but all objects clearly visible. No wear on the dial,
organ grinders arm turns as the movement ticks, and
the alarm function is operable. Case is 5.5” wide, 5”
tall. This is probably the first one of this model we
have sold. $25-$50.
701.
$100
Early cow tail clock, crown wheel escapement with
short pendulum that has been removed and electrified. The motor is small like a Telechron. The pendulum should hang in front of the dial, part of it is still
exposed at the top of the dial. It should have been
attached to the crown wheel escapement, which is
missing. Hopefully someone will be able to use what is left, for
parts.

706.
$125
Seth Thomas Clock Co. mantel clock with adamantine finish,
“Toulon”, ca 1900.The columns are adamantine onyx, gilt adamantine blocks above and below the columns, on the top and below the
dial, otherwise the case is black or dark gray. Gilt
metal ornaments, flat glass, signed dial, correct
hands, and back cover. Most of the paper dial
remains on the back. The movement is 8-day,
striking a cathedral gong on the hours and a cup
bell on half hours. The case is 12 inches high.
Many of the adamantine cases look a lot like this
one. Ly-Seth Thomas #1575. $150-$200.

702.
$100
Lux Clock Mfg. Co. “Cat”, ca 1937. 30-hour movement
is running. The cat’s tail is the pendulum and as the
pendulum swings the cats eyes move. The clock is
7.5” tall, complete and all original including the tail. It
is very rare to find this model with an original tail.
There is just a small amount of paint loss around the
edge of the tail. Ly-American Clocks, Vol.3 #670. $150$250.
703.
$50
“Seth Thomas / Thomaston, Conn.”, copied from the label inside
this early OG case, ca 1863. The veneered case is 26” high, very nice
rosewood veneer around the outer sides, front edges, and door
edges. The lighter wood around the outside of the door is probably
just because they laid the wood grain different. If not rosewood it is
very attractive, and unlike any wood in my large collection of wood samples. Original glasses, bottom
with some flaking, original metal dial is clean but has
some paint chipping, good pair of hands, and pair of
period iron weights, pendulum bob, and winding key.
30-hour brass movement is signed, complete and
operational. It strikes hours on a coil gong. The alarm
movement strikes an iron bell. Ly-Seth Thomas, pag-

707.
$135
E.. N. Welch Mfg. Co. Bristol, Ct. mantel clock, “Handel”, ca 1864.
Welch named this clock for the German-British Baroque composer for opera, anthems, oratorios and
concertos, George Frederic Handle. He composed
40 operas in about 30 years. He is regarded as one
of the greatest composers of all times. The black
walnut case is 22 ½ inches tall, complete and original, including the glass, dial, signed 8-day movement, alarm movement and bell, coil gong, and one
of Welch’s fancy pendulums. The label on the back
has worn off. It is running and performing properly.
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bors but otherwise is very nice considering it is over 140 years old.
Ly-Seth Thomas, page 522. $50-$100.

Ly-Welch #433. $150-$300.
708.
$100
Waterbury Clock Company oak mantel clock,
“Harlem”, with 8-day movement and calendar, ca
1906. The very nice oak case is 22 inches tall, clean
and polished, with the original glass, original calendar dial, pendulum and gong. Most of the label is
still on the back except for the name Harlem, there
is only, “—rle-“. The4 8-day movement is running
and striking, and the calendar is changing. LyWaterbury #1658. $100-$200.

713.
$50
“Southern Clock Co.”, OG cased clock made in Andersonville, S.C., ca 1880’s-1890’s. Little to nothing is
known about this maker. I have sold a couple of identical clocks in the past. The 8-day movements are
spring driven, yes, in an OG case that normally has a
30-hour weight movement in it. I would suspect they
bought cases in Conn. and perhaps brass movements
also. The 26-inch-high rosewood veneered case is
very nice but close inspection may find a small chip,
as is usual. The glasses are original, dial is a replacement, a decent
label with a few small pieces missing, proper pendulum, wire gong,
and correct hands. A rare clock that seldom comes on the market.
$50-$100.

709.
$100
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. mantel clock, “Capitol Set45”, ca 1904. They made several models in this Set,
and the models could be ordered with differing
accessories, alarms, gongs, wire bells, etc. This
model originally had an alarm movement and alarm
ring in the dial, now both are missing. The case,
glass, dial, and movement are all original and in
working order. One good thing the clock has going
for itself is Gilbert’s special pendulum with female
picture. It might be worth our minimum. Ly-Gilbert,
page 345. $150-$200.
710.

714.
$50
Waterbury Clock Co mantel clock. A very nice-looking
walnut case that stands just under 29 inches tall, plain
case but with a finial on top and a metal ornament of
some goddess. The dial has had some paint problems
and the artist recreated part of the name “Waterbury
Clock Co.” and filled in other paint chips. I became
suspicious that the name had been altered but after
checking the 8-day time and strike movement I see
that it is original to the case and it is signed by Waterbury Clock Co. It is running and striking a nickel bell. There is a nice
nickel pendulum with wood stick. The case has been refinished/
cleaned/polished. $50-$100.

$200
Unknown wall clock not signed or marked in any way.
It appears to be of late 1800 or early 1900 vintage,
more than likely mid Europe, German or Swiss. The
wood case is 37 inches tall, probably mahogany, dark
with original finish. A nice-looking clock with the finials
on top and bottom, but missing a small finial on the
bottom. The glass was no doubt plain when made but
the painting on the glass was done later as paint is on
the putty and wood as well as the glass. There is a
small crack in the glass at the very top. The movement
is 8-day and time only, long stylish pendulum. The dial
blocks need to be attached better, otherwise is ready
to go. $200-$300.

715.
$50
German wall clock, ca 1920’s. This is a very heavy oak
cased clock, 37” high, balcony type with a fancy brass
pendulum. The pendulum is hanging low to show in the
picture. The front of the case has columns and carved
objects on the base. The wood has some carving and
grooved designs over the front. The movement is attached to a slide in seat board. It is in very good overall
condition, and in running condition. The movement is 8day and strikes a large iron coil gong. The movement is signed only,
“Patent /154590”. The large pendulum is signed but I cannot decide
the maker because a couple of letters are obscured. $50-$100.

711.
$150
G. A. Jones & Co. New York, parlor clock, ca
1870. Jones used a Welch movement and pendulum in this clock. They are pictured in the back of
Ly-Welch. The walnut case is almost 25 inches
tall, complete and original the best I can tell with
the exception of one tiny finial on top that was
recently made and not yet stained. The glass is
perfect, dial is original but dark and aged, and
the 8-day movement appears to be in running
condition. This is a rare and valuable clock if you
are willing to do a little minor restoration. $200-$300.

716.
$75
George A. Jones, New York, N.Y. This clockmaker had
an interesting history and his clocks are very collectable today. This shelf clock is known as the “Turret”
model, very different styling as were all his clocks.
The case appears to be original, perhaps a little dull,
needing polish, and some minor adjustments here
and there. The pendulum looks to be original, but
then we never see his pendulums so cannot be sure.
The paper dial is a replacement. The 8-day time and
strike movement is running. $100-$150.

712.
$35
“Seth Thomas, Thomaston, Conn.”, mantel clock, “Column Shell”,
ca 1874. The 25-inch-high case is finished with rosewood veneer and the excellent columns are shell with
gilt capitals and bases. The glasses are original, so is
the door latch and pair of iron weights. Missing are
small trim pieces on the top sides and there are a
couple of tiny veneer chips. The signed 30-hour movement is in running condition. The original painted dial
has the usual paint chipping around the winding ar-

717.
$35
Ansonia Clock Company mantel clock, “Japan”, ca
1883. The 19-inch-high wood case, (mahogany?) is
completely covered with black paint, inside, outside
including the back. There is some brown looking highlight paint on the door trim. The glass, dial, signed
beat scale, upscale pendulum, nickel bell and 8-day
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Moberg on old glass, just like the original. The movement was restored also and is in excellent running condition. A similar clock is
shown on page 74 of “American Shelf and Wall Clocks”, by Robert
W. D. Ball, and it is only 29 ½ inches tall. The dial, large iron weights,
and pendulum bob, appear to be original. Around 1859 the back of
the clock was papered with a newspaper front page dated January
1859. The paper was published by the, “Sunday Missouri Republican”, a daily newspaper in business in Saint Louis from 1854-1869.
$150-$300.

movement are all original and the clock is running. There is a complete label on the back but is so dark you can hardly read it. LyAnsonia #1725. $50-$100.
718.
$100
New Haven Clock Co. hanging clock, “Harvard”, ca
1911. Excellent walnut case is 32 inches tall, has a
black painted ring around the octagon bezel, and
two good glasses. The dial is original, has no paint
loss, just slightly soiled, rubbed by too many fingers.
The hands, brass pendulum, wood stick, brass bezel,
and other clock parts are all original. In addition to
the 8-day time and striking movement it has a special
Cathedral gong. There is a very nice label on the case
back. Ly-New Haven #614. $100-$200.

723.
$50
Waterbury Clock Co. ships clock, “Motor Boat No. 2”,
ca 1929. The brass case has a rim wind top, spokes,
beveled glass over a silver dial signed, “Waterbury / 8
-day Jeweled”. It is only 3 ¾ inches across the back,
and 5 inches over the spokes. The movement is running. Ly-Waterbury #2058. $50-$100.

719.
$75
Seth Thomas Clock Co. City Series clock, “Albert”, ca 1886. Walnut
veneered case is 16 ½ inches tall, complete and original. The glasses
are original, some flaking on the bottom glass. Dial is original, but
paint is fading. It appears someone cleaned it and used something
besides water. It is streaked. It has a door latch and gold paint
around the outside of the door and inside, around
the glasses. It has a complete label, coil gong, old
pendulum, and a 30-hour time and strike movement
that is running. I have collected City Series clocks
for 45 years, bought and sold hundreds, and still
have a bunch. This is only the second “Albert” I
have had. They must be rare. Ly-Seth Thomas #504.
$100-$200.

724.
$50
Ansonia Clock Co. porcelain cased clock, primarily a
white clock with green designs all over and a Dutch
windmill and house with some reddish tints, mostly on
the roofs. It has a nice brass sash holding a beveled
glass, one piece signed porcelain dial and a pair of Ansonia hands. On the back is the typical brass cover over
the movement opening. The 8-day movement is signed, running,
and striking a standing gong. The movement, dial, and bezel are
worth considerably more than the minimum. $50-$100.
725.
$25
Lux Clock Mfg. Co. hanging “Georgian Banjo”, ca 1928.
Sold thru the Deluxe Clock & Mfg. Co. this syroco case
with a nice brown paint finish has black numerals and
brown hands. It is 21 inches tall and has some minor case
nicks. Label on the back. Ly-American Clocks, Volume 3,
#775. $25-$50.

720.
$50
New Haven Clock Co. banjo, “Waring”, ca 1923. This is a
good size (37 inches high) spring driven banjo with good
glass panels and wood decorations. It had a finial on top
originally and would then have been 40 inches high. If it
were weight driven and had brass decorations we would
be talking over $1000. Other than some light wear on the
8” dial, replaced eagle for a finial, and a little tip added to
the bottom, this piece is nice. It has a complete paper label
on the back, correct brass bob and key, and original hands.
The 8-day movement strikes a long rod on the half hours,
and it is running great. The glass panels are original, all the paint in
place. The 37-inch-high case has a nice mahogany finish. Ly-New
Haven #219. $100-$200.

726.
$50
“Atkins Clock Co. Bristol, Conn.”, miniature cottage clock, ca 1875.
The rosewood veneered case is 10 inches high, good
veneer all around, door latch in front, two good glasses, original painted dial, correct pendulum and key,
and very nice label inside. The 30-hour movement is
running and there is a calendar function as well, note
the winding arbor in the top left of the dial. $50-$100.
727.
$100
Seth Thomas Clock Co. “Arch Top”, ca 1880. An early mantel clock, I
suspect was first made much earlier than 1880. This case is mahogany veneered, standing only 16” tall, and has many curves and delicate veneer challenges. As is common with this model there are
some small veneer chips on the base and perhaps a couple of small
dents or chips elsewhere on the case. You have to love the wood
grain on this case and the way those craftsmen in
the 17th century knew how to lay veneer. Inside is a
complete paper label, a coil gong, alarm movement,
alarm bell, and the 8-day signed movement. The
Geneva stops are still intact and the clock is running
and striking. The original dial is exceptionally nice
for its age. Most generally they had to be repainted
when this old. The hands are authentic. This Arch
Top is as nice as I have sold. Ly-Seth Thomas, page
717. $150-$250.

721.
$50
New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn. banjo clock,
“Waring”, ca 1923. This clock has an 8-day movement and
half hour strike on a Cathedral gong and is in excellent
running order. The mahogany case is 37 inches high with
eagle on the top. The wood finish is original and the reverse paintings are also original. A perfect label remains
on the back. The very bottom piece of wood appears to be
replaced. Ly-New Haven #219. $100-$200.
722.
$100
“Birge, Mallory and Co. Bristol, Conn.”, 8-day, weight
driven movement in an extra-large OG case, ca 18381843. We have never offered this rare model before.
The 32-inch mahogany veneered case has a few minor
repairs. The strap brass movement is signed,
“BM&Co”, most of the label is intact, and the painted
tablet was replaced with a reverse painting by Tom
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The 30-hour movement is operational, I see no missing teeth, but
there are repairs to teeth. It has old hands, is strung for weights,
and has the correct pendulum which I did not picture. $250-$500.

800.
$200
“Hamilton Watch Co. Lancaster, Pa. 21 Jewels /
1544258 / 5 Positions”, inscribed on the movement.
Grade 992, 16 Size, open face, ¾ plate, 21 Jewels.
Clean, polished, running.
Inside back lid marked,
“B&B / Royal / 20 years / 6318726”. Porcelain dial is
signed, “Hamilton”, looks perfect. $200-$350.

808.
$50
Antique pocket watch stand, cast iron and painted
black. I whitened the picture so you could see the
angels on the sides, top, and base. It is larger than any
holders I have seen, stands 10 ½ inches tall. It is complete but very dirty. One of the angels is hold a large
club??

801.
$200
“Hamilton Watch Co. Lancaster, PA / Model 992 / 21
Jewels / Adjusted / 5 Positions /1638867”, inscribed on
the movement of this Size 16 watch. It is case model
#16, clean, polished, and running. Back lid is engraved, “Star Watch Case Company. / 10K Gold Filled.
The dial is signed only, “Hamilton”. $200-$350.

809.
$25
Lux “Old Cuckoo Style”. The bird bobs
in and out of window. This case is
brown, 7 inches tall. 809A. Lux
“Quail”. Bird bobs up and down as
pendulum swings. 809B Lux Quail.
Same as #809A. Both are very nice.
$25-$50.

802.
$200
“Hamilton Watch Co. Lancaster, PA / 21 Jewels / Adjusted 5 Positions / 885876”, inscribed on the movement. Grade 940, Motor Barrel / 18 size. Back outside
lid signed, “Keystone Watch Case / 4447051”. Inside
back lid signed, “Philadelphia Watch Case Co. Years /
8960406”. Double sunk porcelain dial looks perfect,
watch is running. Back lid has etched designs with
wear. Highly polished, clean inside and outside. $200$400.

810.
$25
“Exacta”, a German clock/calendar with some features I
don’t completely understand. I am guessing the dial is
similar to the hotel clocks made in the USA or reminder
clock of some kind. There are metal pins in the bottom
right corner, a push button ? in the top right corner, and
a light in the top left corner. The movement is signed,
“Exacta – Reminder / Made in Germany / Move hands
only in direction of arrow”. There is a battery and other electrical
contacts beside the movement. Since it has been in storage since
the 1970’s the battery has to be dead. The complete daily calendar is
1974. It is made to hang or sit flat.

803.
$200
“Hamilton Watch Co. USA / 992 / 21 Jewels / Adj.5
Positions / 2602819”, inscribed on the movement. 16
Size, ¾ plate, extra clean, polished, and not running.
Note the large numbers. Dial is signed, “Hamilton”.
Inside of the back lid is inscribed, “Wadsworth 10K
Gold Filled” Co. $200-$350.

811.
$25
“Schatz / Germany”, tambour case is 19 inches wide, good veneer
with one reglued piece. Bowed glass over the signed dial with original hands and gold numerals. The 8-day movement plays Whittington on 7 chime rods. Appears
to be complete but needs cleaning and movement
serviced. Has been in storage since the 1970’s.

804.
$200
Hamilton Watch Co. /992 / 2974B / U.S. Navy Hacking
Lever. Inside back cover inscribed, “Keystone Base
Metal”. Outside of back cover inscribed, “Bureau of
Ships / U.S. Navy / Comparing Watch / N 9279 – 1943”.
I do not know how to remove another cover plate
over the movement. The front crystal is broken. The
nice dial is signed, “Hamilton”. It is running. $200$350.

812.
$750
E. N. Welch parts – 3 Patti No.1
cases, 1 Cary V.P. case, 2 Patti
movements, 3 Patti dials, 2
Patti pendulums. The cases,
movements, dials, and pendulums are all original, except a
few finials were professionally
made and you probably cannot
tell. The Cary has some pieces
missing on the top and there
are some small pieces of veneer missing on the
top of some cases. If you will check eBay you will see what these
parts and/or assembled clocks sell for. There is money to be made if
you have the time.

805.
$25
Hampton Watch Co. Signed on the movement,
“Dauber Grand / Dayton, Ohio, 17 Jewels / 918509 /
Safety Pinion Adjusted”. Inside back cover signed,
“B & B Favorite 25 Years”. Second hand off, behind
the crystal. Not running. $50-$100.
806.
$10
Lots of watch chains that have accumulated over the
years. I notice one marked Sterling Silver. Watches
are probably junk and worthless.
807.

$100

813.
$150
West Germany singing bird case, two birds, ca 1970’s. The
original French bird cages with two birds sold for $2500$3500 if in good working condition. This German company made an excellent copy that looks identical including
the pressed brass base, bird pedestals and the wire cage.

Early wood movement and dial for floor
clock. Dial is signed, “Hoadley / Plymouth”.
The dial is 16 inches tall and 12 inches wide,
in 3excellent condition considering its age.
You may find a corner chip, and I see a faint
split on the top, but overall it is near perfect.
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The birds even look identical. This example is 12 inches high without
the original glass dome, where the originals went up to 21 inches
tall. I did not photograph the dome. It winds underneath and the
start stop lever comes out the side. It is working although the birds
are not singing loud. I have had this piece for 30 years or more and
never wound it until today. Service would be advised. $150-$300.

this era were sometimes carved to any style of furniture or architecture, for halls, libraries etc. This piece is heavy, being solid mahogany and long. Both instruments appear to be working properly but I
would expect some repairs will need to be made. I don’t think I have
ever sold an old barometer that was complete and operational. $350
-$500.

Many of the Welch/Patti movement clocks we are offering in this auction are pictured in the book, “E. N. Welch –Tribute to the Opera-1868–1893”. Welch enthusiasts worldwide have acquired one of the
thousands of books printed and now the supply is about exhausted, in
fact only a couple are left. Let me know if you are interested in buying
a copy for $45.

907.
$500
Chelsea Clock Company, barometer. Since Chelsea barometer cases do not have serial numbers it is difficult to determine their age. The only thing I can say is that it is perfect or near perfect. Although barometers are thought to
be simple instruments the general public does not thoroughly understand the various instruments, me included. I
barely understand how the thermometer works, but the
barometer and percent of relative humidity gauges, no.
Everything appears to be operating properly. The time
only clock is running, the thermometer is correct, but I
cannot vouch for the other gauges. I wound the clock
movement 24 turns which tells me it is surely a 15-day
movement. There are no names, initials, or anything on the front or
back to give away any secrets. The mahogany case is 38 inches tall,
has a band of inlay all around the edge of the case, and the brass
bezels, etc. are shining bright. $500-$1000.

900.
$5
Polish underground publication published September 1943, describing their fight against the German
Gestapo. The story begins with the German invasion of Poland, September 1939, and the beginning
of the silent underground struggle by thousands of
people. It describes how the underground made reprisals by killing
the most sadistic German tyrants, the Gestapo. During the war possessing a copy of this booklet was punishable by death.
901.
$25
Seth Thomas Clock Co. new dial used in their wall clock
models 17 & 19, and some other large wall regulators.
They are identical to the original dials, they are signed,
and experts cannot tell them from originals. You may
recall we sold several 19’s a few years ago and were
left with some extra parts. $25-$50

908.
$100
Male and female golfers dressed in the early days
of golfing. Evidently, they are not wood but molded. Base is wood and statues feel like wood but
surely are made of a molded material. They stand
28 inches tall, each holding metal golf clubs and
they are painted in nice warm colors. While downsizing my clock collection I intend to throw in
things I won’t need in the next domicile or life. If
there are no clock collector/golfers out there they will look good on
the curb or in the landfill. $100-$200.

902.
$50
New brass pendulum rod used with the Seth Thomas No. 19
Regulators. It is an exact copy of their originals. No glass jars,
just the brass rod.

909.
$500
"The Bronco Buster", a bronze statue signed
by Frederic Remington. This was the first of
Remington’s bronzes, ca 1895. He had 250 pieces cast in 1898. They were 24 inches high and
mounted on a signed marble base just like this
one. A plaque on the base says, “Bronco Buster / By Frederic Remington”. Etched into the
bronze base is, “Copyright By / Frederic Remington”. His widow had pieces cast and the
foundry continued casting them following her
death. The bronze pictured here is identical to those pictured in the
book of his works, and as seen in the Remington Museum. This
piece is 24 inches high and 21 inches wide and weighs a whopping
112 pounds. I have no clue when this piece was cast. It could be an
original worth tens of thousands of dollars, or cast last week. It is in
excellent condition and should be because it takes a team of Clydesdale horses to move it. You need to prepare a permanent place for
this piece in your home. Believe me, wherever you place it is where
you will always want to leave it. $500-$1000.

903.
$50
Seth Thomas iron back plate used with the Seth
Thomas No. 19 models. It is identical to an original
iron back plate in the Seth Thomas clocks.
904.
$25
Brass beat scale used with the Seth Thomas
accessories listed above.
905.
$25
Walnut finials for Fashion clocks, models 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
and 8. You will need to stain them and fit to the peg
holes in the case. We have sold hundreds of these
finials in recent years and have enough left for about
10 sets and some remnants after that. After the sets
are complete there may be a few of them needing
repairs.
906.
$350
“C. Realini / Preston / Warranted”, inscribed on the small
silver dial behind the bowed glass at the bottom of this
astonishing barometer, ca 1850-1870. The mahogany case
is typical of many barometers made in the second half of
the nineteenth century. This one has lighter wood inlaid
around the edge of the 44-inch case. The 10” dial is divided
into hundredths of an inch and the detachable thermometer has “blood heat” freezing” and other scales. Cases of

910.
$300
"The Cheyenne", bronze statue signed by Frederic Remington. He
said he wanted to depict a horse in natural flight, so this one is in full
gallop, all four legs off the ground, with the Cheyenne Indian rider
holding a spear in one hand and a whip in the other. It is mounted
on a wood base, stands 19 inches high and about 19 inches wide
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different areas of the US. This one covers the Great
Lakes states. The units date from 1949 and cost $12.50
when new. This is a novelty item that is more accurate
than the Farmer’s Almanac. I sold one a few years ago
for over $100, and one in the January 2019 auction for
$40. It comes in the original box with pages of printed
instructions and there are also instructions on the back
of the Weather Guide. $50-$100.

from the horse’s nose to tip of his tail. It weighs
33 pounds. The sculpture is signed by Frederic
Remington on the bronze base. I am not in any
way insinuating this piece is an original Remington, for if it were, we would be asking several
thousand dollars. I checked the internet today
and found scores of similar reproduced Cheyenne statues for sale. Bidding on comparable
statues would start at $1000 or more. Over the
years the Remington statues have been reproduced in many sizes,
different materials, and on different types of bases. I would guess it
was to avoid copyright laws, etc. $400-$600.

917.
$25
Arm & Hammer advertising desk clock in a tin or aluminum frame. The clock has the original logo on the dial,
movement ticks a bit and stops. Ansonia Clock Co.
made the clock. Stamped on the aluminum case is,
“Compliments of Arm & Hammer Soda, Church & Co.,
New York”. The ad next to the clock may not be original. $50-$100.

911.
$200
“Outlaw”, bronze sculpture by Frederick Remington.
This one is another depiction of the wild riders who
tamed bucking broncos. Realistically seated in the
saddle the rider balances under the extreme movement of the horse. This sculpture is 18 inches tall and 11
inches wide. $200-$400.

918.
$25
Advertising thermometer, signed Brown, Bigelow and
Co. on the dial, ca 1920. The 6-inch dial is clean and the
thermometer is operational. The advertising is for,
“The T. H. Weissinger Co. Electric Motors and Generators”, etc. $50-$100.

912.
$200
“Rattlesnake”, bronze sculpture by Frederick
Remington. In this work he has the same theme,
violence and danger. In this piece he captures a
horse’s reaction to encountering a rattlesnake
on the trail. The horse has reared upon two
hooves and the rider is holding on for dear live.
This is another of his classics. $200-$400.

919.
$75
Advertising thermometer for Employers Liability Assurance Corporation of London, England. The case is copper plated with some wear. It is not signed but believe
it was made by Standard Thermometer Company, Boston, CA in the 1920’s. $100-$150.

913.
$350
L & R Ultrasonic, top of the line model, “Q360H”.
Cost new today is $1677. It has a 3.6-gallon tank
to handle larger cleaning jobs and a thermostatically adjustable heater that improves cleaning
effectiveness that is required for removal of
grease and oil. It has a drain with valve for easy
removal of fluid from tank and comes with an
ultrasonic cleaning tank and lid and an extra
stainless-steel basket and auxiliary pan. It has had minimal use so
should last the next user many years. $500-$750.

920.
$25
Advertising thermometer with photo graphics advertising a business in Indianapolis, IN. The dial is 5 ½ inches,
ca 1920’s. $50-$100.
921.
$25
Advertising thermometer for Quality Stein Hall Service,
ca 1920’s. Made in the USA by Standard Thermometer
Company. $50-$100.
922.
$50
Seth Thomas damascened nickel pendulum bob in near
perfect condition, has no dents or scratches. 4 ½ inches in diameter, weighs 1 lb, 15.8 oz. on my postal scales.
$50-$100

914.
$75
Forecaster barometer set in a mahogany tambour case. Patent date
on the dial, 1922. Tycos/Taylor Instrument Company made the barometer known as a
“Stormguide” barometer. There is an adjustment for altitude on the back of the barometer. $125-$200.

923.
$50
Seth Thomas damascened nickel pendulum bob in perfect condition. 3 ¾ inches in diameter, weighs 14 oz.
$50-$100.

915.
$75
Standard Thermometer Co. (formed in Boston in
the 1880’s) signed on the back of the 9 ¼ inch advertising thermometer. The advertising is for
“Young & Selden Company / Baltimore & Pittsburgh”. The ca 1920’s piece is copper plated with
minimal wear and the dial is still very good. $100$150.

924.
$50
Fashion nickel pendulum bob with Texas Star in the center and Fleur De Lis on top. The star pendulum was used
on the Fashion No. 3 but none of the other Fashions. We
like to think ST used it on a couple of City Series clocks,
Nashville and New Orleans, but as their sales catalogs
revealed it was used on several City Series models but it
was slightly smaller than the one used on Fashions. It is
complete and very nice. $50-$100.

916.
$25
“Weather Forecaster”, developed by Irving Krick, Ph.D. who was
Eisenhower’s chief meteorologist in WW2. After the war he established a business that bought war surplus aircraft aluminum and
used the aluminum to produce a series of weather forecasters for
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must have book.

925.
$50
Seth Thomas brass weight for 8-day clocks. It has knurled top
and bottom. Used on many of their wall clock models. $50$100.

936.
$25
Kroeber Clocks, American & Imported, by Tran Duy Ly.
This 2006 edition hardback book has 584 pages and
over 2000 item pictured.

926.
$10
Seth Thomas brass beat scales. Used in larger wall clocks. 7 ½ inches long.

937.
$25
British Longcase Clocks by Derek Roberts. This large
hardback book was published in 1990 and is still like
new with the dusk cover. It has 370 pages and is full of
all kinds of English tall clocks with the history of the
clockmakers and clocks. It has been valuable to me in
describing the many English clocks we have sold over
the years.

927.
$25
New Seth Thomas iron back plate used in the large Seth
Thomas wall clocks.
928.

$50

New brass pendulum rod used in some large Seth Thomas
wall clocks. It is an exact copy of their originals.

938.
$5
Welch Clocks, by Tran Duy Ly. This 1992 soft cover edition has 304 pages and over 700 examples of Welch
clocks and accessories.

929.
$10
Seth Thomas pair of brass caps used with cut
glass mercury jars.

939.
$5
Waterbury Clocks, History, Identification & Price Guide,
by Tran Duy Ly. This 1989 soft cover edition has 304
pages and over 1300 examples pictured of clocks and
accessories.

930.
Clock weights of all kinds. Pairs of 8-day iron weights for triple deck clocks, pairs of 30 hour iron weights for smaller
clocks, set of 3 hand engraved Vienna weight shells, we also have
weights for floor clocks, and other
odd ball clocks.
8 day iron weights $50 pair
30 hour iron weights $25 pair
Others negotiable.

940.
$5
Ansonia Clocks, A Guide to Identification and Prices, by
Tran Duy Ly. This 1989 soft cover edition has 304 pages
and over 1400 examples pictured.
941.
$5
Advertising Clocks, A Schiffer Book for Collectors, with
price guide. This 1995 soft cover book has 127 pages that
picture all the known advertising clocks.

931.
$50
Swiss Music Box, ca 1890. Mahogany case is 8 inches
square and 2.5 inches high. Milk glass top with a
portrait of a Catholic Pope who is not identified.
Winds underneath, start stop wire underneath. Very
nice condition. Time to let someone else enjoy it. We
have owned it 50 years now. $50-$100.

942.
$5
A Treasury of American Clocks by Brooks Palmer. This
hard cover 1971 edition was a tremendous help to collectors and dealers in the days before Tran Duy Ly published his books. The book has 370 pages that picture
hundreds of American clocks and give brief descriptions.

932.
$15
Gustav Becker Clocks, A Guide to identification & Prices,
by Tran Duy Ly. This hardback book has 248 pages of
pictures and the details of most all Becker clocks. There
are over 1000 items shown, some described in both
German and English.

943.
$5
The Book of American Clocks by Brooks Palmer. This
hard cover book was published in 1970, as like #942 was
a huge help to collectors. It has 317 pages about half of
which pictured clocks and descriptions and the other
half was devoted to listing clockmakers and their brief
history.

933.
$25
Seth Thomas Clocks & Movements by Tran Duy Ly, in a
large hardback book. This edition was published in 1996
and has been essential to me describing clocks in our
auctions. There are 496 pages and almost 1600 items
pictured.

944.
$25
Chelsea Clock Company, The First Hundred Years. Hard
back book published in 2001 has 275 pages of pictures,
descriptions, and company history. A must for Chelsea
collectors.

934.
$10
Sessions Clocks by Tran Duy Ly. A hardback book, 336
pages, over 800 items pictured and described. Published 2001.

945.
$25
Waterbury Clocks & Watches, 2nd Edition – Volume 2, by
Tran Duy Ly. Hard cover book published in 2013, the
final book by Tran Duy Ly. This book has over 400 pages
of new information not in his earlier Waterbury books.

935.
$25
Welch Clocks, Second Edition, by Tran Duy Ly. This
hardback book was published in 2013. There are 576
pages and over 1700 items pictured and described. A
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946.
$5
Survey of American Clocks, Calendar Clocks. This 1973
hard cover book was the Bible for calendar clocks until
Mr. Ly published his Calendar Clocks book. It has 160
pages of pictures and brief descriptions.

957.
$10
American Clocks, Volume 3, by Tran Duy Ly, hardback,
This book includes many clock makers not included in
any of Mr. Ly’s previous books, nor did they have manufacturers catalogs of their own.

947.
$5
Clock Identification and Price
Guide by Roy Ehrhardt. (3
books) His first book was published in 1977, followed by
Book 2 in 1979, and Book 3 in
1983. These books left a lot to
be desired but in those days they were all we had and we treasured
them. These 3 books are all soft cover and sold for $15 each in their
day.

958.
$10
2 books. “The Clocks of Irenus Atkins”, by Philip C.
Gregory & Robert M. King. Softback booklet has 105
pages and is the only book published devoted to the
Atkins companies. Invaluable to me over the years.
Book 2, “Handbook of Clocks Produced by Charles
Kirk, Elisha C. Brewster and Brewster & Ingrahams”.
Softback booklet has 77 pages.
959.
$25
“Witches Hat” metal horn for an Edison Gem model phonograph. The horn is in excellent condition, signed by Edison,
and has the metal extension rod to mount the horn to the
machine.

948.
$10
Two metal dials about 9 inches square. 5 pendulums, a Seth Thomas brass pendulum, French,
Welch, and two others I cannot identify.

960.
$5
“American Clockmakers and Watchmakers, Vol. 3”,
Sonya L. & Thomas J. Spittler, and Chris H. Bailey, 2000.
The definitive listing of clock and watchmakers in the
US since 1800. Essential if you want to know who
made your clock when and where. $5-$25.

949.
$10
Pendulums of all sizes and shapes. 100 or more,
largest is 5 ½ inches, several 3 inches and small
ones for many clocks. Nothing there is rare or valuable, just plain Jane’s.

961.
$5
“French Clocks”, Winthrop Edey, 1967. Collectors’ Blue
Books, 83 pages, mostly black and white photos, 8.5
inches by 6 inches. Used, yellowed. $5-$25.

950.
$10
Misc. clock keys. Note the key gauges, both male and
female, even and odd sizes.
951.
$10
Longcase Clocks and Standing Regulators, by Tran Duy
Ly. Hardback book has 504 pages picturing and describing most all American floor clocks.

LATE ADDITIONS AND INSERTIONS

952.
$50
Fashion No. 3 pendulum, commonly called the Texas
Star pendulum. It was used only on the No. 3 as that
model was sold primarily in the Texas area. Seth Thomas made the same pendulum, only smaller, that they
used on many of the City Series clocks.

81.
$800
English tall case clock that stands 7 feet, 11 inches tall.
It has stained glass above the dial that is original to
the clock, same with the brass medallions, the finials,
the three hands on the dial, weights and pendulum.
The dial is signed, “Wilson / London”, which usually
means he was the selling dealer. The movement is
stamped, “W. Hellewell / Leeds”, which should mean
the maker of the clock. The 8-day brass movement is
clean and runs well, striking a bell on the hours. The
case was being restored for an elderly woman but
she met an untimely death before it was complete.
Thus, there are some minor issues with the case, i.e.
the waist door is slightly warped, missing tiny pieces
of veneer, etc. There are some other minor issues
that can be addressed by a capable wood worker. It is
a great looking clock and the issues I mentioned you won’t notice
unless you look carefully. $1000-$1500.

953.
$10
Seth Thomas pendulum used on their City Series clocks.
954.
$10
Ithaca Calendar Clock Co. pendulums used on some of
their shelf models.
955.
$10
American Clocks, Volume 1, by Tran Duy Ly, hardback,
336 pages. The series of book on American Clocks is a
must for beginning collectors and even advanced collectors.

728.
$100
German cuckoo clock, made in the 1970’s in the West
Germany era, and signed by “Jahresuhrenfabrik”, a
Black Forest company owned by August Schatz. This 8day cuckoo clock is bright, clean, like new to be 50
years old, but has been operated some. The movement
is 8 day, powered by two large cuckoo weights and is
running vigorously. It was out of beat and ran anyway.

956.
$10
American Clocks, Volume 2, by Tran Duy Ly, hardback,
336 pages.
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Everything is original to this clock, weights, chains, gong on the
backboard, pendulum, top ornament, movement, etc. The case is 12
inches high, not including the pendulum, weights, chains, etc. $100$200.
729.
$1000
Wm. L. Gilbert Clock Co. “No. 11 Regulator”, ca
1891. You will not have to hide this 50” high walnut
clock. It is clean and polished, and ready to hang
and enjoy. If it hung in a house where there was
coal smoke, this clock does not show those signs.
Original putty around the side glasses, door glass
probably a replacement. There is considerable
detailed woodwork on the case and it is all original
and complete. The only thing about the clock that
may need some explanation is the delicate woodwork on top of the case. I checked back thru past
auctions and noticed that the tops on the Gilbert
11’s I have sold were not all the same. In Ly-Gilbert
two No. 11’s are pictured and the tops are different. One thing I have learned in 50 years of selling
clocks is that all models of a clock are not necessarily the same. I
have extra pictures of No.11 tops so you can check yourself. The
movement is original to the case and there is no evidence it has
even been messed with. The weights, pendulum bob, wood stick,
three hands, two piece signed dial, and coil gong appears to be
correct and original. In the No. 11’s I have had previously both cords
went to the top right of the case, one came down, the other went
across the case top then descended. In this one each weight goes
straight up to the rollers on each side of the case. Ly-Gilbert #353.
$1200-$1500.
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BID/AWARD FORM
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPT OF BIDS IS MIDNIGHT, JULY 31, 2019
Use a second sheet as necessary

NAME: ______________________________

DAYTIME PHONE: __________________________

STREET: _____________________________

EVENING PHONE: ___________________________

CITY/ST/ZIP: __________________________

EMAIL/FAX: _______________________________

SPENDING LIMIT: $______________ (List items in order of preference)
ITEM
NUMBER

SHORT TITLE

BID
AMOUNT

BIDDING INSTRUCTIONS

SHIPPING?

AWARD

TOTAL PURCHASE
15% PREMIUM
KY TAX (6%, KY residents only)
TOTAL DUE (cash or check)
Convenience Fee for payment by credit card or PayPal (3%, 4% international)
I understand that by submitting this bid form I have entered into a legal contract between myself and Horton’s Antique
Clocks. I have read and understand the Terms and Conditions document on the website. I agree to pay for every item for
which I am the winning bidder, up to my spending limit, and will make payment within 15 business days unless other
arrangements are approved by Horton’s Antique Clocks.

☐ I agree to the Terms and Conditions above

DATE: ______________________________

Return this completed form by email (Hortonclocks@aol.com), FAX (866) 591-6616, or postal mail to Horton’s Antique
Clocks, 3864 Wyse Square, Lexington, KY 40510-9706.

BID SHEET INSTRUCTIONS


Be sure your name and shipping/mailing address are current and correct. Do not use a post office box number.
Include a phone number where we can reach you; FedEx also requires a phone number. Include an email address
if you use email.



List your items by catalog number in order of preference if you have a spending limit. A short title/description
helps you and us to correctly identify the clock. Your spending limit might be a dollar amount, or a clock number
amount (i.e., no more than two clocks).



Your bid must be at least the minimum; bid what you are willing to pay for the item, but no more. Remember,
most bidders win their clocks for less than their maximum bid.



Add a note with bidding instructions, if necessary. For example, “I only want this clock if I don’t win clock #___”.



We will arrange shipping through several local shipping firms if you request shipping on the above form. They will
contact you with an estimate of cost, and provide shipping options.



We will fill in the Award column amount for clocks you win, and total the amount due. If you wish to use PayPal or
a credit/debit card add the 3% convenience fee to your total.



Call, FAX, or email us with you payment arrangements and we will get your clock(s) on their way to you!



Please allow 3-4 weeks for your clocks to arrive; we only have a few trusted shippers, and we are not their only
customer. You may call or email us anytime to find out the status of your delivery. We will try to arrange to have
the shippers notify you by email of your shipment status. Bear in mind that shippers often require packages over
$500 to be signed for upon delivery; you may wish to have your clocks sent to a business address if no one will be
at your home to sign. Alternatively, you can arrange through the shipping firm to have the packages sent to a local
outlet (UPS Store, FedEx Office) for pick-up at your convenience.

Phone: Carroll Horton, (859) 381-8633
FAX:
(866) 591-6616
eMail: Hortonclocks@aol.com

Thanks for shopping with Horton’s Antique Clocks!

